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Supreme Judicial Court.

Societies.. .Supreme Judicial
The April term of the Supreme
‘,urt..The News of Belfast. East
^ ;fH?t .Personals The War News. Court opened at the Court Housm Judicia]
Tuesday,
in
Real
Estate..
Transfers
Wedding
April 20th with the following officers and
HellS.
jurors in attendance.
,ar>nne Pack Improving. .Coopera- *
;' n an Aid to Potato Growers. .Bird
Judge, George M Hanson of Calais,
Still
Law
Effective.
.The
lection
|
Stenographer, Cecil Clay of Woodfords.
Book for 1915. .Recent
Road
I
jJsir.e
Cleric, George I Keating of Belfast.
deaths,
Chaplain. Rev Walter F Sturtevant of BelVVK.le Town Mourns. .The Potato
^ situation. .Wilson a Partisan Presi- fast.
;
Selecting an Outfit..The Day
County Attorney, Walter A Cowan of WinReckoning... .Naming a Power
c:t,t

terport.
Sheriff, Frank A Cuahman of Belfast.
Cries, Charier S Adams of Searamont.
Messenger, Willis B Fletcher of Belfast.
Deputy Sheriffs. P G Hurd of Northporc, in
charge of the Grand Jury; Harry R Toothaker of Belfast, in charge of the First Traverse Jury, and Walter J Bean of M ontville of
the Second Jury.
The Grand Jury. The Grand
Jury organized Tuesday morning with Albert J Skidmore
of Liberty as foreman:
Everett N Bartlett, Winterport; M G Black.
Northport; Geo W Butler, Searamont; Frank
Clements, Knox; C S Cook. Unity; Elmer T
Hartshorn, Morrill; A H Hatch, Islesboro; William L Heagan, Frankfort; James E Jackson,
Belfast; F G Moore. Palermo; Freeman D Myrick, Troy; Francis X Pendleton, Belfast; Eugene S Perkins, Stockton
Springs; S A Perkins,
Brooks; D B Plummer, Montville, R G Seely.
Swanville; William D Smart, Searsport; William N Webb, Monroe; Clement Webster, Freedom; John Whitcomb, Waldo,

Jk'Rt.
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Churches. .For Sum-

The

als..

^4

vjary. The
mer Visitors.

News of Belfast.

floating a Pinkey.. Wedding Bells.,
^gxiiiary Sailers Popular. .Summers

Ago (poem)..An Ambitious
^boot.. The End is Not Yet. .The
forcr South. .A Fessenden Memorial
farming a New Industry-Dip Into
,n, soil_The Fishing Laws.
nc

j

I
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se.jreport.. .Stockton Springs. .Ship
^ \ewe The Belfast Price Current..
Porn Married..Died.

CRET SOCIETIES.
meeting April 15th of Belfast Com\ 0. G. C„ it was voted to move
room to the new Eaton block on

me

Ho*'

^

W. Frown and Charles B. Eaton went
Tuesday to attend the State meet:

United Order of the Golden Cross.
grand trustee and Mr. Eaton

o

First Traverse Jury. Arthur OverLiberty', foreman; C M Brewster, Belmont; Willard B Cates, Monroe; Everett Doe,
Burnham; Willis P Gilman, Prospect; Howard
The

sni-a

..

lock of

Belfast Commandery.
Pallas,
Militant, 1. O. O. F.#
fJf
•V>nd the morning service of the Univerh Sunday, April 25th, and anapproriT-oti wiil be given by Rev. Arthur A.
This service will be in obser; oiiitor.
f ,r.e W5th anniversary of the order.
Patriarchs

Fellows and Rebekahs will have

Kingsbury,Winterport: S W Mills, Unity; Herbert S Morey, Belfast; Ralph I Mortland,Searsport; James Nickels, Searsport; A J Tibbetts,
Palermo; John D Walker, Belfast.
Second Traverse Jury. Elisha H HaBelfast, foreman; J O Achorn, Morrill;
Perley C Allen, Montville; James T Cole,
Thorndike; Sumner J Glidden, Freedom; Clarence J Hamlin, Brooks; Frank W. Hatch.lslesboro; Fred L Howard, Belfast; E E Morton,
The

ney of

a

Day Thursday afternoon and even.b*ih. In the afternoon the children
^ c\ ;ertained with games and a supper
d for them at 6 o’clock. Jn the
^
re will be an entertainment by the
£i4
£rer, :o which all Odd Fellows and Reinvited.
w

s

Jackson; A O Richards, Lincolnville; Clifford
N Staples, Stockton Springs; Charles O Whit- I
nov

ir.er j.

LcenJ'ers

of W’aldo

Lodge, Penobscot

After organization both juries were excused
until 2 p. m. and later were excused until
Thursday morning. The Court was busy with
divorces, naturalization cases, etc. The court

En-

will

with the Odd
aT-r requested to meet at Odd Fellows
l o' Sunday morning at ten o’clock, to atliservicfcs at the First Universalist church,
r. A. A Blair of that church will deliver a

Keeping

P F Gordon
jury
Buzzell; C P Connors.
case

:n

ance were

with the

session of the State Tent of the
It:
Maccabees was held in Portland,
ii 14th. The reports presented showed a
i! State membership of 4311, During the

Harry Mastorgi,

an
Italian, with a wife
children, who has been a stone cutter in
Frankfort for the past 15 years, and Melvyn
William Gray of Unity, aged 29 years, formerly of Woodstock, N B, were admitted to citi-

two

cL-

K'.un tor

P.

ir

attendArthur S Littlefield and Merritt A
in

of Ireland, who have been working stone
cutters for about 23 years in the towns of
Prospect and Frankfort, each having a wife
and three children at present in Prospect; and

ual

policies were paid,amounting to $110,lThe foil, wing were chosen officers: S. C*
Ward, .Augusta, commander; William M.
aster, Portland, lieutenant commander; H.
Cross, Bangor, record keeper; W, G. Gould,
»er, chaplain; Joseph
Mountain, Dexter,
pant. W. S, Stinchfield, Showhegan, Physi;C. *\. hernald, Levant, master-at-arms;
A Cranston, Calais, and G. A.
Chapman,
egcr, guards; Peter H. Christensen, Long
Kti, sentinel, and Walter Curran Patten,
Bet Commander
Ward has held the same

vs

with

Johnson of Rockland, A P Sleeper of Newport,
Louis E Barker of Brookline, Mass, formerly
of Bargor, Charles P Conner of Bangor, Walter A Cowan of Winterport, Harry E Bangs of
Sear8port, Judge James Libby of Unity, Fred
W Brown of Brooks, Ellery Bowden of Winterport, W C T Runnells of Searsport.
Edward Kelley and Archer Gamble, natives

nirv-I the Order and all

an:

of

the
W H Howard.

Among the out-of-town attornies

ninety-sixth annimembers should
k: this public thanksgiving for the rich
Birrs which have been bestowed cn the
iters of this great fraternity. Canton PaliP.M.. i. 0. O. F., will appear in full dress
iactafi escort. Every OddFellow is earnestly
pestcd to attend.
BC'D

this, Thursday morning

open

zenship Wednesday morning.
ASSIGNED CASES.

j

WEDNESDAY.

C Edward Bntto vs F L Mars ton. H G
Sleeper; C L Beedy.
Stem bee Co vs Harold McKeen, et als. J A
Cahners; D Gould.
Dr J B Darling vs P G Willey & Co. Buzzell; C F Smalley.
Arthur Ritchie vs L H Reynolds, et ale.
Ritchie; Brown.
THURSDAY.
Wm H

16 years. The supreme commander,
of Detroit, was present.

Bevan

Buzzell.
P F Gordon

Mackey

vs

vs

W

George
H

B

Staples. Ritchie;

Howard.

Buzzell;

C P
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EAST BELFAST.

Daughters of Pocahontas will have

a

public whist party and dance in Red Men’s
hall April 27th. The public is cordially invited.
The public dinner in Memorial hall Wednesday noon under the auspices of Thomas H.
Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., was a
success in every way and was well patronised.
Friends of Mr. Osgood Woodbury of Beech
Hill, Northport, will regret to learn that he is
critically ill at his home there, with little hope
for his recovery. His daughter, Miss Myra
Woodbury of Boston, has joined the family to
assist in caring for him.
Bramhall’s Market is undergoing improveThe wooden floor has been taken out
and replaced by cement, and the walla have
been wainscotted in cement. This was recently done in Fogg’s market and facilitates the
cleanliness characteristic of both markets.
ments.

Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox of Fryebnrg, past
department president of Maine Ladies G. A. R.,

was

unable to attend the Massachusetts

con-

—

**»"■*«,

Fischer

vs

»o

vuuricH nowaru.

cospital

E S Pitcher & City National

WOTES.

East Northport

Mr.

Harold

Patch

of

operated on at the Waldo
vs Frenchboro Land &
County hospital last Monday_Mr. Edward
Fisheries Co.
Mitchell of Liberty,a surgical patient, returnCooper & Co vs A D Ramsav.
ed home last Monday.... Mr. James Ellard, a
Lillian Curtis, Libt, vs Libbeus C Curtis.
The Gulf Refining Co. vs A M
surgical patient,returned to his home inStockGlidden.
Hattie D. Cole vs Robert Robinson.
ton Springs last Saturday....Mrs. Fred A.
Searsport National Bank vs C F Mudgett.
Johnson and infant son—Alfred Ellis Johnson,
Arthur Ritchie vs Philip R Porter.
born April 16th, are both doing nicely.
Fred W. Brown entered:

Bank, Trustee.
L B Goodspeed & Co

Augustine Colburn

vs Augustus D
Altana E Dutch, et al, vs Frank A
Fred W. Brown, collector of taxes

Quimby.

The Sick and

Hayes.

Luce.
vs Wm H

Fred W. Brown, tax collector, vs Leroy A
Coombs.
Loren Cross vs Harold A. Wood.
Annie M. Hustus, libt, vs Alfred E. Hustus.
Fred W. Brown of Brooks entered:
F W Brown vs Warren F Young.
Kate A Lane, et al. vs Albert H Grant.
Kate A Lane, et al. vs D M Jones.
W M Kelsey vs D F Walker.
Kate A Lane, et al, ex vs Wm A Ryan.
Same vs Seth S Pendleton.
Maplewood Lumber Co vs Mrs D C WTebster.

Adams is ill at his

|

et al.

Same vs C I Buzzeii.
Walter A Cowan entered:
Frank A Cushman, sheriff, vs Joanna S
Cyr,
Carrie E Danielson vs Wilbur Danielson.
Katheryne B Curtis vs Chauncey S Curtis.
Lewis E White vs Leonard Field et al.
Wm W Clark, collector, vs Herbert Kings-

bury.

-V.

Wm T Hall vs Thoa O Shields, et als.
Chas F Drake vs Chas A Price.
Eben F Littlefield entered:
J M Larrabee vs Herbert and Walter Whit-

the effects of a severe attack of gall stones...
Mrs. Ralph H. Howes is gaining, although still
confined to her bed from the Effects of a grip
cold-Mrs. M. L. Slugg is able to be out
after a few weeks iilness_Mrs. E. S. Shuman
remains about
the same....Mrs. Frances
Bradford is improving from a very severe attack of the grip... Charles E. Sherman has
resumed his duties in the C. R. Coombs store,
after a few weeks illness with rheumatism....
Mrs. C. H. Walden is convalescing.... Mrs.
Hiram Hoffses, who has been critically ill with
the grip and erysipelas, is much better....
Mrs. Wm. K. MacNeil, matron of the Girls
Home, is ill at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Hester Wentworth in Knox. .Fred T.Chase has
written his sister. Miss Frances Chase, that he
is rapidly improving and able to take a threemile ride. He was in the Agnew sanatarium

Diego, Calif., but was soon to visit his
cousin, Mrs. Frances Houghton, in Tropico, a
place near there... .Walter J. Upham Is ill at
his home on Belmont avenue_Mrs. Wm. H.
Quimby is able to be about her home after a
severe attack of the
grip_Judge Knowlton,
after a week’s confinement to his home, was
able to resume his duties Monday.
Miss Grace L, Hall, assistant librarian in the
Belfast Free Library, is ill at her home in Congress street with measles-Oscar Wilkins is
confined to his home in Miller street with an
abscess in his throat....Herbert Morey iB able
to be out after an illness that confined him to
the house for two weeks....Eitheel
Willey,
one of the proprietors of the Belfast
Bowling
is
confined
to
his
home in Condon
Academy,
street by illness.

R R Co.

C Edward Britto, Libt vs Grace A Britto.
Geo M Chapman of Fairfield entered:
James 0 Clifford vs Minnie M Clifford.
C W Hussey of Waterville entered:
A H Weeks vs John C Fuller.
Augustine Simmons entered:
Eastern Illustrating and
Publishing Co

Convalescent. Dr. F. M.
home on Cedar street from

at San

ten.

Myrtle Smith vs Merrill C Herrick.
Fred E Littlefield vs Maine Central
Fred A Holmes vs Jas E Wing.
M A Johnson of Rockland entered:

was

vs

Connors.
Russell P Gamage, et al.
Paiest.ne Commandery, Knights Templar,
Int Agr Corp vs Harry Clark and same vs
L M Staples entered:
strtir annual inspection Wednesday evenArthur Clark. Connors; Towle.
Rodenia D Bean, libt, vs Earl D Bean.
George F Harriman vs City of Belfast and
J S Williams entered:
s'April 14th. A most delicious banquet was
Wm A Clark vs same. Harriman and Ritchie;
Lon R Curtis, L<ibt, vs Amanda Lowe Curtis.
^ at 6 30 p. m. with Sir
Knights Ralph H. E F Littlefield.
Montgomery & Emery entered:
William C. Libbey and Fred E. Ellis in
T E Gushee, et al, vs Addison McCorrieon.
FRIDAY.
et al.
toge. The menu included grape fruit cockL A Barker and Margaret Barker vs W B
G W Thurlough entered:
ed chicken and meats, mashed potatoes, Gould. Barker; E M Simpson and Cowan.
New Advertisements. The City Drug Store
Mary F Burgess vs Lewis Burgess.
pickles, olives, jelly cakes and coffee. (Three cases.)
announces a One Cent Sale, to begin today,'
Alphonso Reynolds vs Ruth Reynolds.
Electric Co vs E C Britto. RitchCampbell
"Order of the Temple was worked for the
J S Harriman entered:
closing Wednesday night, April 28th. You
ie; Buzzell,
Maude F Marston libt, vs W H Marston.
(itctio?: by Edmund B. Mallett of Freeport,
Angie F Garcelon vs Clair White. Ritchie;
pay the regular price for any of the articles
W C Conary entered:
5ra <ei.ei uiissimoof the
Grand Commandery Buzzell and Dunton & Morse.
Lillian M Richards libt, vs Harry H Richards. enumerated in the advertisement, and for one
D K Drake vs B & A R R Co. Cowan; J F
^
assisted by Wilmer J. Dorman ,of
J A Cahners of Bangor entered:
cent more will be given another of the same
Gould and Dunton & Morse.
Jonah Wallace vs E A Mudgett et al.
*“el> "'anii Warder; James F. Bagley of
Rosilla Hardy vs M A Seavey. Halliday; W
article. The Rexall people use this direct
E
of
H
Mitchell.
spisto, -rand Standard Bearer; Edward B.
Harry Bangs
Searsport entered:
way of advertising and you get the direct
Grover Gray, appealed from the decision of
C N Staples, appealed from the decision of benefit. Rexall
teon ; Lewiston, Grand
Warder; Thomas the Judge of Probate. W H Mitchell; Dunton the
guarantee on every package,
of Probate.
Judge
°f Portland, Grand Military Inand money back if you are not satisfied....
& Morse.
Fred N Flye, collector, vs Wm Glidden.
r“e:-r 1
Erastus Braley vs A C Twitchell, app. LibDavid L. Wilson of Bath, Past
Gertrude M Ellis Libt. vs Clifton P Ellis,
The roads are getting in good shape and the
William George vs T L Nickerson.
banner of Palestine Commandery, was by; Mason & Coolidge and Buzzell.
auto season is at hand.
B. O. Norton has
M R Baker ;vs E W Kneeland. Morse; A L j!
H L Hopkins vs Charles Towers.
some bargains in used cars, and is agent for
Blanchard.
Chas B Sampson vs R R Hall.
e
the popular Ford cars.
H E Rpbbins & Son vs Henry Pierce.
See the interview
UNASSIGNED CASES.
Chapter, O. E. S., observed
A E Nickerson, assignee, vs Edward L Stickc.-ti 'g
with Mr. Ford in regard to the Ford Motor
Night” last Friday evening, with a
Wallace Ellis vs E A Mudgett.
Buzzed ney.
j »»in
*e ribn t er of the children of its members Greer.
Company’s 300,000 car rebate plan, in which a
n
nuuiiieoii ui dbi gur enierea.
W P Harvey petitioner for partition. A F
*Dl- A
rebate of $50 is practically assured to every
Alice M Chute, Libt, vs Lyman A •'.'hute.
banquet was served for them at
Cook; Bangs.
^ci cs. The decorations
APPEALED CRIMINAL CASES.
buyer this year of a Ford car... The New
Mason & Hall vs L L Foster. Buzzell; Foster
w^re in pink
D*tite. Pink streamers were draped from
Eben E Hall vs Geo P Blethen. Buzzell;
State vs John Paul Nichols of Winterport, York Bargain Store, Main street, Belfast, anfor larceny.
cenler of the room to the corners of the Brown, Jr.
nounces its 3d anniversary sale for Friday and
H E Riggs, admx, vs F E Hatch, et als.
State vs Allen Eldridge, for single sale.
!tt 'i,nK tables
23d and 24th, when discounts
on which were brass candleState vs Warren Haskell, for assault and Saturday, April
Dunton & Morse.
Ritchie;
with pink candles. The menu included
of 10 and 20 per cent will be made on the
A E Nickerson, assignee, vs J W Sweetser.
battery.
State vs Fred Collins, for larceny.
^egRS, tea biscuits, jellies, fancy cakes, Bangs; Buzzell.
regular prices. These reductions are for FriB M Barker vs J O Clifford. Libby; PattanState vs Fred Johnson, for assault and batCrfcam* and hot chocolate with whipped
day and Saturday only....The Home Furnish&
Plumstead.
gall
tery.
111
After a short business session of the
T E Gushee, et al, vs H F Cummings. ThompState vs Daniel Carter for search and seiz- ing Co. is prepared to furnish the home to be,
Wer the tittle
and has many useful articles for the housepeople marched into the son and Dunton & Morse; Andrews & Nelson, ure.
O S Ellis, petition for partition, vs Hattie
State vs William C Whitehead, for intoxicaed by Carrol Parker, Arthur Haselcleaningtime, including Uncle Hiram's Varnish
tion and exposure.
Ward. Dunton & Morse; W Knowlton.
*' Roy Bradford
and Brighten-all, the Wizard Triangle Polish
and Carlton Read in dress
F W Brown vs A P Sleeper. Brown; Sleeper.
^ ana after
the singing of America by the
L L Rogers vs L J Ward. Dunton & Morse.
mop, BiBsells Carpet Sweepers, Liquidine, a
WEDDING BELLS.
with Carlton Read
Searsport National Bank vs C M Mudgett.
preservative for oil cloth and linoleum, and
accompanist, the
Gillin
&
Ritchie;
Gillin,
In8 l r, gram was given by the young
Knowlton-Eaton. A very pretty home curtain stretchers.
You are invited to
Arthur Ritchie vs P Porter,
! 8and
Ritchie; Anwas greatly enjoyed by their elders: drews &
wedding took place Monday morning, Apr. 12th, visit their carpet department... .Carle &
Nelson.
Arthur Haseltine; recitation, MarWaite, Randlett & Co vs C L Wright. Dun- at the residence of Mr, and Mrs Oscar D. Eaton Jones have made a cut in prices of wall
ton & Morse; Brown.
in Deer
s.,ng, Doris Wilson; 6ong, Carlton
Isle.^when their daughter,Miss Beatrice papers at the height of the season. If
NEW ENTRIES.
Laura, was united in marriage to Carl Knte you bave papering to do you should let them
■'"’’laiion, Carrol Parker; piano solo,
Dunton & Morse entered:
Knowlton, son of Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Knowlton. show you.... New styles of coats and suits, all
!
iown; song, Arthur
Haseltine;
Thomas B Berry and Fred W Curtis vs Levi The bride was
Read. The committee in charge
charmingly dressed in white marked at the lowest prices, at James H.
1

Walker.

Mrs. Essie P.
Lillis S. Hatch and Mrs. Willis G.

p-r and program
;

L
*

was

Amos P Lord vs E E Farnsworth.
The Faultless Rubber Co vs F C Atwood.
J H Farwell vs A D Bumps and Julia

ljreat Council of the Degree of Pocs:i'"1

April

16th

Portland,>n

in

Trinity Hall, Pythian

Great
hire of the Improved Order of
following the memorial service in
the election of officers was held,
llnfe as follows: Great
prophetess, Mrs.
connection with the

N Patten.
son

Pocahon-

'*''an Bishop. South Portland; great
af‘ Cora Abbott; great Minnehaha,
Mood, Bar Harbor. The following
LW?re aPP°inted: F>r®t great scout,
•si n “lake* South Portland; second great
lit.ir8- F lorence Blanchard, Cumberland

*

*ua'd of tepee, Mrs. Adelia Fossett,
^U88n E. Allan, past great Pocao the chiefs of the
great council
fcttd,hlK
ki ^ ^»die McWilliams of Portland and
jL aney Briggs. After the election the
ac*dressed by Past Great Sachem
h*r,
ti* ( Massachusetts as the representative
u,feat lncohonee, congratulating the
iLj °n118 prosperity and advancement In
her valuable services. Great
tyL Ba ^arah A. Kierstesd, who was re>ear» WM presented with a handel
of,office bjr|8usan E. Allan.

Phillips

and

Jeffer-

Amos Nichols vs Edward L Savery.
Chamberlain & Burnham vs Burton A Gross.
Lucius C Morse vs Edwin Martin.
Willis J Knowlton vs Lendon S Cook.
Lila E Shaw vs James W Bennett.
Philemon W Pitcher, Libt vs Sarah F Pitcher.
Alice M Stover, Libt vs Walter H Stover.
John B Read vs Seth W Norwood.
Ben D Field vs W J Upham.
Lila E Shaw, Petitioner, vs James W Ben-

Jbtrin.on

Kierstead, Wiscasset; great

A Miller vs Peter
A Davis Trustee.

George

^tf1,
b

D

Milton B Hills vs Lucy J Knight.
Ola M Stevens, Libt vs Wilbert A Stevens.
Tfcomatf-'B Berry and Fred W Curtis vs Frank

'juiicii

(

charmeuse while the groom wore the conventional black. Rev. O. J. Guptill performed the

Bumps.

nett.

t

T E Gushee and Ralph Gushee, executors vs
Addison McCorrison.
Lilly S Jones, Administratrix, vs Emma
Barker.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton,
Adm’rs vs Simeon J Brown.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton,
Adm’rs vs Perley True.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton, Adm’rs
vs M A Roberts.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton,
Adm’rs vs Vermis Hawksley.
George A Goodwin and John^R, Dunton,
Adm’ra|vs Charles A;Bryant

PERSONAL.

urs. Lorenzo Patterson is ill at her home

Searsport

avenue.

Mr. and Mr*. Wm Vaughan, Jr., and daughter
Ruth left last Monday to visit relatives in Boston and vicinity.

Capt.*A. N. Snow. Arthur Stantial and W.
A. Gentner are building a fish weir on the shore
off Searsport avenue.
Mrs. George Hibbard was in Waterville last
week the guest of her sister in-law, Mrs.

Ralph Friend, returning Friday night.
The Ladies Aid of Mason’s Mill Chapel will
a 15 cent
baked bean supper at the
chapel tomorrow, Friday, night. The public are
invited.
have

Mr. and Mrs. Wm.Gentner of Hartford,Conn.v
and Mrs. Wm.Brown of Chelsea,Mass., arrived
Tuesday for a two weeks stay at the Gentner
cottage.

Among the good catches at Swan Lake last
week wer« two salmon by Chas Rogers, two by
Wyatt Carrow, one weighing three pounds and
one caught by Harry Brown.

ceremony in his usual

impressive manner. Only

the immediate families witnessed the ceremony. The bride is a graduate of the Deer
Isle high school and would have been graduated
from Farmington Normal school in June had
she returned to finish her course. She has
taught several terms of school, where she has
given excellent satisfaction and won many
friends. The groom is the efficient chief operator in the telephone cffice and is a popular
young man. They left immediately after the
ceremony on the boat for Boston, where they
will spend their honeymoon. On their return
home they will occupy the cosy apartments
owned and formerly used as the drug store and
office of Dr. C. E. Wasgatt. The central cffice;
will be moved to that building and they will
have charge of it. The happy couple have the>
best wishes of many friends for a prosperous1
and happy life.
Norman H. White of Brookline will be a candidate for the Republican nomination for lieu-[
tenant governor only in the event that there is\
overwhelming evidence that his service is desired Mr. White, in whose favor Alexander
McGregor withdrew his candidacy for the nomination, says his perioral preference would be>
not to enter tie contest. Be favors McCallI
for governor.—Boston Transcript.
■

Howes, Odd Fellows block... .See statement of
The People's National Ins. Co. of Wilmington,
Del., R. W. Rogers, agent, Belfast_One
acre of land on Wight street, Belfast, for sale.
....Handsome thoroughbred Holstein bull
call for sale by E. H. Park, Pittsfield, N. H...
4‘0h, my poor feet!'' Well, why don't you go
to The Dinemore Store and be fitted to a pair
of Ground Gripper Shoes? Now is the time....
To let, furnished flat, 6 rooms and bath, second floor, ten minutes walk from post office,
three minutes from salt water. Enquire of
Mrs. E. L. Macomber, 11 Bayview street, Belfast, Me.... For sale at 36 Church street, modern oak dining table, parlor sofa, part of Haviland china dinner set, chairs, etc.... Dr. E. S.
Webber's .dental office will be closed for the
next two weeks while he is in Boston taking
special lessons on plate work....See our list
of cottages, etc., for rent for the summer
months....See notices of the city clerk concerning contract for sprinkling the streets,
and the new specifications for care of the
poor. Also notice to property owners on
streets to be sprinkled....Send your eggs to
the Ferguson Poultry Farm, Belfast, Me., and
have the chicks returned to&ou by express.
Particulars free(onk request.

a

few years ago.

Mrs. Evans

was a

hard-work-

B. B. Greenlaw
day on business.

PERSONAL.

a

was

called to. Waterville Fri-

Ulmer Hannan, Liberty, to John S. Cates
do; land and buildings in Liberty.
Man ford B. Grant, Stockton Springs, to
Leonard F. Landry, do; land and buildings in
Stockton Springs.
John B. Black, Searsport, to Eleanor A.
sk rtland, do; land and buildings in
Searsport.
Archie Tozier, Unity, to Jacob Stearns, Bangor; land and buildings in Unity.
Jacob Stearns, Bangor, to Lucy Ella Clark,
Searsmont; land and buildings in Unity.
Sumner Cates, Liberty, to Herbert T. Field,
Belfast; land and buildings in Liberty.
Oscar J. Farwell, Thorndike, guardian of
Albert M. and Lillian Learnard, to Nicholas
Walton, do; land and buildings in Thorndike.
Mary P. Williams, Bangor, to Arthur W.Joy.
do; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Hugh D. McLellan, Lexington, Mass., to Or-

lando E. Frost, Elmer A Sherman and Ralph
L. Cooper, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
Orlando E. Frost, Elmer A. Sherman and
Ralph L. Cooper, Belfast, to The City of Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.

Russell H. Lord of Waterville spent
Sunday
with relatives in this city.
Charles Lincoln of Boston has been in Belfast several days with friends.
Ralph I. Morse, Esq. returned Monday from
Pittsfield, where he spent Sunday.

Rev. and

Mrs. Helen Holt returned to Camden Mona visit of several weeks with her
sister, Mrs. Alice I. Thombs.

Raymond Packard is recovering from

an

at-

Mr. and Mrs. Don Fogg

birth, April 14th, of

are

rejoicing

in

the

a son.

at

parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase.
Miss Doris Nickerson spent the week-end
home from Castine. Her friends will be
pleased to know that she graduates in June.

at

The friends of Miss Ruby Gray, student at
the M. C. I., will* be pleased to know she won
the second prise in the prise speaking contest

Haraden S. Pearl went to
a wedding and will

to attend

Miss Edna Reed of North Vassalboro haa
been the guest for several days of her
aunt*
Mrs. Nettie Merrithew.
Misses Clara and Belle Keating, who had
been the guest of relatives in Boston for two
weeks, returned home Monday.

NEWS OF

GRANGES.

THE

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has closed their
contest. Captain Clement winning by a large
majority. The contest was very interesting
and greatly enjoyed by all. Captain McCorrison will furnish a treat soon, but on account of
so many of the members being sick at the
present time he thought it wise to wait a whileDirigo Grange is in a flourishing condition. It
an all-day’s session last
Saturday for the
of instructing a number of candidates
1
purpose
1in the fourth degree and.furnish them with
1held

Mrs. Daniel Astle of Hculton arrived reto spend the summer with her
daughter, Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon.

the

harvest feast.

cently

Last Loaf,” a two-act play,*was given
in Seaside Grange hall Thursday evening*

Miss Geneva Stephenson
spent the week-en
in Waterville with her brother
Milton, who i
a student at Coburn
Classical Institute.

April 15th, by Equity Grange Dramatic c.'ub
ard was greatly appreciated by Seaside. The
cast was as follows: Mark Ashton, a silversmith, Herbert L. Seekins; Caleb Hanson, a
baker, Cassius C. Hamilton; Harry Hanson,
;
his
son. Mayford Morris; Dick Bustle, a jour,
baker, James Sanker; Tom Lhubbs, a
neyman
I
Fred L. Toothaker; Kate Ashton, wife
butcher,
of Mark, Mrs. Mabel W. Miller; Lillie, their
daughter. Katherine Newcomb; Patty Jones, a
Yankee girl, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins. It was
excellent cast and all were letter perfect in
1
an
their parts.

Frederick Wilson Seavey has gone on hi
vacation to Boston and Cliftondale
Mass visiting his aunt, Mrs. T. R. Hutchins.
Mrs. Robert P. Cot mis and Mrs. Edward R
Estabrooks of Bangor, who has been her
guest
left Monday for a visit in Boston and
annual

vicinity.

Leo Buckman, who had been a
guest for
days at the home of Mrs. Annie H.
Richards, left last Monday for his home in
Boston.

several

“The

At the meeting of Seaside Grange last Friday evening several applications for membership were received, and after the business
meeting the following interesting programwae
given: Singing by the chorus; remarks by the
worthy master. Miss Lucy A. Cochran; quotations from all members present; topic. “What
work can be done to the best advantage iQ the
house and on the farm,” opened by Elijah

Ritchie, followed by the Master, John Innes
A. D. Hayes, Lura H. Ritchie and Dorn
Bridges. The discussion was animated and
edifying, A chorus closed the program. The
subiect for the next meeting will be: “Which
has done more good in the world, wealth or
brains?” A ladies’ night will follow’, and then
the gentlemen will take charge.
At the regular meeting of Morning Light
Grange, Monroe, Saturday evening, April Uth,
the first and second degrees were conferred
on two candidates, and a short program was
presented. The discussion of the question,
What is most needed to strengthen the farmer’s liking for his vocation? showed that tht<
general, though not unanimous, opinion was

that more money and less work would effect
the desired result. The question. Resolved,
That the average worker in trades or professions encounters more discouragements than
the average farmers, was debated by D. M.
Kimball for the affirmative and Howard Clements for the negative. At recess a guessing:
contest was won by Alice Ellingwood and a
treit of popcorn balls was provided by Mrs D.
M. Kimball. As usual the question box caused
much amusement, bringing out varying and
freely expressed opinions on the subjects receiving attention.

CENTER

Tuesday morning

from

California,

where

Mr. and Mrs. Perley Allen spent Sunday in
Searsmont with their friend Cleave Rolerson.

John Leavitt of Waldo and Arthur Stew irt
finishing a chamber this week for T. S»
Erskine.

they

are

Mrs. Fred Clement of Knox and daughter
Mamie visited Mr. and Mrs, Clyde Rowell last

Sunday.

Misc

Elizabeth A. Kelley, who spent the
her brother Walter in St. Anthony
Park, Minn., will leave there in May for the
Pacific coast, where she will visit the expositions and spend about three months.
She expects to return to Belfast in August.

Mr. and

panied

Walter Thompson and Milton Wentworth,
built over the chimney in the Center schoolhouse Saturday and Mr. Thompson is painting:
the building this week.
■

j
■

•

by their brother, Walter H.
Mitchell, who has completed his four years I
service in the United States Navy.
!
heme

Allen went to Belfast,
Mr. Allen will serve on the traweek.

Mrs. P.

Monday,where
verse jury this

winter with

Misses Velma S. and Grace M. Mitchell returned Monday from visits with friends in
Boston and Franklin, Mass. They were accom-

MONTVILLE.

Mrs. Martha Greeley of South Freedom ie*
assisting Mrs. V. Thompson for a short time.

spent the winter, and are with Mrs. Frost’s
parents. Cape, and Mrs. C. Y. Cottrell, until
their new summer hom6 in East Belfast is
ready for occupancy.

Mrs. Ann Gowen, who spent the winter with
her brother, Volney Thompson, returned to her
home in Thorndike Sunday. She was accompanied by Miss Ethel Thompson, who will remain with her for a few weeks.

THE WAR NEWS.

Mrs. Ara Warren announce the engagernent of their daughter. Miss Bessie G.
Warren, to Dudley Baldwin of Boston, a
student at the University of Maine School of
Law. Miss Warren is one of Bangors's valued
teachers in the public schools and has a wide
circle of friends. Mr. Baldwin has won
many
Mr. and

It was reported the first of the week that
would remain on the defensive on
the western battle line and concentmte her
Reforces to defeat the Russians in the east.
ports as to w hat has been done in theCarpathians continue contradictory but it seems assured
that the Russians have made substantial gains
there, and they are said to have taken 70,000
prisoners during the past week. Italy’s position is still uncertain, but it looks as though
she might be compelled to engage in the war
in her own detense. In the west the Allies
are making gains.
Nothing accomplished in
Germans continue to torpedo
the Dardanells
defenceless crafts.

Germany

friends since coming to Bangor anc' is
being
sincerely congratulated.—Bangor News.

hnished his studies at the
wireless school in New York, City,
I
and in his examination at the
Brooklyn navy I
yard was granted a first grade license, receiving a very high percentage. He was also fort- J
unate in being assigned as operator on a pas
Verdict In
senger steamer at first, the Northland of the
i. iMkins has

Steamship Corporation, plying bet ween New York and Portland, Maine.
Congratulations are extended by many
friends to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Arey, who were
Miss Susie Hanson is caring for her sister married in Brooks April 6th. Mrs.
Arey wa8
Fannie, who is recovering from a very suc- Miss Glenice Littlefield of White’s Corner
cessful surgical operation performed by Dr.
Winterport, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. MarAdalbert Miilett of Belfast, assisted by Dr cus Littlefield, and is
very popular in a wide
C. A. Simmons.
circle of friends. She is a member of Loyal
Rebekah lodge and Morning Light grange of
The other day Lawrence, the little fouryears-old son of Maynard Cushman, was in- Monroe. Mr. and Mrs. Arey are in Thorndike
tently ; watching his grandfather, Mr. John where he is engaged in his business as tonsoriPaine, during the pic cess of picking the al artist. Many friends wish them felicity and
feathers from a fowl, and suddenly ran into prosperity.
the house, saying, “Mamma, just come
quick
Mrs. C. C. Pineo, little daughter Katherine,
and see,grandpa has got him most all peeled." and
sister, Miss Katherine C. Quin.by, left
The funeral of Mr. Timothy Knight was Havana, Cuba, by steamer last Saturday for
he^d at his home Sunday. Mr. Knight was an New York and are expected to arrive in P>elOld soldier. He leaves a widow, Mrs. Jose- fast the last of this week.
They are coming
phine Knight, and four children—Mrs. Lelia
Blake ol Searsmont, Mrs. Alice Hobbs of earlier than planned because of the transfer of
Hope, Mr. Herbert A. Knight of Belfast and Mr. Pineo from Havana, where he has been
Miss Josephine Knight of this place; also a
one of the managers of the branch bank of the
brother and sister, Mr. Ariel B. Knight of Royal Bank of Canada, to a branch bank in
Camden and Mrs. Susie Robbins of Searsmont.
Costa Rica, Central America. Mrs. George A.
Quimby, who has been with her mother, Mrs.
SWANVILLE.
George S, Chase, since Miss Quimby left to
visit her sister in Havana, will return to her
Frank ^Ordway is ill with measles.
Miller street home.
The schools in town began April 20th.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the Universalist church of Bangor, ia to be the Memorial
Fishing has been very good in Swan Lake
day orator for the exercises to be held this
this spring.
year under the direction of B. H. Beale Post,
G. A. R. For the next few weeka Mr. Smith
Miss Julia ^Chase, teacher in the Everett,
will be unusually busy. He has many speeches
Mass., schools, is spending the week with her
the Paul ranch continues
to go out to pasture with the cows in the
morning and returns with them at night. She
is tame and seems to enjoy their company.
cow moose

days fishing.

Mrs. Amos Clement will return next Satura visit with her
son, Dr. J. D. Clement, in Orono.

Mr. and Mrs. William F. Coombs returned
to Camden Monday afternoon after
a visit
with relatives in this city.

Dtn.

measles.

few

day from

Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon and her
niece, Miss
Maude Astle of Houlton, left
Saturday for a
visit in Boston.

day from

Mrs.

Bangor Tuesday
return today.

Herbert Cook of Albion has moved his
family
to Unity, where he is
employed by Fowler &
Clark.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Thompson of Pitts,
field were in Unity last
Thursday to attend the
funeral of a relative.

Adelbert Leach have
a

Farmington.

Mias Lucinalde is.in
Winterport visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Ide,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltino left
Thursday for a visit in Boston and vicinity. k

Miss Emeroy Ginn returned last
Friday from
Boston, where she had been for specialist medical treatment.

and

Swan Lake for

Mrs. Edgar M. Hall is visiting her
mother*
Mrs. Getchell, and her sister, Mrs. Hodgdon, in

Marconi

SEARSMONT.

April|16th.

Ralph Guthrie
gone to

Edwin P. Frost arrived home

Frankfort.

The

Miss Clara B, Marsh,Western Union
manager*
visited in Bangor the first of the week.

Clifford J. Pattee returned last Friday from
business trip to Richmond.

ing woman and a kind neighbor, ever ready to
help those less fortunate than .herself and
Mies Wilda Vose arrived
will be missed keenly by her family. The
by boat last Saturfuneral services were held Wednesday at 2 p.m.» day morning from Norwood, Mass., for a week's
Rev, W. F. Sturtevant of the Baptist church, vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Vose on Northport avenue.
officiating.
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore will leave next MonTRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
day for a three weeks’ visit with her parents,
Dr. and Mrs. G. E. Morgan,and with her
sister,
The following transfers of real estate were
Mrs. A. G. Crain, in
Burlington, Vt.
recorded in Waldo County Registry ot Deeds
Mrs. Russell G. Dyer of Portland
for the week ending April 21 1915:
arrived
Reuben Bird, Northport, to Lucy Jane Bird, Friday to visit her brother, William Haugh.
She was returning from
Bangor, where she
do; land and buildings in Northport.
had been the guest of her
daughter.
Abbie J. Cilley, Brooks, to Mary Elizabeth
Mr. E. J. Morison is in the Manhattan
Roberts, Newton Center,Mass.; land in Brooks.
Eye
hospital, New York city, coming there from
Charles E. Stevens, Unity, to Melzer M
Jacksonville, Fla., and does not know how long
Stevens, do; land and buildings in Unity.
Charles E. Stevens, Unity, to Mattie E. he may be detained there.
Stevens, do; land and buildings in Unity.
George A. Gilchrest arrived last Saturday
Alma H. Cole, Winterport, to Herbert G morning from Fruitland Park, Fla., where he
Kingsbury, Frankfort; land and buildings in spent the winter. Mrs. Gilchrest remained
for visits in Boston and
Winterport,
Springfield, Mass.
Herbert G. Kingsbury, Frankfort, to Lois
Rev. and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers and Miss
Florence Marden, Winterport; land and build- Ethel Walsh returned
Monday night from
ings in Winterport.
Dover and F’oxcroft, where
they attended the
Albert D. and Minnie B, Gilley, Bucksport, sessions of the East Maine Conference.
to Hattie M. Black, Belfast; land in Northport.
Rev. David L. Wilson of Bath came to BelHerbert L, Curtis, Belfast, to Horace A. fast to attend the inspection of Palestine
ComGrant, do; land in Belfast.
mandery, K. of T„ April.l4th, and remained
Andrew M. Patterson Estate. Belfast, to over Friday to call on his many friends here.
Marcel lus R. Knowlton, do; land and buildings
Claude B. Roberts, who is in the
employ of
in Belfast.
Stone & Webster, Boston, arrived
Friday for a
Nelson W. Staples, Stockton Springs, to brief visit
with his mother, Mrs. A. R. LeadMedbury N. Staples, do; land in Stockton better. He left
Monday for Boston en route
Springs.
to Syracuse. N. Y., on business for the comFred N. Maddocke, Frankfort, to Orrin B.
pany.
Treat, Worcester, Mass.; land and buildings in
Mr. and Mrs.

tack of

16

on

vention of that body in Boston on account of
Developing Company.
George Dwelley vs Eastern Maine Power & lllneaB. The Massachusetts convention sent
testimonials of regret and sympathy to Mrs.
Developing Company.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mosmsn,their daughter,
Fred Low vs Eastern Maine Power & Devel- Tarbox, who has met with them several
years. Mrs. Ethel Fowler, and her
daughter Eleanor,
—Boston
oping Company.
Herald.
were week-end guests of their son, R. G. MosOwen F Sweeney vs Eastern Maine Power &
Jefferson Smith of Waterville, secretary of
Developing Company.
man, while settling their
apartments on
George W Parker vs Eastern Maine Power & the State of Maine Y. M. C. A., was in Belfast Church street.
Developing Company.
Monday evening in the interest of the boys
Lura M Dunton vs Grover Dunton.
Mrs.. Geo. A. Leavitt returned Tuesday
movement and addressed the local committee
B O Norton vs Edmund J Webb.
morning from a visit in Cranberry Isle., accomand a number of men and
Myron L Bowden vs Elysa M Bowden.
boys at the residence
Gentner & Colcord vs Frank Duffly.
of Mr. James H, Howes. His address wlb in- pained by her daughter, Mrs. Perley Stanley
Samuel H Spear vs A L Knowlton.
and her two children, Sherwin and Lucille,who
structive and encouraging.
E B Elwell vs Lenwood Watkins,
will make a few weeks visit.
E B Elwell vs Henry Watkins.
At the Smoker of the Masonic Club last
Charles W Barnes vs Kent Ellingwood.
Mrs. Annie L, McKeen and Miss Flora
Monday evening Rev. Haraden S. Pearl gave
James R Cleland vs Charles Abbott
will arrive next Saturday morning,
an
interesting address on the United States Burgess
William B Webber vs Ruby S Webber.
Mrs. McKeen for an extended visit and Miss
Cunningham Bros vs Amos Harvey.
Navy, relating some of its early history, tellfor a weeks stay before leaving for
B. O. Noiton vs Raymond C Sherman.
ing of its present condition and the compara- Burgess
Sarah F Pitcher vs Philemon W Pitcher.
the Panana Pacific Exposition.
tive
of
the
navies
of
standing
and
Waldo Trust Co vs R G Latham & John A
the^world,
Mrs. Ella Evans died April 19th at her home
Fogg.
placing the United States fourth.
F L Bickford vs L M Eldridge.
Patterson road after a short illness of
on
Miss Edith Florence Kidder, B. O., has
Elvira Stevens vs Hiram Curtis.
opened
offices at 42 High street and will locate here pneumonia, aged 68years. She was a daughter
Jackson & Hall vs F L Bickford.
of the late Wm Shaw and was twice married
Mitchell & TruBsell vs Herbert Black.
permanently for the practice of osteopathy.
Mrs Lilly S Jones vs B A Gross.
Her first husband was Solomon Hamilton, by
Miss
Kidder
recently graduated from Kirks- whom she had two
S. E Rendell vs H S Moulton.
children, Mrs. Geo. Dunton,
Sumner & Gerald vs Harry B Thombs.
ville. Mo., chool of osteopathy, the original
of Mayo St, and Charles Hamilton of Searsport
B L Davis vs A D Hayes.
school, where the science was founded. She
avenue. She is also survived by seven grand*
Arthur Ritchie entered:
has regular hours and will treat by appointAmerican Agric Chemical Co vs Wm H
children ?nd two great grandchildren. Her
ment.
Grady.
second husband was Joseph L. Evans, who died
Carl

jury duty.

and others connected

1,-.,:

W lnfnrn r\r

Supernumaries.
John Benson of Frankfort, Harrison O Cunningham of Swanville and
John F Warden of Searsmont.
William 0 Webb of Troy was excused from

Dorman, Morris L. Slugg
j.:
Koyal W, Warren attended the
session of Rockland Lodge of Perfecspecial convocation of Rockland
t a:
ces of Jerusalem in Rockland last
lec&y evenif g and report very enjoyable
The degrees were conferred on
k
•fin candidates.
\\

George A Goodwin and John R Dunton
Adm’rs vs Frank L Larrabee.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton
Adm’rs vs Miles E Libby.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton
Adm’rs vs F J Page.
George B Goodwin and John R Dunton,
Adm’rs vs William McKenney and Lucy A McKenney.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton,
Adm’rs vs William H Manley.
George A Goodwin and John R Dunton,
Adm’rs vs W A Riordan.
H C Buzzell entered:
Robert M Robbins vs Annie P Robbins.
Bertha E Knowlton vs Harry C Knowlton.
Lucy C Peters vs Maurice Peters.
Lewis White vs T O Shields & London, Liverpool & Globe Ins Co. Trustee.
Nellie B Hall vs Alfred J Hall.
Charles M Young vs Morrison Young.
Maude L Thomas vs Clinton F Thomas.
Raymond Ellis vs John Archie Eager.
Lily S Jones, Admrz vs Emma Barker.
Farwell Bros vs Herbert I Mitchell & D
Whiting & Sons, Trustee.
Bertha E Wood vs Ralph M Wood.
Gertrude H Jones vs Walter F Jones,
Grace R Emmons vb Ralph L Emmons.
Charles L Wing vs Byron A Hart.
Bessie May Ingersoll vs Irving A Ingersoll.
Earle DeReese vs Eastern Maine Power &

„

Eastern

A

Granite

Stumpage Case.

Rockland, Me., April 18. A verdict of
$6608 was awarded in the supreme court Saturday to Mrs. Annie S. Smith, who sued the
Booth Brothers and Hurricane Isle Granite Co.,
to recover for granite stumpage alleged to
have been taken from her property at Long
Cove. This case, which occupied several days,
attracted unusual attention because of a sharp
legal battle between ex-Congressman Charles
E. Littlefield of New York and his brother,
Hon. Arthur S. Littlefield of this city, who*
were the opposing counsel.
The
■

Boston

Floating

Hospital.

Capt. Geo. H, Barbour,
Brewer steamboat

man

the well known
will command The Bos-

Floating Hospital, this year. This is a fine
steel steamer built especially for the purpose,.
100 feet long and 47 feet beam, with a crew'
ton

of 12 men. Beginning in June it makes daily
trips down the harbor,taking patients from the*
hospitals, also mothers and children for the

benefit of the sea air. It is fitted with wards
and has a corps of physicians and nurses. It
is owned by an association and supported by
subscriptions and bequests and is a charity in*
which there is wide-spread interest.

fe, The publisher

of

a

certain paper wrote

an

editorial. A number of papers in
county reprinted the editorial, and
gave credit where credit was due. Nothing
can be said against this \ ractice, although it is
one which easily becomes a habit and lowers
the standing of a paper.—American Press.
This seems to us a somewhat surprising
statement to come from a publication addressed
to newspaper men. If a good thing appears
in a contemporary we see no reason why our
to make in various cities of the State and will
give the vespers commencement sermon at the readers should not be permitted to enjoy it;
University of Maine, June 6. On May 30, he and in this issue we print a communication
will deliver the memorial address in City hall. to the Boothbay
Register, with an editorial
Thursday, April 22, he will go to Portland to from that
paper, on a matter of State-wide inaddress the Maine Council of Deliberation, his
theme being, The Modern Means of Chivalry. terest, Credit should of course be given, and
Hia last important speech, at present booked, the New York Sun has been conspicuous among
will be given during the graduation exercises the
daily papers of the country for crediting
of the Castine Normal school, June 30, when
he will preach the baccalaureate sermon.— the scissored items and articles that add to th*
interest of that alwaye brilliant newspaper.
I Commercial..
admirable
the same

Sardine

Pack

Aid to Potato
Growers.

Improved.

Cooperation

an

FACTS m FICTION

Hiss Mary Ann Ames, who observed
her 84th birthday Jan. 8th,died April 8th
at her home with Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Furber jn Fairfield, after a week’s illness with
grip. She was the oldest of
the five children of Thomas and Parthene
in Frank(Whitney) Ames, and was bom
Her parents and her five
The possibilities in the Maine potato area dence from Belfast people with testimony of fort, Maine.
brothers, Frank, Henry, Timothy, Hiram
for an efficient cooperative marketing strangers living so far away you cannot inves- and
George, have all passed away. She
organization are declared to be almost tigate the facts of the case. Many more citi- came to Fairfield fully sixty yearB ago,
and during her active life was engaged
unlimited, in a recent publication of the zens of Belfast endorse Doan’s Kidney Pills.
“I had backache and pains across my loins, sb a seamstress. She had attended the
United States Department of Agricultoften so severe that it was hard for me to do Universalist church, and during the last
ure (Circular No. 48), “Marketing Maine
years of her life the members of the Unimy housework,” says Mrs. Mary M. Smith of
versalist Sewing circle were the means
Potatoes.”
64 Union street, Belfast. “My bladder was in- of
caring for her, giving her the comAt the present time, commercial grow- flamed and I had trouble from the
kidney secre- forts of old age, she being without any
ers at the principal loading stations in
tions. Although I was constantly using medi- near relatives. A year ago last NovemMaine are getting from 18 to 30 cents cine, I was unable to get rid of the trouble. ber she went to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Furber on High street,
per bushel, most sales being made at the Finally, I heard of Doan’s Kidney Pills and
the remainder of her
lower figure, while it is estimated that procured a supply at the City Drug Store. The whei;e she passed
life, and where she shared in the comthe cost of production to the Maine benefit I had was gratifying. They relieved forts of a home made
pleasant by loving
the pains and aches and restored my kidneys to
and thoughtful deeds. The funeral serfarmer averages at least 30 cents. These
a normal condition.
I still use Doan’s Kidney vices were held from her late
home, Mis«
unsatisfactory prices find their immedi- Pills whenever I feel that I am need of a kidFannie Whitney of Waterville, an emiate causes in last year’s extremely heavy
nent Christian Science speaker, officiatney medicine and I get immediate relief. I
production and the general unsettled willingly confirm my former public endorse- ing.
conditions. Underneath these reasons, ment of Doan's Kidney Pills.”
William H. Hyde, who participated in
however, lies the fact that the methods
Mrs. Smith is only one of many Belfast
of marketing potatoes in Maine are far people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s the capture of Petersburg with the 43d
Massachusetts Infantry, and who, prior
from efficient.
Maine producers, how- Kidney Pills. If your back aches—if your to his retirement six years ago was the
ever, have made little concerted effort kidneys bother you, don’t simply ask for a kid- oldest news agent in the State, died
DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’S April 15th at his home in Rockland, agi d
to overcome these difficulties
by endeav- ney remedy—ask
87 years.
Mr. Hyde was a native of
oring to correct the troubles which orig- KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mrs. Smith
For several years before and
had—the remedy backed by home testimony. Portland,
inated at the growing end. Carelessness
60c at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., after the Civil War he was in business in
in grading has resulted in the
delivery Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your Back is Lame— Bangor. He came to Rockland in 1869 and
opened a Bmallware store. He retired
Upon the large markets of great quanti- Remember the Name.”
from this business in 1882 and for the
ties of inferior potatoes which subsenext 27 years was a news agent, part of
quently have been rejected. Last fall THE MAINE
that time on the Knox & Lincoln RailHOAD

Maine Packers Giving Attention to Producing A Quality Sardine.
Experiences of Belfast Citizens are Easily
Market Conditions for Maine
Proven to be Facts.
Washington, D. C., April 19, 1915. Unsatisfactory
Product Could also be Improved b> BetThe pack of American sardines during
The most superficial investigation will prove
ter Grading.
the past season was improved 33 per
that the following statement from a resident
Washington, D. C., April 19, 1915. of Belfast is true. Read it and compare evicent in quality, according to the food
of fhe United States Departof Agriculture, who have been

specialists
ment

conducting an experimental laboratory
at Eastport, Maine, during the past two
packing seasons. This has been brought
about by the fact that the demonstrations in the laboratory have shown the
Maine canners the advantage of improvmethods and of striving to make a
sardine to meet the demand for a
better class of goods which the war’s
interference with imports has largely
increased. Before the laboratory was j
1
established the Maine packers were
ed

quality

competing bitterly amongst themselves
in an effort to produce a can of goods
that could be sold at some profit for tha
low prices then offered by the jobbers
and the wholesalers.
tions the

ally

natur-

tendency to work for speed

a

rather than

packing.
competition
packers paid very little at-

of the

in

quality

Under the old
some

Under such condi-

packing establishments

had

!

form cf

tention to the character

or

size of the

fish and some at times packed alewives,
silver hake and smelt as well as the
small herring which is the American

They

sardine.

also

frequently packed
as
“feedy” fish.
had fed plentifully

The Shoe Situation.

RECENT deaths.

Apart from a large contract placed by the
Russian Government for wax split shoes, conditions in footwear show little chsnire. Nearly
all manufacturers have sufficient business on
hand to keep their plants running, but the
market lacks the snap usually witnessed at this
season. Jobbers are still buying very cautiously
and to some extent this is caused by the uncertainty regarding styles. Shoes with patent
leather vamps continue the best sellers and
these are expected to find favor during the
fall run. There has been a partial resumption
of the foreign demand for leather and a better
feeling is evident than at any time since the
beginning of the year. Domestic trade is anything but active, yet some improvement is apparent and no further concessions in prices are
noted beyond those already made.—Dun's Review, April 17th.

ARE THESE YOUR SYMPTOMS?
Do you find your breath bad in the
taste in the mouth, a
a mean feeling in the
head?
Constipation, which these symptoms
denote, is dangerous because it means
that poisonous materials which should
have been expelled from the body are
being retained. It is a condition which,
if not corrected, becomes chronic.
The remedy is to stimulate the liver by
the use of Pinklets, the gentle laxative
pills that do notgripe or purge but simply
assist nature.
Taken regularly for a

morning, a bad
coated tongue,

time, they really

do correct constipation.
Write the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,

Schenectady,

N. Y., for a free sample or
get a full-size, 25-cent bottle of Fmklets
own druggist,

from your

'I lie

BOOK FOR 1915.

Pail,ling

road. Mr. Hyde was a member of the
large quantity
Portland Fire Department nine years.
of frosted stock. One such car inspectThese were fish that
Present indications are that Maine, He had been an election clerk in RockAND
ea
a microscopic crustacean and small
on
oy a representative ot the Departas well as all of the summer resort sec- land since the Australian Ballot law
ment
of
were
the
fish
When
in
the New York
went into effect. He was a member of
packed
Agriculture
shrin.p.
tions of New England, is to have one of
the Congregational Church and Edwin
with their bodies full of this feed, yards contained so many spoiled potatoes
the greatest seasons in its history, so
Libby Post, G. A. R.
that
when
had
a
to
the
food
in
the
loss
amounted
to
tendency
sorted,
changes
far as tourist traffic is concerned. Even
the
fish
with
the
reof
half
of the carload. At that
soften the flesh
probably
Mrs. Angelia Brackett, widow of Anat the present time inquiries are being
sult that they broke before placing them time the potatoes in this car were valued
sel Brackett, died upril 15th of pneureceived from every section of this counAfter the packers began to approximately at $200 in Maine, but plus
monia, at her home in Pittsfield. She
in the cans.
try by the touring information bureau was born in Plymouth in 1839, a daughcompete on a quality rather than a cost the freight charges to New York they of the Maine Automobile Association at ter of
Is at hand and we
Maj. John Jerrard. Mrs. Brackbasis a simple way of doing away with were worth about $315. Had the culls
13 Monument Square, Portland, and the ett’s writings and poems have frequentcarry everything
been
thrown
out
was
All
that
is
in
fish
the
employed.
‘fieedy’’
Maine, therefore,
Maine hotels report the heaviest book- ly appeared in newspapers and maganeeded in these lines
zines. She was one of the first six people
necessary is to leave the sardines for a loss of one-half of the carload would
ings in their history. In many houses who united with the First Universalist
short time in the weirs in which they have amounted to only $100. In New
every room is taken for July and August. Church of Pittsfield when it was foundare caught, until they can
digest the York the loss was $157.50, without takSo great has been the inquiry for road ed in 1872. She is survived by an adoptPATTONS
ed daughter, Mrs. Kate Decrow of Beling into consideration the extra expense
shrimp and small crustaceans.
literature about Maine that the Maine
and
two sisters, Mrs. Sarah J.
fast,
Another tendency under the former of sorting.
it
must
be
Furthermore,
Automobile Association is making every Crosby of Dexter and Mrs. James Bennurried methods of packing the fish was remembered that if the damaged pota- effort
to issue its annual road book sev- nett of Plymouth.
to over-salt them or to leave them too toes had been removed at point of origin
eral weeks earlier than in previous
years.
would
in
the
which
not
brine
boats
have
in
come
tney
in
contact An
bring
long
Capt. Alonzo Snow of North Brooksattempt will fce made to have the ville
In other cases with many cut and bruised, but otherdied April 13th at the wheel of the
them from the weirs.
White lead, raw and boiled oil,
book ready for distribution in
and schooner Lois M.
April
Candage, which he
the fish were mutilated by bad handling wise merchantable potatoes, causing the it is
shellacs, varnishes, liquid veneer,
hoped that this may be done.
was piloting down the river.
He is surlatter to spoil. With careful grading m
or kept so long before cooking that they
furniture polish, dryer, brushes,
The 1915 edition will contain over 35 vived by a widow and two sons and two
Excessive Maine the loss in this carload would probiost much of their flavor.
Willis
and
putty and glass.
daughters,
Emory Snow, Mrs.
per cent more matter than any previous
A. H. Gott of Brooksville and Mrs. Winsalting also destroyed the delicate flavor ably not have been over 25 per cent, or, volume. It will have in the
neighbor- sor Bowden of Walpole, Mass. Capt.
of the fish and made them “salt fish” in money, $50.
hood of 100 complete routes not printed Snow had been an active member of the
This is only one in many cases of which
rather than oil-canned fish. Under the
in 1914 and this year it will cover all of church for many years and was chaplain
new methods the boats are equipped stock damaged by the early freeze of
of Rainbow Lodge, and will be much
Aroostook county ard every section of
missed. The funeral was held April
■with better tanks and care is being taken last year in Maine was sent to NewYork the State
not represented in any of the
15th, conducted by Rev. W. L. Bradeen,
Brooms, brushes and mops, wash
and resulted in a heavy loss. At one
to get the fish quickly to the packers and
previous editions. Many of the standard pastor of the M. E. church.
tubs,
scrubbing boards, washing
or
in
time
cooker
this
steam
trouble
became so marked that
into the
fryer
good
routes which last year were given in one
powders, soaps, scrubbing brushes,
the New York market grew tired of it
condition.
j
direction only, have this year been reThe funeral of Chester M. Walker took
etc.
In preparing the fish for the cans, and sought New York State potatoes,
versed. The scope of the book has also place April 13th at the home in Rocksmall
case
of
there
almost to the entire exclusion of the
fish,
especially in the
been greatly enlarged and this year it land. The Supreme Court suspended
session as a mark of reBpect to an atMaine product. To improve marketing
was a tendency, because of the haste,
will include a number of routes in New
torney who had served 26 years as secreto pull their heads off with fingers in- conditions on Maine potatoes, the bulleBrunswick as well as the routes between tary, treasurer and librarian of the Knox
stead of cutting them properly with tin already mentioned recommends radiQuebec and Maine. New Hampshire is Bar Association. Members of the bar
shears. This pulling or “snipping” as cal improvements in the following reattended the services in a body, accomGroceries, Drugs and Medicines.
completely
covered, as well as parts of panied by Associate
Justice, George E.
it is called, frequently left portions of spects:
Massachusetts.
Bird of Portland. Rev. Pliny A. Allen
1.
The establishment of uniform
the hard gills of the fish in the can and
It will have a digest of the new laws of : the Universalist church officiated.
efnese gills frequently separated from the grades and brands.
of interest to automobilists and good The bearers were Hon. J. H. Montgom
2. Greater care in handling potatoes
ery, president of the Bar Association;
fish, leaving inedible portions in the oil
roads advocates passed at the recent ses- Hon.
A. S. Littlefield, the vice presiUn- from the field to the wholesaler.
and giving it an undesirable look.
sion of the Maine Legislature together dent; and
attorneys R. 1. Thompson,
3. Thorough inspection of all eating
der the new competition in quality, fish
with the new game laws, hew fire pre- Philip Howard, E. C. Payson and Alan
the
are being brought to
packing houses and seed stock.
vention laws and everything else of in- L. Bird.
A new 1915 IV odel
m much better condition
and are
4.
The adoption of seed types, standng
terest to the motorist traveling in Maine.
Reuben Bird died April 10th at his
.handled there much more carefully so as i ards and guaranties.
One of the most noteworthy features home in Northport, aged 72 years. He
to ‘get them into the cans in as nearly
Uniform grades and standards for poof the 1915 edition will be the fact that is survived by his wife, by one brother
perfect condition as possible.
tatoes, as for any oth=r crop, tend to it will have a
Bird of Northport, and by
flpxible, waterproof, leath- Augustine
three sisters, Mrs. Anette Whitehead
The most marked improvement, how- establish confidence between buyer and
er binding, and the
will be slightly and Mrs.
paper
Mary Pendleton of Belfast and
ever, has been the interest the packers consumer.
They also help greatly to tinted so that the matter in it will be Mrs. Alfred
Jones of Bangor. The late
Electric starter, Electric lights, Etc.
have taken in cleaning up their factories, eliminate loss and waste, the cost of
David Bird, formerly of Belfast, was
read easily in bright sunshine without
in
that
on
the flakes
Will be sold at a bargain to cl se up a
which is ultimately divided between the
his brother.
especially
seeing
The funeral service was
affecting the eyes. All of the old routes held in the church at
which the fish are dried, the steam grower and consumer.
Saturday Cove partnership.
have been rewritten and a vast amount
April 13th, Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant
It seems quite apparent that Maine
lookers, and the other machinery for
of new descriptive matter has been ad- of the Baptist church, Belfast, officiaF. L. WHITTEN, Belfast.
handling and canning, are kept in good potato growers must join in an efficient ded. The
maps have been redrawn and ting.
condition. Under the old system not cooperative marketing organization if
revised, and brought up to date. As
The sad news of the death of
only the condition of the floors but of they are to succeed in bettering their
usual, these will be in colors and this William Lane of Sedgwick reachedCapt.
that
the tables as well, was frequently disre- marketing conditions.
Working individ- year will be contained in a
pocket in the village last week. He was knocked
garded. Tnis year practically every ually, they have little chance to standrear of the book instead of being pasted overboard from his vessel off Bermuda
factory in Maine has cleaned its floors ardize their product or insure proper re- in
and drowned. He leaves a widowed
as was the case in 1914.
AND
and put its tables and other working turns for it. To
mother and one brother who will deeply
bring about improvefor the book are now be- feel the loss of a
Applications
loving son and brother.
equipment in such shape that a clean ments that count, they must join their
ing received in large numbers and these His loss will also be felt in the Masonic
product can be produced. The factories forces, and so place themselves in posirequests will be taken care of the mo- Lodge and the Eastern Star and by many
are also prohibiting the throwing around
tion to cope with the problems that face
not members of these orders. His mothment the book is issued. Owing to the
■of refuse and requiring the cLaning up them.
er and brother have the
sympathy of
j
In Bulk and Package, at
great expense in issuing the volume, many friends in their sorrow.
of floors and other parts of the factory
this year, it is again necessary to charge
as rapidly
as they are soiled.
In the BIRD PROTECTION LAW STIcL EFa small price for it in order to make
up
Walter L. Savage, vice president of
case of the flakes or wire-mesh frames
FECTIVE.
the deficiency in its cost not covered by the Kenduskeag Trust Company, and
which the fish are dried and then sent
treasurer
of the T. R. Savage Company
of Agriculture Will Continue to the advertising it contains. The book
into the steam room, the greater atten- Department
Masonic Temple. 3w25
of Bangor, died suddenly April 14th. He
Prosecute Illegal Killing of Migratory will be issued from the Maine Automo- was
tion to cleanliness has had a marked
sixty
years of age. He was born in
bile Association’s Touring Information East
Game and Insectivorous Birds.
Corinth, but for nearly forty years
affect on the appearance of the canned
had been engaged in business in Bangor
Washington, D. C., April 19, 1915. Bureau, lz Monument Square, Portland, and was one
product. Under the old system when
of the best known business
Me.
these flakes were not always cleaned af- Many of the press comments on the decimen m this section of the State.
sion
of
the
United
States District Court,
Ter i-atlr. .run, parts of the cooked fish
Your Child’s Cough Is a Call for Help.
Maine Good Templars.
clung to the meshes. It was found that rendered March 20, at Topeka, Kansas,
Don’t put off treating your Child’s Cough,
these fragments of fish and the condition holding that the Federal Migratory Bird
It not only sapB their strength, but often leads
Waterville will now become the official headof the flakes made it practically impos- Law is
unconstitutional, according to the to more
serious ailments. Why risk? You quarters of the Grand Lodge of Maine of the
sible to produce a can of sardines in
United States Department of Agricultorder of Good Templars, FredInternational
clear, clean oil, as the fragments on the
don’t have lO. Dr, King’s New
Is
what

were

known

there

also

was

shipped
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APPLE
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Bonseeleaning

Season

mi puns

H

Two-Year-Old Apple Trees

DNo.

No. 2.
XX
5 lo 6 feet, 20c

1.

XXX

6 to 7 feet, 25c

O

pj

1
Southern trees. 1 have 5,000 of the folic w ing choice varieties to offer
ij|
MclNTOSH RED
NORTHERN SPY
DELICIOUS, the choicest of ai
BALDWIN
STAYMAU W1NESAPS
KINGS

—

Packed and delivered at express office.

|y|

.\fcn3QCZDliol |t

and

Plumbing
Clarion

Ranges.

67 Church

Shoes

|

2

Maine.

previous

operation solely

Hale and Hearty.
G. W. Heath of South Windham,
Maine, is 90 years “young”—and still
hale and

hearty.

For 60 years, he has
used "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, and
his personal recollections of Mr. Atwood

very interesting:
“For more than 60 years “L. F.” Atossjod’s Medicine has been a family remare

«ly in

my household. At the age of 90,
1 am still using it, and my six children

former de-

cision to the same effect in the Eastern
District of Arkansas, is limited in its

runs.

AT NINETY

a

to

the district in which

it was rendered, Neither decision settles
or nullifies the law, and the exact contrary has been held by the United States
District Court for South uakota. The
; Arkansas case has been appealed to, and
is now pending in, the United States
i Supreme Court. The Act of Congress
1

protecting migratory birds stands effective until the Supreme Court finally decides the question of its constitutionality.
In the meantime, it is incumbent on every
law-abiding citizen to observe its provisions and the regulations. It is the
duty of the Department of Agriculture
to enforce this law and the officials in

charge will endeavor to do so as long
as it is in force. Reports of violations
will be carefully investigated and when
when he sold it from house to house.
I
sufficient evidence is secured they will
others
as
much
benefit
as
1
have
get
hope
be
this con-

it from time to time.
I bought it
first from L. F. Atwood himself in 1850,
use

from the use of thiB medicine.”

(Signed) G. W. Heath.
Sparge bottle,

35 cents.

All Dealers,

Trial Bottle—FREE—From Us.
‘L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
39 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

Appleton

Associates.

12th annual banquet of the ApAssociates was held at
the Crawford house, Boston, April 9.
There was a reception from 6:30 to 7:30
followed by a banquet at which about 50
members sat down. After the banquet a
business meeting was called by President
A. M. Newbert, and officers were elected
for the ensuing two years as follows:
President, Alonzo J. Hawkes; vice-president, Leonard F. Hall; secretary, John
Proctor. Miss Edna B. Felch of Woburn
was the soloist of the evening and was
heartily applauded. There were many
new faces, but many of the old familiar
ones were missing and the association
was saddened by the loss of its vice president, Mr. Fred H. Messer.
It was voted to extend the membership
of the association to those born in the
tow ns adjoining Appleton and a general
invitation is hereby extended to these

g

§

§j

Water Glass
Eggs

Now is the time to put them down.
We have the best Water Glass on the market.

A. A. HOWES &

NOTICE.

on

Saturday

32tt

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

THE

BOY1NUTON OPTICAL CO.,
OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS.

Opera House Block, Church St.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

For Sale

Attorney at Law,

ntf

a

Sand and gravel delivered at
BELFAST, MAINE.
reasonable price.
Practice
In
all Courts.
Probate practict
CHAS. M. HALL,
2tf
specialty.
Tel. 306
Ave
Seanporl
"

Belfast

Savings Bank Belfast Savings Bank

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 13,919, issued bv this bank, has been

lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new

FOR SALE.

Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
over Shlro’s Store, PhOBnix Row.

New York

books.

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, April 7,1916-3 w 14

I

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 13,920, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

Belfast, April 7,1916-3wl4

Pipp

ns-

From yield of last sumni.
bushels per

acre.

PRICE (subject to market ch

i.

SEVENTY-FIVE CEN
Delivered at Farm in Hope
HERBERT I
lOtf

44 South Main Street, Winteroort, Maine

Fruit

AT THE

ection

Seed Potatoes

parlors

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

co.,
MEDICINES

DRUGS,

GROCERIES,

E. H. BOYINGTON,

every

Cheap

are

Morrison’s

[Sales

FOR SALE

Next door to M. A. Sanborn’s,

3m5

Guaranteed work in Chiropody, Manlcur
ng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.

Fruit and Candy Kitciien

A 12-room boarding and lodging house;
everything new and up-to-date. The location
is the beat in the city, within three minutes*
walk of postoffice, railroad station and factories. This is a bargain. Come early and look
it over and get price.
For terms enquire at 6 Miller street, or at
M. R. Knowlton*s real estate office, Howes,
8w9p
block, Main street.

repaired in good

One farm in Monroe, a mile from the village
on the Bangor road, has good buildings, 120
acres of land, pine lumber and wood enough to
pay for the farm. It is near a mill. This one
only one of several real bargains Inquire of
M R. KNOWLTON,
3wl5
Howes’ Block, Main Street.

The

^a

WILLARD A. JOHNSOf

For Special Bargains in City,
Farm and shore Property.

pleton, Maine,

reported for prosecution. In
it should not be forgotten that people.
an offender against this, as in the case
WHOOPING COUGH,
of other United States laws, is subject
Well—everyone knows the effect of Pine
to prosecution any time within three
Forests on Coughs. Dr. Bell’s Pine-Ter-Honey
years from the date the offense is comis a remedy which brings quick relief for
mitted.
Whooping Cough, loosens the mucous, soothes
the lining of the throat and lungs, and makes
Dean’sRlieumatic Pills for Rheumatism
the coughing spells less severe. A family with
and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe.
growing children should not be without it.
The day of harsh physics is gone. People Keep it handy tor all Coughs and Colds. 26c.
Doan’s Regulets at your Druggist
want mild, easy laxatives,
have satisfied thousands. 25c at all drug stores
Eleotrlo Bitters a Spring Tonlo.
n

X*fc *z *a*

All Work Guaranteed by

SEE

tion in this matter.
The Kansas decision, like

Street,

Repaired.

Have your shoes

Chas. F. Swift’s,

erick A. Shepherd of that city having been
elected grand chief templar at the grand lodge
session held in Lewiston April 15th. The new
chief templar, is a native of Camden, 34 years
of age. He was the prohibition candidate for
Governor of Maine at the last election. He
was graduated at Colby in 1911.
He was a delegate to the International session at Christiana, Norway. He is National grand sentinel,
and National deputy grand chief templar.

Heating

CONTRACTOR.

_

Discovery
just the remedy your Child needs. It is made
with soothing, healing and antiseptic balsams.
Will quickly check the Cold and Boothe your
Child’s Cough away. No odds how bad the
Cough or how long standing, Dr. King’s New
Discovery will stop it. It’s guaranteed. Just
get a bottle from your Druggist and try it.

|

~

A. HALL,

Garden Seeds

ure, are erroneous and are apt to mislead the public concerning the real situa-

Address

PEARL BROOK FARM, Belfast, Maine.
nuonuzZ

ic~

(Belfast,
OK ABT0

flakes would stick to the new fish and
-ceior the oil in the can. During the last
season practically all of the packers paid
■narked attention to these matters with
the result that this year’s product in
quality of fish and oil is held by experts
and by the trade to be far superior to

!{|

SPITZENBURG.

g

For Sale

M.R.KnowIton

H

Note abundance of fine roots. The following choice varieties were budJcd
on French crab tree roots, known to be the hardiest, and grown at Pea
Brook Farm, Belfast, Maine. Without question they are hardier than

A. A. Bowes & Co.

Seed Peas

j

No. 3.
X
4 to 5 feet, 15c

NOTICE OF

I1'
I

FORECLUSURE

Pearl Crockett
x
tield, in the County
State of Maine, by his mortgDj.
the eighteenth day of October,
corded in Waldo Registry of 1 *
Page 18, conveyed to me, the un :
E. Hart of Burnham, Maine, a
parcel of land situate in Bun
County of Waldo and State ><
bounded and described as foiled,
the north by land of Chute & Mu
west by land of Libby heirs an
Branch Railroad; on the east «•
road leading from Burnham «
the buildings thereon; also an. tb
land on the east side of said count>
the stable thereon and one rod <■'
east side of said stable, being the

WHEREAS,

■

deeded to said Pearl Crocket'
deed dated October 1“
the condition of said n.
been and now is broken, now.
reason of the breach of the cond:'
I claim a foreclosure of said mortar n-'
Dated at Burnham, Maine, this n»'
JOHN b. HAtv
April, 1915.
ises

Hart, by

whereas

By

his Attorneys,
3wl5
MANSON &
o

,,.nI unit
COOULt

t

^

x
feel out of sorts from oonsti-

^'Itussaythatif

10 cents.
“by usjDrug
Store.
City

Town Mourns.

"Whole

Mother of Homeless Twenty

S*f0
fjl‘

gieoni

over

Southern

Sheds
Idaho.

Marked by Largest Attendance
f“te“
History of the City. Busi)(| (hr
Close. Floral Tributes Many

t!^Mouses

geautifuL

Idaho, News, April 8, 1915.]
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smiling sky to the lullaby of
2e in the waving treetops,
„‘a. mortal of Mrs. Robert M.

laid at rest in the Twin
Tuesday afternoon in
1,‘f the largest concourse of
C’7 ,|ivv citizens ever gathered tof1'51', nay S final tribute of respect
P' ,,i of Twin Falls.
j>r,r |V >t,s were held at the McCulon Shoshone street at 2
(
lean Stoy of the Episcopal
t*";'
laung, assisted by members
*r‘
T„jr Scats had been provided
[|f,r
or those unable to gain achouse, and the service was
Is;
;i,r veranda. The entire street
I
nen and women who stood
;
o
!, trees on two sides of the
pace immediately in front of
I* .! emg occupied by the pall beark:_'.
avtically the entire local meml!"“
.he Homeless Twenty, the
organization of the tract,
McCollum was the honor.-**•
was

?■'

mi

„rv

...

j*t:U!

a line of autos was
the conclusion of the
ict-ral cortege, led by the
formed for the last sad
services, while simple,
impressive, the music by the
g of the choir and the
\b- \\. 0. Taylor, finding a rein the hearts of all who

blocks
at

*\

of tbe new day about to break.
Not alone among the members of the
Homeless Twenty did grief and sorrow
take up their abode as the news of her
passing spread and not alone in the circle of her intimate acquaintances will
her personality be missed. Her friendships were broad and her charities all*wn

Our Advice Is:

Y)UR
a

re-

spectfully called to
an Important
point
not generally known,

that

embracing.
But, alter all, it was during the early
days in the Twin Falls country that her
splendid personality reached perhaps its
expression. Those were the days
j highest
I when men and women were weighed in

attention ir

laxative should have
tonic element to successa

fully

meet

constipation.

Mr. John B. Capers, of 610 Pecan
St., Fort Worth, Texas, had a significant experience In this particular.
He was afflicted with a severe case of
constipation and bowel trouble. He
spent a good deal of money In trying
to And a remedy. To his astonishment Peruna very quickly relieved
him of his bad

j the balance and their true worth computed in the rough scale of things as
Mr. and Mrs. McCollum led
! they were.
I the vanguard of the
army which was to
arrive, and side by side, shoulder to
: shoulder, encouraged the doubting,cheered on the unfortunate and assisted over
the rough spots those who needed assistance.
To the early arrivals the McCollum
home was as the oasis in the desert, the
mecca in the direction of which all men’s
steps were turned, and one and all were
given a ready smile and cheerful wel-

Since then,
Mr. Capers states!
that he has had
similar attacks of
trouble, the prominent symptom of
which Is constipation, and has always found
prompt and efficient relief from
Peruna. He says:
"Up to the time I
started using your
Peruna
I
could
drink castor oill
like water. It did*
no good.
As for
ago.

There were none of the modern conveniences of housekeeping in those days
and few homes worthy of the name. On
every hand the sagebrush stretched away
to the horizon and the wind blew steadily
in the intervals of the dust storms. It
was at this time that Mrs. McCollum
earned her title "of the Mother of the
Homeless Twenty. She it was whose
latchstring was alwayB hanging out and
never was she happier than when engaged in the entertaining of some impromptu party of the voyageurs of the
desert, eager for the lights and comforts
of home and the recollection of the
things left behind in the quest of fortune in the new field.
That she was equal to every situation
of those trying times is gratefully attested by all those who were fortunate
enough to partake of her hospitality.
For the Homeless Twenty is still a unit
in the social life of Twin Falls, and the
members join with the citizens generally
in the heartfelt sorrow which has cast a
pall of gloom over all the Twin Falls
country because of her going.

oano,

ARE FOR

■

(great
i"er

'tarried in Colorado.

Carriage
-ro

s;;!

of Mr. and Mrs. McColemnized in Canyon City, Col-

the

month of

February,

1882.

uterward the couple took up
^
in Breckenridge, Colors'1 moved to
Shoshone, Idaho.
■

there of just ten years
1 the
empire in the desert
insistent, and Mr. McCulwhen the waving plains of
'ri->red the fertile acres of
>! the entire area of what is
tails country, cast in his
w hich his
eager imaginaivid hues and which he
ave since called home.
ie

\
<

t,'.

'"•on given to

a woman

to

the hearts of as great
*ople as did Mrs. McCultnore than twenty years’
Southern Idaho. Her aci win Falls and
vicinity
oly the entire communtj rends were
legion over
twin Falls she was held
st,,.
veneration by all who
1
eerful word and kindly
I
: imr in
the heart of many
it
!nan whose lives had been
fotii,
irciij,' ‘i'.'i whose path made easier
list
°re w ho knew her but will
It,:., 111 llrr>e the grateful reniemi,
ready sympathy, her kindly
rous nature.
e

|

1

_

^

r'en<*s Were Legion.
1 w'n
at a time when
*ii thar ,l .e .making, it was but
‘t; ,les of
?! tt. s,r
friendship should
and the bonds which
'tier],. onKpst
0 the
Hci,:/
community not lightAll these things were
rom the
beginning of her
ai.j
to within a few hours
S
comi, UIJ
*
of
the final summons
Was
% of tty 8 to believe that the
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laws that affect every phase of our social
and commercial lile.
What does a Btudy
of that record show?

during that
Democratic Congress has enthe fact that

a

I have used your Liniment and can
I have used it for sore
throat, strained shoulder, and it acted
like a charm.”—Allen Dunn, Route 1,
Box 88, Pine Valley, Miss.
“
I am a painter and paperhanger by
Bay it is fine.

much of
to

happen

Sam’s boat

has been idle at her mooring for several
weeks all because Sam couldn’t decide
upon a name and couldn’t get a license
until she had a name.
Sam’s chums tell stories on Sam which
may not be as true as they are interesting. They say that when the boat was
being built, Sam owned up that he was
going to name her Ruth B. for a school
ma’am up in Sedgwick. But something
happened and after Sam had been over
to North Haven Beveral times some one
found him laying out a line of brass letters that spelled Annie May.
Then Sam suddenly cut out his trips to
North Haven and told the boys that he
was going to name the boat Maxixe because he wanted something different. Sam
spent Christmas with his cousin over in
Rockland, where he went to the movies
often. When he came back he Baid he
had the name of the prettiest girl be ever
saw picked out. He had written the name
down so he wouldn’t forget it but after
he got a painter down to the boat shop
Sam found that he had lost his memorandum. Ali that he could remember
was that her first name was
Mary.
He wrote his cousin about it and he
answered back that it must be Poor
Pauline that he was thinking about.
So
the boat didn’t get the name of the
movie heroine after all.
Sam’s sister came home from the Castine Normal School, bringing a girl
chum, and Sam lost all interest in the
pitch games down in the barber shop for
almost two weeks. The new girl said
the boat was a beauty and that Sam
could name it after her, Eloise Marguerite, but Sam rather sidestepped when he
come to reckon up the cost of brass letters. Besides, there wasn’t room. Hence,
Jess Willard comes along just at the

trade, consequently

up and down ladders. About two years ago my left knee
became lame and sore. It pained me at
nights at times till I could not rest, and
I was contemplating giving up my trade
on account of it when I chanced to think
of Sloan’s Liniment. I had never tried
it before, and I am glad to state that
less than one 25c. bottle fixed me up
apparently as good as ever.”—Charles C.
Campbell, Florence, Texas.

SLOANS

LINIMENT
All Dealers 25c.
Send four cents in stamps for a free TRIAL BOTTLE.

DR. EARL S. SLOAN, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

The old time idea of

a

dark blue skirt

and tan covert coat is revived this year
and promises to be well endorsed.

Whatever the choice

some

sort of

a

get-

up must be had that makes one ready
to go to any daytime function
feeling
correctly gowned. This means that the

cratic haste and lustful use of

a

power-

ful majority has created for Congresses.

Specific examples

of

blundering

will

not be enumerated in this article. It is
at present to make the geneial

enough

statement

that the

has “sown

a

wind of

Democratic party

legislation

and is

reaping a whirlwind of mistakes.” Future articles will show in detail the various instances of blundering, careless
drafting of bills that finally went
statute books without correction.

on

the

WHAT NEURASTHENIA IS
Neurasthenia is a condition of exhausThe causes
tion of the nervous system.
are varied.
Continuous work, mental or
vacation
periods,
physical, withoutproper
without proper attention to diet and exfor
the
over
also
struggle
ercise,
worry
success, are the most common causes.
Excesses of almost any kind may produce it. Some diseases, like the grip,

ROLLER SKATING

right time.

AT THE

Sam says that the name goes and there
will be no more fooling with girls’ names.
He hasn’t been able to make things altogether plain as yet to his Aunt Martha,
who has been quizzing the girls of the
neighborhood as to who this new girl of
Sam’s is—this Jessie Willard.

Coliseum Rink
EVERY EVENING

Saturday

will cause neurasthenia.
severe shock, intense anxiety or grief.
The symptoms are over-sensitiveness,
irritability, a disposition to worry over

McCall Designs
hat, boots, gloves, etc., must all be in
accord, though these may go equally well
with an entirely different toilet.

Many People In This Town

Dancing Frocks.
two frocks that will suit more
elaborate use—the kind generally termOne

meal until

a

SsssOz "W

|

or

nausea.

The treatment is one of nutrition of the
nerve cells, requiring a non-alcoholic
tonic. As the nerves get their nourishment from the blood the treatment must
be directed toward building up the blood.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills act directly on
the blood and with proper regulation of
the diet have proved of the greatest benefit in many cases of neurasthenia. A
tendency to anemia, or bloodlessness,
shown by most neurasthenic patients, is
also corrected by these tonic pills. Your
own druggist sells Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills.
>
Two useful books “Diseases of the Nerand
Eat
How
to
What
vous System’ and
to Eat” will be sent free by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.,
if you mention this paper.

FRANK A. NYE,
Undertaker and Licensed
Embalmer.
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY.

ed dancing frockB—should be in every
wardrobe that aspires to completeness,
and these may be simple or elaborate as SEARSPORT'and 60 MAIN ST.. BELFA81
taste apd purse dictate. The coloring
Tleephone connections at both places.
should be first of all becoming, the model All calls answered^ prompt W
SSti^,
_

and

Evening

Holiday

7.30 to 10

Afternoon 2

Afternoons.

o’clock,

5

to

Admission,
Ladies’
Gents’

o’clock.

10 Cents

-

Skates,
Skates,

15c.
25c.

Nothing Better
than bread and butter
when the bread is made
—

from William Tell Flour.
Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell s made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process,

BUY

Watches,
I

YOUR

Clocks and Jewelry

of. and be sure to have your work done
by

j
W. M.
|

THAYER,

William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities.

Jeweler,

Phoenix Row.

PRESTON’S

Livery, Boarding
Is situated

__(231

& Transient Stable

Washington street just cfi Main street. I have single and
double hitches, huclhoards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
VV. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.
on

j

FOR SALE BY YOUR CROCER
Notice of First Meeting of Ci editors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
In the matter of Bert H.
T
D
Bankruptcy
Stevens. Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Bert H Stevens of Belfast, in the County of Waldo and District
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 10th day
of
April, A. D. 1915. the said Bert H.

fIn

Stevens was duly adjudicated Bankrupt; and
that the First Meeting of his Creditors will be
held at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings
Bank Building, in Belfast, Maine, on the 14th
day of May, A. D. 1915, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, at which time and place the said
Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may
properly
come before said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, April 16, 1915.

TRUCKING
I

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
am

Leave orders at the stable, corner of Main
and Cross streets,

prompt attention.

and

they will receive
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,

126

So also will a

trifles, headache, possibly

Dept. B

tremendous

selecting the outfit that will
best fit their requirements and come quantity of legislation cannot be denied.
within their means. This is a problem More than four hundred public laws have
that every woman must solve in one been placed upon the statute books by
fashion or another, and that requires the Democrats since they came into powspecial study and self-restraint at this er. These are designated “public” betime of year when Nature calls for new cause they appropriate money for gengarnishings, and the shops spread temp- eral purposes or affect general law. In
tation in one’s way, in particularly en- addition to these, hundreds of private
bills have been passed.
ticing guise.
Those who have closely observed the
Taking Stock.
methods of legislation used by the DemoIhe wise shopper, first takes account
cratic majority are not surprised at the
of what she has on hand, and determines
results. The present administrawhether she can cleverly remodel a dreBS faulty
tion has been admittedly notable, even
or whether she must
pay so much for
for its steam roller short cuts
the work that a new gown will be a bet- notorious,
in enacting laws. Every important bill
ter investment.
has been put through with small
The desirable outfit, even for a bride, passed
consideration beyond that of party exshould contain only a moderate number
pedience. As soon as the President proof changes, but each should be the best
posed a law, then the caucus approved it,
to be had of its kind.
the majority rushed it through commitA very smart three piece suit that will
tees and back to the President for his
be complete with or without the outer
all with as little debate as
signature,
is
the
first
coat,
necessity for average
and under iron clad special
possible,
needs. This may be of wool in fine gabarrules that permitted no chance for inteldine, serge or poplin, or of silk and wool
ligent consideration or amendment.
or
faille
or taffeta, if one has anpoplin,
It is conceivable that a few bills might
other plain suit, to do duty for times when
be put through a legislative body in this
the silk is too light, or too dressy.
way and emerge in perfect form, but to
Princess Gowns.
use such methods indiscriminately, as
One piece, or Princess gowns, are de- the Democratic
Congress has done, is
cidedly smart, and this may be the best practically to insure the enactment of
investment with a smart top coat of laws which future
Congresses must
covert, golfcord or fancy woolen, that either repeal or spend many weeks to
will do duty over a plain or dress rig.
amend. This is the task which Demo-

plank.”•

before and after each meal. Sold only
1
by us—25c a box.
City Drug Store,

party machinery haB been in operation

That there has been

ested in

interview on the current situation.
Although a radical of radicals, Senator
Norris makes it clear that the two factions of the party are prepared to unite
upon any candidate of real ability and
with a disposition to deal with issues on
their merits. Senator Borah of Idaho
Cummins of Idaho and Weeks of Massachusetts and former Senator Burton of
Ohio are warmly praised by SenatorNorris, and he says that what he knows
of Governor Whitman of New York is
favorable to him. While having no special knowledge, the senator believes that
neither Roosevelt nor Taft will be a candidate for the nomination. The Republican party must be held to progressive
policies, he said, ard the nomination of a
reactionary of the type of 1912 upon a
reactionay platform will bring defeat.He
declares that criticism of Senator Weeks
as a reactionary is unjust and that the
party “could go further and do worse than
to nominate him.”
“President Wilson has shown that he
is the most partisan President who has
ever occupied the White
House,” says
Senator Norris. “Through the antiquated secret caucus he has controlled most
of the Democratic members of Congress
at his own sweet will, and through the
instrumentality of caucus control he has
striven more to bring about party success
than he has for the good of the country.
These mistakes of his Administration,
which are many and grievous, have come
about more on account of his rank partisanship than for any other reason, moreover, his most important appointments
show that when the real test comes his
sympathies have been with the reactionary element of his own party. The Democratic party has violated nearly every
plank in its platform, and when it nominates President Wilson for a second
term it will smasn the last unbroken

them to take

the oath of office
With prophetic eagerness he summoned
Congress in extra
session a month later. With the exception of six weeks of respite last fall the
took

4, 1913,

honor to any

know the circumstances.

grin and bear all these ills when Sloan’s

Liniment kills Dain ?

signed more crude, imperfect and nugaMany tory laws than eyer were written during
Indifferent Ones. Environment a Decid- the same length of time by any American
ing Factor.
Congress. It furnishes an indictment of haste and lack of legislative
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
New York, April 19, 1915. Prospec- intelligence that is bound to be humiliattive brides are not the only people inter- ing to the party responsible.

an

a

Rule.

an

seem so very
one who don’t

Why

acted and the Democratic President has

Nebraska, Progressive Republican,

really enjoyed

Day of Reckoning.

Itj discloses

Outfit.

Rheumatism Sprains
Lumbago Sciatica

A Few Correct Pieces Better Than

only through

never
we advised

hat that goes with any-

Washington, D. C., April 19, 1915.
The day of reckoning has come. The
legislative history of two years of Democratic rule was completed March 4.
Those two years have been marked by
one of the most active periods of law,
making this country has ever seen. With
a House
ready and able to execute his
decrees down to the last word, and with a
working majority in the Senate, Presi-

time the

Selecting

President, says Senator George W. Norin

SALE

by special arrangement have

inexcusable blunderin the nomination of a candidate for

ris of

or more are

The Results of Two Years of Democratic

March

CARLE & JONES,
Who

Quebec.

ing

dressy
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10c. and 15c.
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in 1916

It all
whether two hats

dent Wilson
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ruction in every branch
<•
uding the arts, with
■•in music.
Fnryeaisas
: ist she had few
equals
among all the host of
os of this famous instir
id ihe highest point in her
t
was reached when she
musical jubilee in
>••#« ago, her work winnuriorw in the musical world of
ll! Canada and
the United

t

Hats and Fixings.
depends on the environment

The

THE POTATO SITUATION.

NAMING A POWER BOAT.
The Perplexities of Sam urindle.
[Boston Globa.]
Eggemoggin, Me., April 16. Jess
Willard probably; never heard of Egge-

That may not

in their outfit.
Extra care is needed in securing just
the right type of hat if the supply is
limited, only one should remember that
the plainer hat is seen several times as
often as the fancy one, and reckon its
Shoes and
importance accordingly.
gloves, veils and fixings must be neat
and trim, and
may be as elaborate as
the dress limit will
permit.
Lucy Carter.

classes
the fountain syringe
for help.” Peruna was able to correct this condition completely In Mr.
Capers’ case, and there Is every reason to believe that It was the tonic
qualities of Peruna. added to the laxative qualities, that procured this very
desirable result.

Conditions in Aroostook County.
Potatoes have for two or three days
been bringing about 75 cents in the Fort
Fairfield market, though they are com"
..
ai.o
upon her little grand- ing very slowly. A few
days last week
^i,ce Craven, who underwent
they brought a dollar, the sudden rise in
ta k nf illness from which she
due to the heavy storm and
Her demise price being
re covered.
frost that killed the prospects for a fine
streptococus pnenmonia. crop along the coast in some of the
ace on Easter Sunday mornsouthern States, it is said. There are
..
,:> utes to 10 o’clock, in the
various predictions to the effect that
tht immediate members of
l
potatoes will go out high, but many
lug the offering of prayer others think that
they will stay rather
Stoy, an old-time friend low. Perhaps one guess is about as good
to pay his respects to the
as ano'her.
The editor has asked all the
farmers and potato dealers that he has
-i s available in Twin Falls
seen for some time what percentage of
:h,I within a few hours and the whole
crop of last fall in Aroostook
Sdt Lake and Boise were there is now
remaining in the hands of
•I r further supplies. Among the farmers to be
marketed. The answere many elaborate and
wers have varied all the way from 33 1-3
! essions of sympathy from
j
per cent down to ten per cent, the avert1 Mr. and Mrs. McCollum,
age being from 15 to 18 per cent. One
sit e a mound of flowers alwell
informed mm says
ike immediate surround- especially
he th inks there is nearly 20 per cent on
hand yet. The same question has been
asked in regard to decrease of acreage
liar, Expressions of Sympathy.
the coming year over the past few years.
of
condolme
many telegrams
jp;..
Some have claimed that the acreage in
wi re those from Mr. and
Aroostook potatoes this year would de:.
Coffin of Boise; George B. crease one third, while others
put the
Boise; Fred R. Reed of San dcrease as low as five per cent.
it
It
5:
Judge C. 0. Stockslages of will probably not go much over ten per
Mr and Mrs. F. W. Gooding cent. At least that is the
s:
of
opinion
Mrs. Frank Gooding of Shomany.
Only about two thirds as much
r'.rown of Robinson, Kansas; fertilizer has been delivered in
Aroosif Cold water, Mich.; W. M. took up to the present time as is usual at
Priest
and
Joel
L.
H.
Hays
(mar
this time of year, although it is thoguht
I
luehmg tribute of love and that nearly all people who plant any
s ptesented by a committee of I
ipotatoes at all will get some fertilizer in
ess Twenty, while scores of some
p
way or another. Probably not
:;t; t.
personal messages testified to more than half of the fertilizer bought
::,;t veneration in which Mrs.
for last year’s crop has yet been paid
til..[!. was held by all who knew her. for. A
few, very few, Aroostook farrearers were J.
M. Maxwell, mers have been
Itbuying fertilizer for the
D.
mC.
Aiken,
Sprague, George
coming crop and paying cash for it,
1
:iariev Milner and E. B. Wilalthough probably not more than five
li. I
business house in the city,
per cent of the fertilizer bought for
it. ,i
uanks, closed their doors at the coming crop will be so
paid for, The
:
the funeral and remained amount of
potash in the fertilizer has
Sii.i2 o’clock.
been cut down this year from the old
amount of seven to ten per cent to about
He; rather a horty-Niner.
four per cent, but the price of the phosjllum was Miss Alice Ro
phate remains about the same per ton
■'
m.iis, daughter of Lorenzo G. as ever, nearly $40. The well informed
and
a
forty-niner
prominent people say that the great question is
r,; .r in British Columbia, Arihow many potatoes New York State will
‘nr,forma. She was a grandplant, as a big plant and a big crop in
Mr. and Mrs. George R.
that State, as was the case the past
! Belfast, Maine, where as a
f
year, will mean plugged and poor marr
firesided for a time. She kets all the
year for most of New Engtoria, B. C., on March 16, land, while a scarce crop there without
*■•••'
at i hat time being actively
much doubt means good prices for New
ig operations in the head
England, including Aroostook, without
Frazer river. His activipaying much attention to the western
:
as to make necessary a
States of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnetended trips and on several
sota, Illinois, and those farther west.—
w as called abroad for
periods Fort Fairfield Review,
a-! gth, his daughter accomc
The final years of his life WILSON A PARTISAN PRESIDENT.
at Globe, Arizona,
a. or was
given every ad- His Defeat Certain with the Right Choice
it
way of education and as
of a Republican Candidate.
>
old enough was placed
The Republican party can be defeated
event at
Here
■

else answers.

thing

ynysies or
were used, but

|

moggin Reach, or Naakeag Gut, or Fox
In the category of sport toggery comes Island Thoroughfare, or Burnt Coat.
Old
Harbor, but the hardy shore fisherthe whole line of separate skirts of wool
men,
who wrest
and cotton, and smart plain shirt waists their trawlers, lobstermen,
living from the sea, have all heard
of linen, batiste and Bilk. The loose of Jess. Mr. Willard is held in
procoat that will do duty for sunny or rainy found admiration and respect and Sam
Grindle
has
named
his
new
boat
power
weather, and the sweaters of silk or Jess Willard—that
is, if he doesn’t
wool that fill a place for which nothing
change his mind.

mey were oi no use.

all kinds and
we had to call

stricken Two Weeks Ago.
j I u m was first stricken some
following her almost con-

si

Sport Toggery.

and one

«sent.

■

ments.

necessary.
Many people get on admirably with a
Bmart knockabout bat of tailored style,

symptoms.
This happened a
number of years

come.

wilted to the style of the wearer, aud it
ie a good plan to have the bodied cut so
that it’s low without a guimpe and high
with one, to answer various require-

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

For Sale

Oliver Sulky Plows
AT THE

SPECIAL PRICE OF

p^LET~YOUR^CROPS
>

They will

y

£

iJTHE

wH

DECIDE

\

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in tlle Best Equipped Factory in the
Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AOENTS.
tell you to

use

(

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

f

Spend that Money
In Belfast!
AND ^you will be
helping yourself and Belfast as
well. Every dollar that stays at hcrre benefits
everybody else, because it boosts business.

ALSO, you PROTECT yourself. You SEE what
buy before you pay for it, the size, shape, color,
kind-everything that’s important, and that you

you

have to take for granted when you
buy from mail
order houses. You don’t have to bother with
money
orders or checks or stamps, or risk loose
money in
the mails.
You don’t have to wait for
days or
weeks for delivery. And if anything is
wrong or
needs changing, it can be arranged in a
jiffy—with
a man CN THE SPCT.

Trade with Journal Advertisers!

$39.00
-AT-

JACKSON &HALUS

James H Duncan, C. E„
SEARSPORT. MAINE,
Land

Surveying,
Valuation of

Topographic

Timberlands,

and

Hydrographic Surveys,
General

Engineering Work.
lyrll

Read over what they have to say—You’d better.
They are the LEADING TRADERS of this locality,
They would not he advertising, otherwise.
They have goods that it will pay you to buy. They
could not afford to advertise if this

They

are, without

were not

exception, honorable.

If we were not sure of
you right.
would not accept them as advertisers.

use

It’s cheaper in
patronize them.

the end, and ALWAYS
Buy from those who

Advertise in The Journal.

true.

They will
this, we

[safer,

to

Republican Journal

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY. APRIL 22,1916
/PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

[

Onager

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
*nd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 60 cents for three
months.

result of the presidential election he established a daily paper The Union, in the
interest of Mr. Tilden, the Democratic

The Churches.

An Interview with Mr. Ford

candidate, buying a complete new plant
and employing a full staff, with Hon.
Montgomery Blair as editor and a per-

The following interview was given by Mr. Ford to one
of the aggressive Ford agents, who returned to his home
and gave it to his territory in the following newspaper

sonal friend as business manager, and
supplying what cash was needed to meet
the running expenses. With different
management the paper would have soon
been on a

paying basis;

advertisement:

word.—Boston Globe.

Guess Mr. Taft never experienced the
blowing of Boston’s east wind.

time

was

This is the Most Important Advertisement I Ever Caused
to be Published—Read Every Word—and then Marvel!

personal visit to Mr. Henry Ford I broached the
subject of a possible August 1st Rebate.
On

mark a short time ago, Editors Dingley
and Shorey are the veteran editors of
Maine. Rumford h alls Times.
—

The editor of .The Journal lis several
laps, or months, ahead of these veterans
in the race for the “other shore.”
The Maine Club of

year—as you well remember—that if their
sales reached 300,000 cars between August 1( 1914, and August 1, 1915,
would
receive back a refund of $40.00 to $60.00.)
each purchase during that period

(The Ford Company announced last

new

members

Lynn, Mass.,

add-

to

nual meeting the following officers were
reelected: Charles H. Stevens,president;
J. C. Gibbs, vice president; Ida C. GrayBagley, secretary; W. A. Carter, treasurer; Dr. Arthur E. Darling and Mrs.
Russell members of the executive committee.
The

Pennsylvania avenue

on

success

This seems
perfectly just reprisal.
has been sinking unarmed merchant vessels, giving their passengers
and crews no opportunity to take to the

Germany

boats, and that her ships in allied ports
should be turned over to her at the end
of the war does not seem to be a square
deal.

Of the late Nelson B. Aldrich the New
York Herald says that to his wisdom and
c onstruetive statesmanship was largely
due the fact that this country escaped a
serious panic last August when the war
in Europe brought financial crisis to the
world; and, further: Those who served
with him and those who followed intelli-

gently legislation at Washington during
that period will agree with Represents
tive Joseph G. Cannon that Mr. Aldrich
“brought to the public service great
ability, industry and integrity. He was
one of the strongest legislators during
his service in the national Congress, if
not the strongest.”
An illustration of the unnecessary, not
to say foolish,interference of the powers
that be with business recently came to
The Druggists’ Circular, a
our notice.

monthly publication, issues a price-list
twice a year and for the convenience of

printed
price
separately,but was mailed with the magazine. The publishers were notified by
the postc ffice department that if the
magazine ard price list were mailed in
list

patrons the

was

wrapper e*tra postage would
be charged and so the price list w'as made
a part of the magazine, on which postsame

paid by weight, so that it made
difference to the department so far

age is

revenue was

as

concerned, while if the

price list was mailed separately' the
postal employees would have two packages to handle instead of one. Finally
the department 'reconsidered its action
and permitted the magazine and price
list to be mailed together as formerly.
It seems but a few weeks ago that
The Journal printed the report of a reception to Mrs. Robert McCollum of
Twin Falls, Idaho, formerly Miss Alice

Rozelia Coombs, and later
a

note

we

published

from her in which she expressed
Belfast, where her girl-

her interest in

spent. On another page of
details are given of her
5Hfe and works and of the remarkable
demonstration at her funeral services.
Editorially the Twin Falls News says:
hood

was

this issue

some

There is a sermon to ne found in the
life story of Mrs. Robert McCollum, and
learned in the grief of a
a lesson to be
City for her passing. In all the qualities
which make for true womanhood, Mrs.
and
in
McCollum stood pre-eminent

grateful acknowledgment
stands with head

bowed.

community
Her whole

a

once a benediction
and the magnificent example of unselfish devotion which found
expression in her daily life must ever
prove a source of inspiration and a power
for good wherever she waB known.
It is not given to all to occupy the peculiar position in the hearts of men and
women which Mrs. McCollum filled, nor
to possess in so marked a degree those
qualities of mind and spirit which were
hers, but it is given to all to appreciate
to the full the lesson to which her whole
life offered expression, and Twin Falls
career

constitutes at

and

blessing,

a

makes humble and grateful acknowledg-

ment.

The Riggs National bank of Washington, D. C., now in the lime-light, is the
successor of a private bank in which the
late Wm, W. Corcoran made a large fortune, and on his retirement it was continued by Mr. Riggs, who aUo has passed
away. Mr. Corcoran paid the expenses
of bringing to this country the remains of
George Peabody, the philanthropist, who
died in England. He gave to the National capitol the Corcoran Art Gallery, and
established there the Louise House,
named in memory of his daughter, for
ladies who had lost their fortunes. In
when there was a contest over the

1876,

The paper

from the start and in

was
a

“You may say,” was Mr. Ford’s deliberate and significant reply
this—“You may say that we shall pay back to each purchaser of
a Ford car between August 1, 1914, and August I, 1915, barring
You may say that I authorized
the unforeseen, the sum of $51).

a

to

very

nearly on a paying basis.
Then, very unwisely, in order to bring
the expenditures down to the receipts,
Mr. Lynch reduced his staff and cut

I

down other necessary expenses, and that
was the beginning of the end of The Na-

!

short time

was

An increase instead of

tional Union.
decrease of

expenditures

you to make this statement!”

I add to the above? $15,000,000 cash coming back to Ford
And to prospective Ford owners up to August 1, 1915, it
actually means—Ford Touring Cars for $490—less the $50 rebate? Ford
Runabouts for $440—less the $50 rebate! What is there left for me to say?
What

can

owners!

a

at that time

B. O.

would have ensured the continuance of
the paper and made it a valuable proper-

The field

was

MONROE.
selectmen have been taking the valua
tion the past week.
The

Grass is beginning to look green in soots and
coming out of the ground.
F. L. Palmer has a new housekeeper, Mrs.
Lowell, who has had employment in Belfast.
frost is fast

John Moore is quite feeble this spring. He
has been confined to his. bed but is able to sit
up

NORTON, Belfast, Maine.

occupied later.

j

Maynard Stantial has returned to his school
in Rhode Island,
Isaac S. Staples spent several days in Rockland

recently

on

He has
Nelson Curtis remains very poorly.
suffered with asthma for many years and the
spring months bring on the trouble.

Moses W. Rich died April 20th at his home on
Main street after a long illness with general
debility, aged 85 years, 2 months and 29 days.
He was born in Jackson, the son ot the late
John and Annie Merrill Rich, and when a
young man came to Belfast to learn the
shoemaker’s trade with the late Nathaniel
Wiggin in the store now the Leroy A. Webber
shoe store. He continued with Mr. Wiggin
until W. A. Swift bought the business, and remained with him until hie recent retirement,
thus spending all his working years in the
same place.
On coming to Belfast he boarded
with Mrs. Eels in the house 137 Main street

business.

Charles H. Forbes has been confined to the
house by the prevailing distemper.
Samuel H. Lord and wife spent the week-end
in

Brooks, visiting Mrs. A. B. Payson.
Rev. Thomas

some now.

UtflTUARY.

Brooks.

The News of

has been made to the

suggestion

a

no

i

ings of Congress—now the Congressional
Record. Hon. George F. Talbot of Port-

ty.

rines be placed by a vessel of corresponding size from among the 278 German vesThe
sels detained in French ports.
French government has taken the suggestion under consideration although it
is explained the consent and cooperation
of Great Britain would be necessary.

the

|

Gales & Seaton published for many years
the Congressional Giobe,—the proceed-

French ministry of marine that each ship
of the Allies sunk by the German subma-

its

“Mr. Ford,” I suggested, “Is there anything I can say
to our people with regard to the Ford Motor Company’s
300,000 car rebate plan?”
“We shall sell the 300,000” was the quiet reply—
“and in 11 months, a full month ahead of August 1st!”
“Then a refund is practically assured?”
“Yes—barring the totally unexpected. We are 50,000 to 75,000 cars behind orders today. Factory and
branches are sending out 1800 daily.”
I then said to Mr. Ford: “If 1 could make a definite
refund statement we would increase our local sales 500
cars.”

evidenced a little later when

land was the editor.

the club during
the past year and the present membership is close to 500. At the recent an-

ed 33

building

a

total

John F. Lynch, who had represented the
first Maine district in Congress for four
terms and on his retirement from that
the
of
editor
H.
A.
Shorey,
Major
March 4, 1873, engaged in the
mileposition
the
75th
News,
passed
Bridgton
stone of life’s journey on Saturday, real estate business in Washington,start
April 3d. As Hon. Frank L. Dingley of ed the National Union, occupying the
the Lewiston Journal passed the same
in which

interesting

Morton is

sermons

at

giving some very
Congregational

the

church.
be coming out of
as could be
her recent serious illness as well

At the Baptist church this week the services
will be as follows: This, Thursday, at 7.30 p.
m., the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45 a. m.,
morning service, with sermon by the pastor;
Sunday school at noon; Chiistian Endeavor at
6.30, and evening service at 7.30 p. m.

Inez Payson

seems

to

11

Styles

Coats and Suits

I

Mixtures, Gabardine, Wool Poplin.
Serges, Worsteds, Checks, Etc

1
1

The American Board of Foreign Missions
was the subject of a very interesting illustrated lecture given last Sunday night in the
vestry of the North (Congregational) church
by Rev. Haraden S. Pearl.

All marked at the Lowest

I

Prices

“Eugenic Christianity" will be the subject
of Mr, Pearl’s sermon in the Congregational
church next Sunday morning. Bible school at
12; Christian Endeavor meeting at 6 30. Prayer meeting tonight at 7.30.
Members of Castle North will meet at 7 p. m., Friday.
At the Universalist church next Sunday
morning Rev. A. A. Blair will preach a special

Cantoii Pallas, I. O. O. F., who will
body. As this is “Everybody-GoTo Church Sunday", it is hoped there will be a
The Sunday school and
large attendance.
Men’s Forum will meet at noon.

sermon

to

attend in

FOR SUMMER VISITORS.

a

For Sale

if You Have Accommodations to Offer Make
Them Known Now.

A

At the Methodist church next Sunday mornFurnished House in Searsport. To let for
ing the pastor, Rev. Horace B. Sellers, will
the summer a most desirable furnished house
in
the
on
speak
“Jesus, the church
morning
in Searsport on a seven-acre lot running to
member," a sermon appropriate to “Go to
4
are 12 rooms, 2 baths,
Church Sunday,” and in the evening will speak private shore. There
stable and
electricity,
2
fire-places,
porches,
on “Be Yourself.”
Sunday afternoon at 2
for any one
o’clock he will speak at the Wood’s school- garage. An unusual opportunity
who want3 a first class summer place. Address
house. The junior Epworth League will meet
Mrs. Albert V. NickelB,180 Huntington avenue
at 3 p. m., Sunday.
Monday evening at 7.30
Boston, Mass.
there will be an important meeting of the K.
Cottage to Let or Sell. Finest location
O. K A. Tuesday evening at 7.30 the Sunday
on Belfast shore
between Camden and
school board will meet and
evtfry teacher and
officer is urged to be present. Thursday evening the regular prayer meeting and Friday
evening choir rehearsal.

Bangor,
Bay; will let

overlooking

Penobscot

sell

or

and
H.

not many

B. Sellers

changes

was

in the

Howes, Belfast.

returned to

belfast, East and West Northport, and other
local appointments were as follows: Brooksville, W. L. Bradeen; Bucksport and Orland,

F. L.

ray^

season.

Eight large

from end of the
square to V.

rooms

the

westerly

S.

and

Penobscot

Bay

two

Belfast, Me.,

tages

near;

near.

F'or Bent

for the

Cottages

to

furnished, 6

on

person

sprinkling city

NU

Maine.

Gilchrest,

Elon B.

I
t

>

UJit

ink,

T

Assis

r

James H. Howes.
Arthur I Brown,
Orlando E i
CORPORA

Good fishing, trout and salmon. Teleinforphone service if desired. For further
mation telephone 279 6, or write A. Stinson,

Wm. A.

W. .i

1

Jale

For

Farm

Furnished seven-room
or Rent.
Beautiful shore
cottage and five acres land
piivilege and unexcelled view of mountains
and West Penobscot. Write H. M. Farrow,
F'OR SALE

i<

Mason,
Attest:

North Searsport, Me.

Consisting of 120 acr<
rocky; splendid hay and

|
]

:•

wood enough to pav
buildings and an elegant
Frank Grady, caretaker ;
A.idr
der penalty of law.

i

and

Islesboro, Me.
furnished. F'or particulars apply
Shute, 7 Park Street.

::•*
;*j|

BOARD OF TRi

port.

the

n:ric
.:ra

H. Howes, l*r*
WilmerJ. Dorman, fr.

furnished; within short walk cf good country
steamboat landing in Sears-

or

ierk

James

store; 6 miles from

room

)

OFFICERS

St., Belfast.

Two
at Swan Lake
cottages, would accommo-

F'urnished

j
-root

ICE

Belfast, Maine, April 14

date six or eight persons, at the head of Swan
Lake. Fine oak grove; boats, ice and wood

To Let.

to

streets

List of Officers and Corp< at
Annual Meeting of Bel.'.'

Bent

room

desiring

bid
f.
municipal year may get fu I
to the amount to be done by
Mavor.
2wl6
CARLETON I ■>
for

The cosy little
at Temple Heights. In83 Main

j

City of Belfast.
Any

Season.

Megunticook cottage
quire of Harry W. Clark,

j

5

City of Belfast,

furnished cottages for rent

Towle, Belfast,

Maurice D

c-i
i:,,n

The contract for the support
will expire this year. Any per
see the new specifications can
suiting the Mayor.
2wl6
CARLETON DO Ah

spring water; no other cotIresh vegetables, milk and eggs

with pure

J,

fit.
Dated this 21st day of Apt

new
by month or season; three sleeping rooms,
beds, large living rooms, fireplace, kitchens

piped

it’

shoe

see

of

Dodge.
At

of

2

',"2

for the purpose of
amount to be assessed on tn.
on said streets
to defray th
sprinkling, at which time d
interested may appear and

—

Furnished Cottages.

side

u

.1,

.....

Belfast,

To Let. The first floor of a furnished house
—situated in Searsport, Maine, on Penobscot
consisting of 9 rooms, with electric
Bay
lights, running water, etc., delightful location,
beautiful shade trees, would let the rooms
Address,
singly, fine boating and bathing.

(Mrs.) M.

V

‘J2

street, its entire length
Notice is hereby given tbal
Officers will be in session on
April, 1915, at 3 o’clock in the ..,
office of tne Superintendent

bath; fireplace; spacious verandas;
beautiland; tennis; croquet; bathing; boating;
markets,
ful view across Penobscot bay; good
secluded;
city water; two miles from town;
Bussmall attractive colony. Apply to Will
sell Howard, W illiamstown, Mass.
an acre

■

street, from the westerly line f
lot to Front street; Front str
street to the Maine Central 0
;
street, to Davis’ blacksmith sir ,

Wm. M. Greenlaw, Belfast.
Furnished cottage at the Battery
BELFAST.
to rent for the

WHITTEN, Belfast

of the City
the f„l|„»ln„
and portions of streets, in sain
....
sprinkled this year, in .., at
the abutters thereon, viz:
hor
entire length;
High street.
avenue to Green
street; N rtti.r*

Congress street, Belfast.
To Let. Cottage at Temple neignui, .wuuon first floor,
port. Living room and kitchen
Apply to
room for four beds on second floor.

The

e.

notice

single

Palmer; Unity, Troy,William Snow;Vinalhaven,
William Magwood.

to close

IThe City Council
has determined that

location
modern conveniences, in a pleasant
wife or
will be let for the season to a man and
Apply to E S. McDonald, 43
person.

A. B. McAllister; Bucksport Center and East,
N. J. Sweesey; Castine, Daniel P. Kelley;
Hampden and Nealley’s Corner C. H. Johonett;
Penobscot, A, C. Davis; Searsport, James Ainslee; Searsmont, Center Lmcol nvllle, John N.

bargain

a

partnership.

furnished room, with

A

Furnished Room.

Model

Electric starter, Electric light,
11

Will be sold at

East Maine conference of Methodist
Episcopal churches at Dover was brought to a 249 Newbury street, Boston.
close April 19th with a final business session
Furnished Cottage. To let for the season,
at which the assignments of pasters for the
situaa 7 room furnished cottage delightfully
ensuing year were read by Bishop Joseph F. ted on the North Shore, Northport. Water in
Berry. There were no changes in district su- the cottage and water closet. Apply to A. A,

perintendents
charges. Rev.

1915

new

BUICK AUK

one
cottage of 7 rooms (built by the day), with
of
acre of laud; garage; tennis court; grove
trees; excellent boating; fishing and bathing,
used only by myself. Dr. George F. Eames,

The

Belfast Methodist Church, Rev. Horace
B. Sellers, pastor, has elected officers and comMrs. Johnson has had another very ill turn,
owned by Dr, Monroe, and after Dr. Monroe’s mittees for the ensuing year as follows: Stewexpected.
as we are very sorry to hear. She is cared for !
death Mr. Rich bought the house and has since ards, Geo. E. Curtis Mrs. Alice Bramhall,Mrs.
Miss Neiiie Littlefield of Monroe, who spent
by her daughter, Mrs. Laura Palmer, with
occupied it. He married Miss Sarah Eels, Mary Whitmore, Miss Ethel Frost, Mrs. Rathe winter in Brooks, is said to be in Bangor
whom she resides.
who died in 1889, and in 1893 he married Miss chel A Clifford, Mrs. Annie M. Frost, Miss Lilfor surgical treatment.
Idella Dustin of Belfast, who survives him, lian C, Spinrtey, Miss Lena Sanborn, Mrs. GerMrs. Joseph Curtis, who underwent an opera- !
Mr. Dow has been off the road for the past
with their daughter, Flora E, wife of Robert trude S, Macomber, Mra, Sarah Stewart, Mrs
tion for appendicitis, in the Bangor hospital,
month, as local business has demanded his atHolt of Limerick. One sister, Mrs, Hannah Ellen Cressey. Miss Ann Going, Mrs. Clara
has returned home, and it is hoped will be
tention. He will start for Aroostook county
much benefitted when her strength returns.
Varney of Massachusetts, also survives. Mr, Cottrell, Mrs. F. L. Whitten, Miss Lora Maxcy
soon.
very
Rich was of a genial disposition and believed Mrs. Lucy A. Curtis, Mrs. Georgia T. Dow,
Miss Nellie Littlefield is in the Bangor hosHugh Morrill of VVaterville spent the week- in making home the pleasantest place on earth. Mrs. Evie C. Wright, E. L. Macomber; record
pital. She has been in poor health for some
end here. It is not easy for Hugh to forget
He was firm in his views and strong in his ing steward, Mrs. Annie M. Frost; district
time and has been in the hospital before. Her
I Brooks, where his entire life had been passed ; likes and dislikes. Politically he was a life- steward, Edwin Frost; trustees, Clarence E
many friends extend their sympathy to her
until recently.
! long Republican, and always when able was in Frost, W. A. Macomber, Edgar A. Smith, Edand family.
The Corner here is nice and dry now and the his pew at the Baptist church. From its be- win Frost,'Fred A. Seward, F. E Bramhall, A*
Rev. Mr. Whitcomb of Bangor will speak at
grass is starting up green. The road6 outside ginning he had been interested in the Girls’ P Goodhue, F O Roberts, Don Gurney; trier of
the village church Sunday afternoon,Apr. 25th,
1 are greatly improving and loaded teams are
Home and for many years served on its real appeals, Edwin Frost; custodian of deeds, etc.,
and give the anniversary sermon for the Odd
estate committee. His life was a long, hon* C E Frost; foreign missions, Mrs Mary Whitcoming in now.
It is hoped everyone will avail
Fellows.
Everett Felker is doing some special work orable and useful one and by his death Belfast more, Annie M Frost, Miss Ethel Frost; home
themselves of this opportunity to hear a
loses a good citizen. The funeral will take missions and church extension, Mrs Alice
i as civil engineer about tsrooks village. He has
talented speaker.
place at his late home to-morrow, Friday, at 3 Bramhall, Mrs. Evie Wright, Mrs. Nellie H
studied hard and has become proficient in his
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Moody, old citip, m., Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, Baptist, of- Pearson; Sunday school, Miss Annie Going,
profession.
had
zens of this town,
planned to celebrate
Charles ficiating. The bearers will be Messrs. W. A. M rs J L Warren, Miss Laverne Whitten; tracts,
a call from
We
received
recently
April 15th the 50th anniversary of their marriand Charles F. Swift, Charles H. Twombly Miss Bernice Durgin, Miss Ella Hayes, Mrs
W intworth of Bangor, who twenty years ago
age by a family gathering, but on account of
and Edward Wagner. The interment will be I Elberta Gurney; temperance, E L Macomber,
lived in Brooks over what was then the Holthe serious illness of his brother David at that
Don Gurney, Fred A Seward; education, Mrs
Mr. Wentworth has in Grove Cemetery.
orook and Lane store.
time it was not held.
Cleora H Read, Miss Annie Going, C E Frost.
been in Brooks but three times since he left
Louisa
widow
of the late Capt. Alfre
B.,
Freedman’s aid, Elizabeth Chamberlain, Mrs
The Monroe W. C. T. U. held their two last j
here and he sees a great change in the place
Patterson of Belfast, died April 16th in BanRachel Clifford; hospitals, Mrs Cleora H Read,
meetings at the homes of members in Winter- and a greater one in the people,
at
the
Eastern
Maine
General
gor
Hospital, Miss Ethel Frost, Mrs Ella M Cressey; church
port. They met April 2nd with Mrs. Charles
We much regret to report tne aeam ui mio.
where she had been for about three years,
Clements and April 16th with Mrs. Sumner
records, Edwin Frost, Mrs Mary Whitmore,
Hinkley in Jackson. As a girl she was known She had been in ill health for many years Miss Annie Going; auditing accounts, C E
Fisher. This was a mother's meeting and a
a
was
and
bright,
in Brooks as May Stevens
and her death was caused by cardiac apoplexy.
fine program with singing was carried out,
Frost; parsonage and furniture, Mrs Alice
handsome and attractive girl, With her husPractically since the death of her husband she Bramhall, Annie M Frost, Mrs Mary WhitMrs. Fisher’s two little girls joined the cradle
i band she had only recently returned to Maine
had lived with her children and wa with her
roll. Our Union has observed Frances Wilmore; church musie. A P Goodhue, Mrs Annie
of her life. She was son, William Fred Patterson, in this city when
lard’s birthday and sent $2 to the memorial to spend the remainder
M Frost, Laverne Whitten; estimating pas|
of
it
was
found
to
take
her
to
the
age.
necessary
tor’s salary, Edwin Frost, Mrs Sarah Stewart,
fund, also the birthday of our late President, about seventy-five years
Her maiden name w»s Foss and she Mrs Clara E
Mrs. Stevens, and added our contribution to the j
Cottrell, Freeman O Roberts, Mrs
Harry Gordon, son of John H. Gordon, has hospital.
Three Gertrude S Macomber;
memorial fountain to be erected in Portland. ! been visiting his father in this village for a was born in Swanville Jan. 5, 1833.
estimating conference
Our next meeting will be with our president, few days. Be passed his boyhood here and sons and three daughters survive: Roland C. claimants salary, the Board of Stewards; floof Belfast, Mary
He
E., widow of Llewellyn ral committee, Lena A Sanborn, Fred A SewM rs Fannie Shields, May 6th.
was a very familiar figure on this corner.
Wood, of Valhalla, N. Y., formerly of Bel- ard, Laverne Whitten, Mrs Mary Whitmore;
has ior some years been an engineer on the
LIBERTY.
fast; Abbie H., wife of William M. Welch of supt of Sunday school, C E Frost; president
Pullman from Bangor to Portland. Harry has
Auburn; Nathan F., of Brockton, Mass.; Ellen of Epworth League, Mrs Georgia T Dow; presmade good in his calling and we are all
W. J. Greeley sold two fine colts Friday to
L., wife of Dr. E. A. Kilgore of Brooks, and ident of Junior League, Mrs Cleora H Read;
to see him in Brooks.
glad
in
Palermo.
parties
William Fred of Belfast. One brother. Capt.
president of Men’s class, Edwin Frost; presistreet,
Front
Burton H. Robertson of 24
Mrs. F. P. Bennett spent a few days in WaNathan F. Foss of Passadena, Calif., also sur- dent of Ladies Aid, Mrs Annie M
Frost; memreterville recently.
East Braintree, Mass., was called to Brooks
One son, Capt. Frank A. Patterson,
vive.
bers of Laymen’s Association, Edwin Frost,
J.
Neal Skidmore has finished his course at the cently by the funeral of his father, Albert
was lost in the steamer Portland. The funeral
W A Macomber; members of Camp Meeting
Thompson Business College in Waterville and Robertson. Burton has been connected with a took place at 9.30 Sunday morning at the home
Association, W A Macomber, Edwin Frost, C E
returned home Friday.
wholesale shoe store on Summer street. Bos- of her
son, W. F. Patterson, Waldo Avenue, Frost.
Mrs. Carrie Ayer and daughter Frank of ton, for some ten years. His brother Willard
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of the North CongreProvidence, R. I., were business callers in is a civil
Ohio,
now
in
Kent,
engineer and is
HALLDALE.
gational church officiating. The bearers were
t own one day last week.
where he is employed at present on a big con- Frederick G. Spinney, W. Scott Gray, Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowen and Mr. and Mrs.
wife have moved into the
and
Vose
N. S.
crete dam. His mother, Lizzie Dow RobertRobinson and Martin Webber.
Interment will
George Dow of Morrill were Sunday guests of
rent connected with Nutter Bros' store.
live with him for a time.
to
has
there
Mrs.
C.
B.
and
Knowlton.
Mr.
son,
gone
in
be in the family lot
Grove cemetery.
their parents,
Lester Webber of Litchfield was in town last
Many people in this vicinity remember David
C. B. Knowlton went to Belfast Thursday to
Pease died April 15th at her
Mrs.
Rosina
annual
of
the
Palesthe
at
week on business, the guest of F. E. Hutchins.
early
inspection
be present
L. Knowles, who lived in Brooks in
tine Commandery, Knights Templar, of which seventies and perhaps for a period of twenty home in the Fletcher house on Main street,
Newell White has just finished printing the
he is a member.
who aged 80 years, 2 months and 13 days. She was brief in a noted York County case. It contains
years. His father was Simon Knowles,
lived
in
town
a few weeks
born
in
but
had
is
for
all
her
Grant
Hope,
practically
Harry
lived on what is now called the Ernest Gould
350 pages.
life in Appleton, where she was married twice;
stay, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Sanford.
a
place on Sprout Hill. He was a sailor and
Many of those having potatoes to sell have
of
is
a
first
to
Barton
and
month
later
passing
George
Appleton
Miss Eurania Bennett
member of the navy during the Civil War.
been
hauling them the past week. The price
Waterville.
in
friends
with
to LeviPease. She is survived by three children.
Frank Knowles, who married Arvilda Roberts
is now 35 cents at Thorndike,
Miss Inez Pease of Appleton, Mrs. Waitie
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Woodard, who have been
brother.
his
was
and was killed in the war,
Chester Stevens of Framingham, Mass., who
living in Arizona and California for the past
Keene of Lincolnville and Mander F. Pease of
in Troy and went there
eight years, arrived in town Saturday and are David married a lady
has been employed in Newell White’s printing
she
bad
made
her
home
whom
with
Belfast,
guests of Mrs. Woodard’s mother, Mrs. E. G, to live, later going west to live, where he bei for nearly two years. She is also survived by office, has returned to his home.
Norton.
He died Aug. 15, 1914, in
came prosperous.
20 grandchildren. Her daughters came to atH. C. McCorrison has rented the U-Need-a
his home at 370 Pine Avenue, Pacific Grove,
tend the funeral, which took place at her laie Rest House at Pemaquid Point, Bristol, and
one
and
widow
Harry
a
son,
California, leaving
home Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock. Rev. will open it for business June 23d.
E. Knowles.
Walter F. Sturtevant of the Baptist church
W. H. White, who returned from the Hebron
The many friends of Albert J. Kobertson
Relieved
Sanitarium some time since, is greatly improvby Hood’s Sarsaparilla- were severely shocked to learn that he drop- officiating.
treatBest for Weakness.
Eben S. Page died April 21st at his home cn ed in health. He is taking the out-door
ped dead April 10th while at his work at his
Dr. Nichols, Supt,
of
direction
the
84
and
mention
10
uhder
No
years
ment
Mass.
avenue,
aged
in
Newton
Center,
home
Northport
Gossville, N. H„ Feb. 8, 1915—Mrs.
of the Sanitarium
of any serious illness had been given. His days. He was born in Jackson, the son of the
X.. U. Bickford, whose 1’ost Office adstated
heart
dress is Route 1, Box 79, this town,
of
trouble,as
late William E. and Sally Cram Page, and was
death was the result
relating her experience with Hood’s
One son, Willard E.
by the medical examiner. Mr. Robertson was a blacksmith by trade..
Sarsaparilla, says this:
of Belfast, survives him. The fureral
born in Monroe, Maine, and lived there until Page
“I sincerely wish that I could exlate
home, 36 Northport
will take place at his
He was educated in the local
manhood.
press just how much help I have deavenue, tomorrow, Friday, at 10.30 a. m.
rived from the use of Hood’s Sarsaschools and was for some years a teacher. He
parilla. For many years I suffered married Lizzie Dow of Brooks, who was aUo a
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
from a general rundown condition.
well known school ‘teacher. They moved to with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
Each spring would find me completeMassachusetts and have lived in Amesbury, reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
ly prostrated, suffering from dyspepsia and weakness, which some people
disease, and in order to
Billerica and Newton Center. He blood or constitutional internal
Templeton,
remedies. Hall’s
extreme
tired
call
that
feeling.
cure it you must take
rightly
Too many women
was very industrious and economical and had
“On beginning to take a bottle of
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts diHis
and
sons. rectly upon the blood
mucous surface.
and aches.
Hood's
accumulated a comfortable property.
Sarsaparilla every spring, I
under
is not a quack medicine.
would experience relief almost from
Burton H. and Williard, who were born in Hall’s Catarrh Cure
are not sick—but weak,
the first dose, and seldom have X needIt
was prescribed by one of the best physicians
Massachusetts, were well educated and are in this country for years and is a regular preed a second bottle to effect complete
nervous, irritable.
successful business men. He leaves one sister* scription. It is composed of the best tonics
restoration to health and strength. So
Such women need khat bloodI have for many years us’^d this unMrs. Eliza Pattee of Searsport, and two twin known, combined with the best blood puriiierB,
strength that comes by taking
failing remedy each spring and have brothers, Hollis and Horace of Massachusetts. acting directly on the mucous surfaces. The
SCOTT’S EMULSION. It also
been rewarded with good health durperfect combination of the two ingredients is
His widow will for a time live in Kent, Ohio, what produces such wonderful results in curing
ing the summer and winter, and until
strengthens the nerves, aids the apwas
free.
for
testimonials,
Mr.
Robertson
Willard.
Send
on
son
catarrh.
to
came
with their
the change
again.
spring
petite and checks the decline.
&
CO.,
O.
Props.,
Toledo,
cured
F.
J.
CHENEY
Hood’s
my
an
ardent
Sarsaparilla
an exemplary Christian gentleman,
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
If wife or mother tire easily
daughter of a very severe illness last
temperance man, and was very highly esteemTake Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
summer, and it has been of great benor look run down, SCOTT’S «\S»
ed by all with whom he associated. The fuefit to my husband.”
EMULSION witt build her up.
neral was held,in the Congregational church, in
Accept no substitute for Hood’s SarThe day of harsh physics is gone. People
Brooks, Rev. David Brackett officiating, and want mild,
saparilla. Nothing else acts like it.
Doan’s Regulets
lszatiyes.
easy
the interment was in the Dow-Robertson lot
Ask your druggist for it today and
have satisfied thousands. 26c at .11 drug stores
I in the cemetery here.
begin taking it at once.
Mr3.

New

The subject of Rev. A. E. Wilson's sermon
Sunday at the Unitarian church is, “What
Makes for Joy in Life."

next

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o'clock, and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o'clock, to which all are welcome.

and when th3

electorial commission decided in favor of
Mr. Hayes. Mr. Corcoran offered to turn,
the plant over to the employes if they
wished to continue it; but they did not
avail themselves of the opportunity and
Have you got your bean poles planted The Union was discontinued. On leaving
yet?—Boston Globe.
the office those who cared for it were
No, Put perhaps Judge Johnson has.
given a complete file of the paper and
Ex-Presidents Taft and RooBevelt met each had a memento from his desk, a
last week and shook hands at the funeral book, paper weight or scissors, and then,
of a mutual friend. Prof. Lounsbury. following their nightly custom, they adLet us hope that the cruel war is over.
journed to Harveys for a farewell supper. We believe that but one member
When Ex-President Tatt says, “1 love
of that staff is living today.
Boston—it does things so without blowThat there was a demand for a morning!” some might see a tinge of sarcasm,
hut we prefer to take him exactly at his ing newspaper in Washington at that

There will be the usual services at the Universalist Church next Sunday morning. Sunday
school at noon.

house all

j
;

j

1131
San Fra:

t ft)

1

to S. S. L.

^
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almost

Eczema spreads
rapidly, itching
drives you mad; For quick relief, Doan’s Oint50c at all stores.
ment is well recommended.

FOR HEAD COLDS OR

i
|

LET

ANY CATARRH ILL
it quickly clears the
use Hyomei;
head, stops the disagreeable nasal discharges,
soothes and heals the inflamed lining of the air
passages—you feel better at once.
When your nostrils are clogged, you suffer
with dull headaches, or have that constant frog
in the throat. Hyomei is the remedy that will
give the quickest, most effective and lasting
relief possible it goes right to the cause of
the trouble and quickly ends your misery. You
simply breathe Hyomei, using the small inhaler that comes with every complete outfit..
Hyomei immediately reaches all the raw and
inflamed tissues lining the nose and throat,
driving out the poisonous secretions and healing the sore spots—dull headaches vanish—
you breathe freely. Even the worse cases respond quickly. It is impossible to use Hyomei
and not be immediately benefited.
Hyomei can be had from A. A. Howes & Co.,
and is very inexpensive.

I

THE

]!

SEA"'

cottage, deli*'

the North Shore, Norths"'
cottage and water closet. A,
A. A. H'1A
14
on

I

|

For Sale

Surely

<

FOR

TO furnished

One acre

of land

"

on

Brit
ERNEST C. MU i
18 Cumberland Aveni

Beautiful location.

ply

to

Portland^

I w6l p

For Sale
HANDSOME

th.r

VERY
Bull Calf. Can.he nr
da>.
milk

ord 84 pounds
butter fat. Address

a

Pittsfield,

-1

r

■2wl6

_

-rzi'Z.I..., ^

__

THAT Tie FEELING

struggle

They

pains

[

j
Jf

CARLE & JONES’

j

Spring Underwear Announce! j
complete
line of
We have in our
Forest & Essex Mills Jersey Underwear.

|

j

Vests, Pants and Linen Suits,
Gordon Dyed Hosier

I

We have retained all of the
and added many new ones.

staple numbers

FIBRE SILK HOSE, ALL COLORS.
t«

««

««

PURE SILK HOSE.
“

“

*i

•«

“

“

BLACK,

j
|

|

$
.Stt
1J"

2.00

A'.AIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

CARI.E& JONHS

>

J

j

J

CORN

ONE CENT SALE

has

kernels—and some
Colonels have corns. No

1

need of
wear

List

^t

if

they would

Beginning today, April 22nd,
Winding up Wednesday Night, April 28th.

the^famous

Used Cars

ot

One Whole Week of

One Maxwell
One Overland Touring Car
“
Two Ford
Cars
One 1914 Overland SD
One Buick

Touring

j
j

Ground

|
j

Car.

NORTON,

Belfast, Maine.

house, furnished, at 40 Cedar street, and when
Mrs. Kent arrives from their home in Madison

will take

possession.

Mr. and

Mrs Swift

spend the summer with Mr Ralph L
Cooper, High street.
Early last week one of our city teachers told
will

iversal'st Social Aid will meet this,
Southi, afternoon with Miss Edith M.
worth.

little

her class of

ones

about the assassination

sale of May baskets in the and death of Lincoln, and
Thursday, the annios try Monday afternoon and evening,
J versa ry of his death, she questioned them in
regard to this tragical event in the country's
April 2t5ih.
When the teacher asked where Lin\j and Mrs. Fred W. Brown have received history.
will be

a

j

Ellsworth, April 16th,
granddaughter, Alice Day Cushman,

coln

.if the arrival in
a

eliminated from the Tuesng parties at Seaside Grange hail and

a

hand

small

when the

was
was

hesitation,
frantically waved
some

but
aud

told he might answer he
exclaimed in loud tones—“At the movies.”
owner was

The tea and social at the Woman’s club room
last Tuesday afternoon was informal and de-

Lincoln

lightful.

mg has been

.■

shot there

was

finally

Postoffice and Grand Army
a,re at half-mast April 16th—the fiftieth
'. ary of the death of President Abraham
igs at t he

Nearly

all the ladies

were

engaged

in sewing. The arrangements were under the
direction of Mrs. James S. Harriman and
he played
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades, with Mrs. O. E.
for each player.
Mrs. Ben
Hazeltine and Mrs. H. H.
W. Vaughan, who served his appren- Frost,
Carter hostesses. Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs.
the City Drug Store and passed his ;
Elmer Small, Mrs. George I. Keating and Mrs.
on last fall as a registered druggist, ;
Ira M. Cobe poured and little Misses Hope
engaged as clerk by Read & Hill,
Dorqian and Grace Hazeltine served. The
sf party announced for last Tuesday j
room was attractively decorated with
pine and
seaside Grange hall was cancelled
>

...v

for three hours at 15

a

cents

|
1

j

j

inability of the committee

of the

t

It will be

given

next

Tuesday

even- !

1

f

two to

the ten stake

held last

races

j

j

>

a-

!
;

attendance is

Hospital

; he

requested at

Aid

irrangements

.s

be held

■

are

^

July and the

time in

some

to be

to be made for

are

|
>

selected.

While club met last Monday
V. L. Hall, who christened her
room, recently remodeled. A most
enu was served, after which the
in a

ith

j
f;

juurr.ed to the Colonial.
Fred A.

rs.
iti. ns

Jol

receiving

nson are

upon the birth of

a son

at the

>ty hospital Friday. This is their
and he has been named Alfred

;

for his maternal

j

grandfather.

ersalist Ladies Circle entertained
<'i

Wednesday afternoon,April 14th,
Mrs, Fred Rackliffe on High
afternoon was passed in soc al

r-

i with

1

Newport, held for selling mortgaged property.
Some time last spring Stubbs is alleged to
have sold a number of horses to various persons, including John H. Hobbs of Brooks. Later
a
man named Green of Bangor appeared and
the horses ior which Hobbs had paid Stubbs
were claimed and Hobbs was obliged to pay

of

me

all

music.

Refreshments

pronounced it

a

most

Sltalr.

were

enjoyable

Alliance will meet tomorrow,
iternuon at the Unitarian Parsonage
The program is in charge of Miss
t

Wadsworth.

'•

j

girls

The

are

again

give them up. Several others had the
same experience. As a result Stubbs was apprehended some time ago in Massachusetts
and was given a hearing in Brooks before
Justice F. W. Brown and
held for the
grand jury in the sum of $1000. This he was
unable to get and he was committed to the
Waldo County Jail. Stubbs is about 30 years of

planning

le of useful
m
1

articles, food and candy, to
the Unitarian church parlors on the

of Saturday, May Is*.
Sanborn, usually among the first
>>;)

Lake when the

man

Hh
■

to

fry this year.
improvements

i«nsive

fisher-

out, had
He has been makice

goes

at his

new

Arbor

Miller and Cedar streets, which inelectric lights, steel
ceilings,
]mood floors and general
repairs.

,/he

Complying

oday

Tomorrow,” chapters sever

and

th« “Story of theWeek from The
indent.’’Roll-call, quotations from Shakeand

s

|

Curtis has issued the folto Arbor

Day

with the

Statutes, Friday, May

the fourteenth, is hereby designated and set
apart as Arbor Day. I recommend that it be
observed by the people of the State by the
planting of trees, shrubs and vines in the
adornment of public and private grounds,
places and ways, and in such other efforts and
endeavors as shall be in harmony with the general character of a day so established.

meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
held Jwith Mrs. Herbert Morey,
Wilier street, Monday
afternoon, April 26th
e
the C. L. S. C., book “Youi

Gov.

observance:

next

t-sson is from

Day.

lowing proclamation relating

wd! he

j

or

age.

home,

bathroom,

|

Mr. George E Brackett, Grand Secretary of
Lodge, I. O. G. T. for
over twenty years, received the following telegram from Lewiston, April 15th, where the

■leare.

the State of Maine Grand

Bagley of Gardiner, secretary oi
Board of Charities and Correction
last April 14th and 15th
getting sta

1

!

1

the

city

located

Lodge

and

was

in session:

county relating to the
Greetings of the Grand Lodge to you and
’be hoard. He was assisted
by Mayo: yours. Your noble work in behalf of ttie order
will ever be remembered by those who were
oombs. Sheriff F. A. Cushman, th<
your co workers for so many years.
mmissioners and county treasure’
Howard C
Woodside,
|
J- Patti
Grand Chief

Templar.

j

on

the

25c

1
1

the

Height

of the

Lot 20 Patterns,
“
"
100

2'c.
5c.

,n addition to our
regular line of 5c. papers we have
narked one entire sample book REGARDLESS
OF
COST to
while they last.

gCi

Yours truly,

25c

25

2 for 26c

2 for 11c

25c

2 for $1.01

25c Worm

c

26c

25c Castor Oil

Aramatic,

pound

Sylvester,

These are natural oats,
grown in a latitude that
makes them adapted to

REXALL

2 for 26c
2 for

6c

2 for

6c

REXALL MEDICINES
$1.00 Beef, Iron and Wine,

2 for $1.01

45c Internal Pile

you.

Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co., I
I

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS,

BELFAST,

26c

Is tne Best Custom-Made Corset on the Market and are
'guaranteed for
or

not

are

READ &

Geo. W. Clement, Jr., George A. Goodwin.
Mark Levine, William Titus, Mr. H. M. Thomas, Asa L. May, IjJ. C. Pendleton.

Post Office

known to many of my customers and
am ready to take orders.

Telephone

Patriots’ Day with

one

Bell Street, Belfast, Maine.

FOR CHOICE

STORE,

Sweet Peas
and Nasturtiums

HILLS, Proprietors,

Square,

Belfast, Maine.

Auxiliary observed
of their famous ten-

GO TO
The

Cou lty Commissioners

were

in session

meeting was held. Mrs. Annie Frost several days last week auditing bills and doing
initiated, one candidate obligated and routine work and adjourned Thursday afterFourteen Sons of noon.
one application received.
Veterans were present, and one visiting sister
The steamer Atlantic,
Shipping Items.
from Lisbon Falls Auxiliary. The following
built less than a year ago for the Emery
Piano solo, Mrs. A. T.
program was given:
business
was

The work on the foundation wall will
begin Monday, May 3d, in order to begin more
active work at the close of the school in June.
them.

Coliseum Rink

The

Belfast

favored

is

in

having a roiler skating rink like the Coliseum.
If the hundreds of patrons who have enjoyed
themselves this spring gliding around the
splendid surface could visit some of the other
New England cities and see the little halls
pressed into service since the
revived, they would appreciate how
they are favored. The Coliseum is as much
superior to some of the so called rinks in our
State as Delmonico’s is superior to a lunch
wagon. Those who haven’t already visited
the Coliseum since Manager Peirce converted
it into one of the finest and most modern skating rinks in New England might make it a
point to go out some evening and see what an
amusement enterprise he has created here in
Belfast.
that have been

craze

Steamship

Company of Boston for service bePacific Coast ports through
the Panama Canal, has been sold to New York
parties for $640,000 and will be operated in the
trans-Atlantic service. The President of the
Emery Company says that the Pacific, a sister
ship, is not on the market-The steamer F.
J. Lisman completed last week the improvements she had been undergoing at the Bath
Iron Works and left for New York to dock for
tween Boston and

cleaning

booths with the various firms’ ad-

vertising for decorations will be set up, and
nothing will cost over 25 cents. Full sized
packages of standard goods will be sold at a

requisites, cleaners, varnishes and furpolishes; in fact everything pertaining
household.

There

classes who

are

19

will act

members
as

in

salesgirls.

Tbere will also be a candy table. In connection
with the bazar the Ladies’ Circle of the
church will hold a Dutch Market, such as was
held by the Circle a few years ago in the
Opera House. The guests upon entering buy
for a few cents a basket, a regular market
basket, and then go to “market,” selecting
whatever is desired for supper Sandwiches,
salads, cold meats, rolls, cake, coffee, etc., will
be sold in the market and you have only tc
make your choice. Small tables will be prepared at which groups may eat their supper,

making

up many

pleasant

Flour is

little

parties.

Cheaper.

GKT OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU
BUY. WE ARK AGENTS FOR

STOTTS*
STOTTS*

PEERLESS

AND

FANCY PATENT.

Perry’s Cash

Market.

Clara P. Parsons of Belfast,
probated at the April term of the Waldo
County Probate Court contains a bequest of
$250 to the Belfast Home for Aged Women
and a like sum to the Bangor Home for Aged
Women.

The annual meeting of the
Travellers Club
will be held with Mrs. Jas. H.
Howes Tuesday,
April 27th. A paper upon "The
History of
the Woman's Federation
Movement" will be
given by Mrs. Amoa Clement. This will
be
followed by the reports and election
of officers
and
The Boys’ Band. The recently organized
appointment of committees for the seaBoys’ Band, under the leadership of J. Lee son of 1915 16
The will of Miss

Patterson,

gave

an

night

open

for their pa-

hymns and marches.
18 members and

There

painting preparatory to entering to become members to
carrying trade. The Seaconnet of they are proficient.
company has also completed repairs,
Board of Trade.

and

admitted

be

as

the

same

etc,, at Bath and will engage in the same business_The five-master Governor Brooks is
undergoing repairs at the Percy & Small yard,
Bath, preparatory to going to NewYork to load
oil for south America-Capt. W. A.
Sanborn of Machiasport was in Bangor last
Saturday calling on his cousin, Frank H. Tupper. Capt. Sanborn has sold his schooner,
Regina, and retired from a seafaring life to
engage in business on land.
case

A Surprise Party

lightful surprise
Mrs. Daniel

and

in

Morrill

A very

birthday party

was

de-

given

O. Bowen at her home in Morrill

Tuesday evening, April 13th. Twenty-four of
met at the home of Mr. and Dow

her friends
and from there proceeded to Mrs. Bowen’s
home. It was a happy but muddy party that
gathered in Mrs. Bowen's yard, for the trip
from the Dows was made on foot over muddy

Discussion on The Recall The Third
District discussion in the contest for the
scholarship at the University of Maine took
The

At

a

meeting of the
Trade April

15th, President Coombs presiding. Postmaster
Keating was present and the matter of b tter
mail service between this city and Boston, so
much desired by our business men, was discussed. It is believed that this could be acthe

on

the

night

leaving

Pullman

sent

from

A ever

upon arrival about 4 a. m., to the Eastern
S. S. Corp. steamers leaving that port on or
about 5 a. m. and arriving in Belfast about 7

Brought by train,

as

now,

this mail

early the next morning. A petition asking for this change will be addressed
to Postmaster Keating, who will take the matter up with the authorities at Washington.
Another matter of much interest, the keeping
uompanys corn canning
plant in this city, was discussed. The comtne

aaco

vauey

pany must have at least 200 acres of corn
pledged to enable them to remain here, and at

has but 120

owned and

be

more

tion

operated by

desirable

will be secured

Frank L.

a

made

a

steamer.

as alternate. Young
Wilson was working under difficulties as h«
had been ill for several days and Friday hii
teachers persuaded him to remain at hom<
during the day. The State contest will tak<
place at the University of Maine the last o:

Wilson, with Wm. Small

May.

Poor

US

express.

Circulars giving full directions will be mailed
2wl6
free on request.

THE FERGUSON POULTRY FARM
BELFAST, MAINE

on

Dr. Edith E. Kidder,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
42 HIGH

STREET, BELFAST.

Hours—9to 12 and 2 to
Telephone 227-11

5,

or

by appointment.
4 vl6

121—

—

loj

Crofut & Knapp

Hats for Spring

Howes

=™=Now Ready

»« / Ej i\c,

|

reauy

iu serve

yuu

with the finest line of
these celebrated hats

we have
We’ve taken
particular care to have just
the hat you want and have a
lull selection, including every
stylish shape. Crofut &
Knapp Hats make a man appreciate the value and prestige a good hat brings.

ever

Paint

|

paint is worth nothing at all; you’ve go
painter $3 or $4 a gallon for putting

to pay your

it on; and it isn’t worth it.
Devoe goes twice as far and wears twice oi
three times or four times as long.
^
The cheap paint is Devoe at the ton of tn<
DEVOE
market.
Mason & Hall sell it.

by

CASH MARKET

i7=n----

Mr.

Cheap

16tf

Send us your eggs^and the
chicks will be returned

MRS JOHN W. JONES,
33 High Street, Belfast.

_

committee to

O. E Frost, chairman
of the committee on a new hotel for Belfast,
place in Memorial hall Friday evening. April reported that he had received
photos and de16th under the direction of Principal Clarence
scriptive matter from the Woodstock Inn,
W. Proctor of the Belfast High school. The
Woodstcck, Vt., this being about the sort of a
subject discussed was “The Recall.” Kenne- house the Board desired, and had taken th*
bec county was represented by Miss Respei
matter up with an architect with the hopeg
Irving of the Clinton High and Edward Cook that if he could get something tangible the
of Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro; Somerset
Board would be able to form a stock company
county by Miss Marian Adams of the Sko vhe- and in time such an hotel
might be possible
|
gan High and William Small of the Maine
Nothing definite as to a site has been decidec
Central Institute, Pittsfield; Waldo county by
! upon, but the Peirce lot, corner of Franklin
Clifton Ham of Monroe and Howard Wilson oi
and Church streets, seems to be the populai
Belfast. Miss Irving and Mr. Small discussed
choice.
the Recall negatively and the others favored
well
and
a
much
did
the Recall. All
largei
The
audience should have greeted them.
i
The cheapest paint is the one that goei
judges were Messrs. John R. Dunton, Eben F
Littlefield and Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, all ol farthest and wears best; there is moat in t
Belfast, and their reports were given to the gallon of it.
What is a quart of milk worth? Depends oi
committee, Miss Leona J. Achorn of Belfast
Miss Wadleigh of the Clinton High and Mr. D
the milk.
E. Henley of Oak Grove Seminary, resulting
So of paint; depends on the paint.
in the selection of Miss Irving and Howard
Devoe is worth the top price, whatever it is
secure a

of

9on^on

a steamer
organized.

Whitten, James H.
were

premises

low before

the shore front near
street, with a living
with four large windows and

a

stock company

so

room 22x17 feet,
a field rock
fireplace, a dining room, kitchen
a nd 4
sleeping rooms. It has a beautiful view
of the river and bay. Also two
large corner
front rooms with all modern
conveniences, at
the corner of High and Commercial
streets,
or particulars apply to

was

and if possible

and

and Ben D. Field

It

BUNGALOW

\

;

stock company would
and to this end an investiga-

will be made

Messrs.

acreB.

fruit

TO LE I'

voted to
employ Fred L. Toothaker to assist Mr. Edward Evans, the company’s local agent, in soliciting pledges of additional acreage from
farmers in this vicinity.
The matter of a
steamer to run down tne Reach also came up.
Last year the steamer Tremont was subsidized,
but it was believed that a smaller steamer

this time

saw

_PERRY’S

rive in Boston

oi

the

W. A. SHALES.

Just received another
fifty box
lot of the finest fruit.
A free sample for the
asking.

ar-

and the

a.

on

Ruby Blood Oranges 15c. Doz.

last outgoing mail
rn.,
If sent by boat it
train leaves at 3 20 p. m.
would leave at 5 p. m., be transferred at Rockland to the Pullman leaving at 9 p. m and arrives at 10

Inquire

At Panic Prices.

Boston at

city,

a. m.

room

**

LET

for Rockland and transferred in that

10 p. m,

■

months if the

summer

Boston and western mail should be
Boston

house with stable,
situated at 29 Congress
All modern
street, Belfast.
conveniences. Suitable for two
tenements. About half acre of
land with chance for garden.
■4

No fish arrived
during the day, but
forenoon the whistle announced the
receipt of a fresh supply. The indications are
favorable for a good supply
of fish and the
factory will be run to its full capacity_The
Ellsworth American reports that the fish
business at
Frenehboro, formerly conducted by C.
E Mclntire, will be resumed
by Emery and
Everett Parker.... The first iresh
alewives
and shad appeared in the
Bucksport market
April 14th.
They were caught in Fred S.
Blodgett’s weir.

managers of the Belfast Board of

complished during

FOB SALE

Saturday

soon as

SWIFT’S,

3wl5

morning.

present
practicing

are

F.

Masonic Temple.

Fish Facts.

at

are

number

a

some

CHARLES

The Lubsc Sardine Co.
began
canning the first lot of fish received last
Thursday afternoon, and finished them Friday

and friends last Thursday, entertaining
a large number in the band hall.
They demonstrated a number of their exercises and
scales and then gave an entertaining program,
including “America,” “Our Sweethearts”
waltz, “Auld Lang Syne” and a number of
rents

the cotton

roads. After much shouting and knocking,
Mr. and Mrs. Bowen appeared at the door and
welcomed the party and a very pleasant evening wasBpent. A chair was presented to Mrs.
Bowen, Herman Merriam making the presentation in his usual happy manner, the recipient responding and expressing her appreciation of the gift. Cake and coffe were served,
Sample Sale and Supper.
Wednesday after which the party assembled in the parlor
afternoon and evening, April 28th, the mem- where a social time was enjoyed. Good wishes
bers of Mrs. John R. Dunoon’s and Mrs. H. S, and
congratulations were extended to Mrs.
Pearl’s classes of the Congregational Sunday Bowen Iby Mrs. Elisha Merriam, Rev. Mr.
school will have a Sample Sale in Memorial Hunt, Mrs. Dr. Pearson, Mr, and Mrs. Dell
hall. Tne Ladies’ Circle will provide a Dutch Paul, Herman Merriam and others, to which
supper at 6 o’clock, and will also have an apron the hostess responded in her charming mantable. The sample sale idea is new in this ner. During the evening a poem was read by
section and affords housekeepers an excellent Mrs. Charles Wood and a solo given by Mrs.
opportunity to buy necessities and comforts at Frank L. Field. When good nights were said
bargain prices. The largest manufacturers all wished Mrs. Bowen many happy returns of
and wholesale houses in the country will be the day.

represented,

169-12

MR>. C. S. WEBBER,

The Sons of Veterans

cent suppers at 6 o’clock for the Sons of VetAfter supper the
erans and their families.

one year against break
I have received a full line of
samples of the above Corsets

Satisfied.

THE CITY DRUG

Miss Ada Wheeler. Gentlemen—

rust.

Spring

Every Package.

on

MAINE.

Spire 11a

26c

40c. SAVOY CANDY, 2 Pounds for 41c
Read the Rexall Guarantee
Your Money Back if you

>

*

2 for ?6c
2 for 26c
2 for 46c

Treatment,

soil.

jupply

!

2 for 26c
2 for 26c

25c Menthaline Baim,
25c Pile Ointment,

and

Your dealer will

OINTMENTS

25c Arnica Saive,
25c Carbolic Salve,

climate

our

2 for 26c

Stationery,
Envelopes to match,

j

BRAND.

2 for 26c
2 for 51 c

2 for
Phosphate.
Syrup,2 for

j

genuine

1

2 for 26c
2 for 46c
2 for 76:

Sodium

can

j

S.W.B.C0.

j

2 for 26c
2 for 86c
2 for 26c

25c Bed Wetting Remedy,
45c Asthma Powder,

2 for 26c

Pound Bulk

5c Bunch

Euzymol,

2 for 26c
2 for 26c

1

2 for 26c
2 for 41c
2 for 76c

75c Wilson’s Extract of Cod Liver Oil,
25c Quick Relief,
50c Rheumatism Remedy,

25c

9c

ing SO-CALLED seed
oats, insist on your
dealer giving you the

|

2 for 26c
2 for 66

"

Monroe, Miss Lucille Shorter, Mrs. Anna

Eliza

j

2 for 26c

2 Ipr 46c
2 (or 26c

2 for

crop and avoid
the loss of your labor
and yield caused by sow-

2 for 76c
2 for 76c

Kidney
Lesperine,
Harmony Talcum Powder,

752

Si

want to be sure of

good

a

2 for $1.76
2 for 76c
2 for 76c

2 for 26c

2 for 26c

IF you

MEDICINES

Powder,
Stick,
Cake Williams’ Shaving Soap,
Shaving Lotion,
Shaving Stick and Barnum’s Safety Razor,
Charcoal Tablets,
Foot Powder,

5c Cork Screws,

postoffice
ending April 20th. Ladies— Mrs.
Mary Crosby, Mrs. Florence A. Moore, Miss

E

2 for 26c

10c Jar Talcum Powder,
$1.00 White Seal Two Quart Water Bottle,
25c Shakespeare Linen (Stationery),

week

ie

2 for 31c

Pills.

45c

[

2 for 26c

Advertised Letters. The following letters

the two

Season,

25c

Patriots Day passed off quietly. The banks
and public offices were closed and the stores
generally closed at noon. The Clerks and
High school teams played the first baseball
game of the season on the Congress street
grounds, the Clerks winning 15 to 10; and
there was a shoot on the Gun Club grounds.
The condition of the roads prevented many extended auto trips, but a goodly number spent
the day at Swan Lake.

to the

At

25c

Maine Transportation Co. expect to
start their auto stage routes between Belfast
and Rockland and Augusta and Rockland on
or about the 15th of May, and will use new
cars as the same style as before, and follow
the same schedules.

niture

PAPERS

25c

The

toilet

WALL

2 for 26c

"

8c

site of the old Pioneer.

reduction from the regular retail price and
the goods will include groceries of all kinds,

CUT IN PRICES OF

2 for 11c

2 for 11c

Stopper,

25c

International Construction Co., which
has the contract for building the State road
through Northport to Belfast, has resumed
work in Northport where it was left off last
fall.

sonal

Friday,

10c

25c

The

Mrs. Alice Gannon; solo, A. T
evening
Turkey, speaking
per- Gay; reading,
knowledge. His father is in charge of Gay: reading, Mrs. Lillian Parsons; remarks
the Oriental Orphanage at Bassan, Turkey and on Patriots Day by Mr. Lyons, Mrs. Annie
Frost and Mrs. Georgie Juan.
he will return there to assist him after gradThe following bids for the Pierce School to
uating from the Bangor Seminary. He summarized the history of Turkey, religiously and be erected on the Academy lot were opened
politically, up to the present crisis, described by the building committee at Supt. W. B
Constantinople, the Dardanelles, the Golden Woodbury’s office last Monday: G. H. Wilbur &
Horn and adjacent districts, and spoke of the Son, Bangor, $18,317; Otto Nelson Company,
present war troubles. His account of a jour- Bangor, $19,226; Augustus Carey Company,
ney into the interior of Turkey was most inWaterville, $19,435; L. E, Bradstreet & Sons,
teresting, as was his description of the work Hallowell, $19,443; Noyes & Campbell Co Auof his father at the orphanage.
He also spoke gusta, $21,966; Horace Purrington, Waterville,
of the Kobert College founded by Dr Hamlin $23,213; F. A Rumery, Portland, $19,685; W. E.
of Bangor.
IJatch, Islesboro, $23,300; Francis E Wood,
Mr. Wilbur and his son were
Held for the Grand Jury. There is but Belfast^ $22,000.
in Belfast Wednesday to meet the building
one person in the county jail awaiting the
action of the grand jury, Herbert H. Stubbs of committee and the contract was placed with

the meet-

tomorrow7,

It is

for t

Dyer’s personal attract! ns, of
wonderful powers of committing and exidies’ Aid of the Methodist church
pres.-ing this difficult selection. Only words
their annual meeting with Mrs. Clar- of
commendation and appreciation were rel'rost Wednesday, April 28th, at 2.30 i ceived from her
critical teachers. Miss Dyer’s
arge attendance is desired. Refresh" ! assignments for the
coming year include a
wbl be served.
| number of very difficult studies—a compliice L Aborn has entered the suit de- ment to her ability.
j
-:,t of James H. Howes’ dry goods store
utto Baghdasanan, an Armenian student at
of Mrs. iliram Hoffses, who is ill with the
Bangor Theological Seminary, gave an
•rysipeias at her home in the Ritchie illustrated lecture at the North Church last
<n
street.
Upper High
on
from
Friday

2 for 26c

25c Tooth Powder,
25c
Paste,

The cottage which is being erected at Temple
Heights for A. P. Wentworth of Lincolnville
is nearing completion and will be finished soon.

remained uncalled for in the Belfast

her

2 for 11c

25c Throat Pastelles,
10c Tooth Ache Drops,

25c

Belfast friends of Miss Sabra B. Dyer will be
pleased to learn that she was most successful
in her recent reading of “The Last
Days of

terms of Miss

j

REXALL

$1.75 Bamboo Blood Purifier,
75c Celery and Iron Tonic,
75c Cod Liver Emulsion,
75c Every Day Tonic,
75c Syrup of Hypophosphites
(pints),
25c Cherry Bark Cough
Syrup,
25c Baby Cough Syrup,
65e Sarsaparilla Tonic,
25c Mother Krott’s Croup
Remedy,
40c Kidney Remedy,

2 for 16c

30c Pearl Tooth Brush,
25c Shaving Cream,

puosy willows.

Field of the Eastern Maine
Pompeii” at the recital of the Boston School
which is to be held Aug. 24, 26, 26
o f Expression, where she is a student.
LetMaplewood park, announced an ad- j ters from
several present speak in the highest

at A. E

j

at

George F. Kent, druggist at the Old
Corner Drug Store, hps taken the S. G. Swift

C. T. U. will meet with Miss Lora
street, to -morrow, Friday, at 2.30

j;

REXALL SUNDRIES
15c Red Cedar Compound for moths,
10c Skin Fix,

Mr.

3rl

st

!

SKeSyin&moMoftdre^
rhe News of Belfast.

r,

only

—on sale

1

-('A

Gripper

Bargains

You pay the regular price for any of the fo!lo\yj*ig articles, and for one cent
more we will give you another of the same article.
The Rexall people use this direct way ot advertising.
You get the direct benefit.
Others spend hundreds of thousands of dollars in newspaper and
periodical advertising. You pay the cost indirect.
Check this list carefully. Make one dollar go as far as two.

Shoes. Sure cure for corns
and other foot trouble.
If you have tried everything and still suffer—come
in and let us fit you to a
pair. For Men and Women

j

FOR SALE BY

B. 0.

Ijl

OATS!,!

U

shown.

Ask

to

see

the

Spring

styles.

Ralph D. Southworth Co.,

a—

.12 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.
1

~

~

-•

j
~a

Floating
Done by

a

IS

Pinkey.

a “Tidal Wave," but Hard Cider
Might Have Helped Some.

[Boston Globe.]
Lobster Cove, Me., April 12. There’s
a considerable conflict of opinion among
the citizens who gather in Bonsey’s store
to discuss the topics of the Jay, from the
weather to the war, as to whether Cap’n
Avery’s tumble into the dock between
the town landing and the fish wharf could

fifty years ago ever got anywhere after
leaving port through the lack of their
officers and crews being certified to as to
experience by officers of the Government
as at present
arranged by Congress and
the Administration at the present day.

WV/ Vi 1

Most of our readers have become as
familiar as it ia possible to be with the

enough to have had
anything to do with floating off Cap'n
Lymburner’s old pinkey Dolphin, or
have made kerswash

conditions of that outrageous Seamen’B

whether she would have floated if he
hadn’t gone overboard.
The Dolphin had been hauled up for

I

time at the head of the dock, fast
in the mud, but with the coming of sumcall of the rock cod and pollock
the
mer
and reports of good prices moved the
skipper to overhaul and fit out. He circulated the information that a little assistance was needed to get her out and
intimated that he knew of ’most a barrel
of middling hard cider that might help
Borne

Union Bill.
But steamship operators
have only begun to learn from Congress
what is in store for them in the way of

OFTEN wonder,” said a local merchant recently, “why our bill
tor toll calls isn’t larger each month, when 1 stop long enough to
consider the use we make of the telephone, both at the store and
There isn’t

at home.

town where I do business but

a

next door.

expense and perplexities as the Department learns from more careful study of
the bill the amount of detail it has to
work out before putting its provisions in
force. None but Furuseth knew where
the jokers in the bill were, not even the
committee of both Houses of Congress,
for the reason that they were not experts in the ways and means necessary
for the successful pursuit of commerce
and navigation on the high seas.
The latest enigma worked out of the
Seamen’s Union Bill at Washington is
that every American seaman between
now and July 1st must, before receiving
his license as an able seaman and listed
as such after examination, have an impress of his fingerprints taken and registered at the Department of Commerce,
which has applied to the Coast Guard

seems nearer to

beat many

competitors by selling mv
goods over the telephone before they can get there by train; 1 can get
into every town in New England all in one day, tell about my stock,
quote my prices, make my deals and sit right here with my eyes on the
me

some.

Cap’n Lon Avery, retired deep-water

man, took charge as a matter of course.
It has been many years since he has
been off soundings, but if there’s anything to be done along the water front
that needs a sailor-man to see that it is
ship-shape, Cap’n Avery is always on
deck. He is the biggest man in town,
gross tonnage “built on a model like a
Dutch galiot,” as he says himself. It
cost him 72 cents to go to the weighing
sociable got up by the Ladies’ Village
Improvement Society to buy a new
hearse. At the rate of one-quarter of a
cent a pound, he pulled down the scales
at ,288, although there’s always been a
suspicion that the scales were slightly
“doped” for that event.;
Kindly feeling toward a neighbor and
the hard cider prospect, possibly, interested the power-boat lobstermen of the
port and Bill Ripley with the Susie P.
and John Whitmore, steering the Sea
Swallow, were on hand to take a line
from the Dolphin, made fast to her mainmast.
Cap’n Lon stood on the town
wharf and gave off orders.
“On .board the Dolphin,” he.hailed.
“Cap’n Lymburner, are you ready, sir?”
“Aye, aye, sir,” came back from the

than

even

home store all the time.

I

can

Most of the

people I sell to like that

way

of

doing business.

(late Revenue Cutter Service) for assistance, as it is estimated that there

will be 30,000 of these. Each man who
passes the examination as an “able seaman” or “certified life boatman” will
receive a card, giving his classification,
on which will appear his fingerprints as a
mark of identification as well as his sign.
These cards are to be accepted by the
masters of vessels as qualifications. The
fingerprint system is to be used to prevent fraud.
Without such safeguard a
man who had qualified as an able seaman
or as a certified life boatman could sell
his card to one who never had been at

hcire, they keep in touch with all their friends
everywhere, and my daughter there at Wellesley isn’t a bit lonely, for
she has mother’s counsel, and it’s the same way with Bob in Boston.
“As for the folks at

“jDo you think 1 would let that telephone out of my reach? No
It’s not only money in my pocket in my business, but we are
siree!
in the center of a big world of real live people, just because we can

call'up

any one,

I

After Furuseth and La Follette’s elimination of all that has been dangerous
through ocean travel which their bill
practically contends was caused by inefficient seamen, there will be but little
for the officers of the ship to do thereafter but to give the boss able seaman a
daily memorandum of course and distance to be sailed, to entertain the passengers and enjoy themselves.
As these jokers in the bill are discovered by the experts in Washington and
the manner of their enforcement made
public, the Marine Journal will endeavor
to keep its readers informed of their discovery. It is evident that the end is not
yet.—The Marine Journal.

anywhere.”

-

Every Bell Telephone is
a

Long Distance Station

THE

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

They pulled once without much effect.
Cap’n Lon sung out, “Ahoy there!
Pay off about three p’ints and heave
ahead.” This allowed for the drift and
made a straight pull. There was a thrill
of life along the keel of the Dolphin.
“Avast heavin’ Cap’n Lymburner, sir,
shift your hawser to the port chock—

SOBER

things

observed two

indicate to

thing

more

me

than

Tallahassee, Fla., April 14. A resolution to submit a state-wide prohibition
amendment to the voters was defeated
today in the Florida senate. The house
had passed such a resolution.
Juneau, Aiaska, April 14. Governor
F. J. A. Strong yesterday signed the bill
passed by the territorial legislature providing for submitting the question of
prohibition throughout Alaska to the
voters at the election Nov. 4, 1916.
If
prohibition is approved, it will become
effective Jan, 1, 1919.

SOFT, FLUFFY HAIR IS
FIRST AID TO BEAUTY

R. I.—“ For the benefit of women who suffer as I have
done I wish to state what Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

has done for

I did

heavy lifting and the doctor said it
I have always been weak and I overworked
baity was born and inflammation set in, then nervous prostration, trom which I did not recover until I had taken Lydia E. Pink,
hams Vegetable Compound. The
Compound is my best friend and
wnen 1 hear of a woman with troubles like
mine I try to induce her
caused a
alter my

me.

some

displacement.

4ilCHM0ND>84 Progress Avenue,

Providenrerp1fdlCine’”—MrS’

From Mrs. Maria Irwin, Peru, N.Y.
Peru, N.Y.—“ Before I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I was very irregular and had much pain. I had lost three
children, and felt worn out all the time. This splendid medicine
helped me as nothing else had done, and I am thankful every dav
that I took it.—Mrs. Maria
Irwin, R.F.D. 1, Peru, N.Y.
From Mrs. Jane D. Duncan, W.
Quincy, Mass.

J°u

T

J

said that I had organic trouble
Q!:,nc,y> Mass.—The doctor
time and I did

and he doctored me for a
saw Lydia E. Pinkham’s

not get
long
Vegetable Compound ad-

T

___

SUMMERS

WEDDING BELLS.
The marriage of
Lightfoot-Bird.
Miss Abbie Smith Bird and Mr. Alexander Lightfoot was solemnized at the
bride’s home, 90 Corey Road, Brookline,
Mass., at 8 p. m. April 15th. Dr. Harris
G. Hale of the Leyden Congregational

church of Brookline was the officiating
clergyman. The house was effectively
decorated with laurel, azaleas, rose trees
The music was by the
and jonquils.
Graham-Moffitt trio—piano, violin and
’cello. The bride wore a gown of white
satin with Chantilly lace and carried a
shower bouquet of lilies of the valley and
orchids. Miss Ruth W. Bird, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor. Her gown
The best man
was of nile green faille.
was
Mr. George Agutter of the West
Side Tennis club, New York, and Palm
Beach, Fla. Mr. Maurice Cobb Bird and
The
Mr. William Gibb were ushers.
guests numbered about 50. Among those
present from out of town were—Mrs. C.
E. Mclntire, Camden, Maine; Miss Martha B. Cobb, Rockland, Maine; Mrs.

Harris Woodman, Winthrop, Maine;Miss
Edna Crowell,
Bangor, Maine; Mr.

York, and Mr.
George Agutter,
Maurice Cobb Bird, Camden, Maine.
Mrs. Lightfoot, the daughter of Mr.
William H. Bird, is still claimed as a
Rockland girl, though she moved with
her family to Dorchester several years
She is a graduate of Wheaton
ago.
Seminary, a member of the New England Wheaton club, and the Fortnightly
Sewing club of Dorchester. She holds a
large circle of friends here, having much
personal charm and vivacity and unusual talent for music. Mr. Lightfoot is
an Englishman, who for the past 10 years
has been in the hotel business at Palm
Beach, Fla. He is the owner of “The
Stoneleigh”, Bridgton, Maine, and the
“Sea Cliff Inn,” Marblehead, Mass. Mr.
and Mrs. Lightfoot will take a two weeks
trip to New York, Atlantic City and
Washington. After May 27 they will be
at “Sea Cliff Inn,” Marblehead, Mass.
New

—Rockland Opinion,
Fields-Hardy.
Beverly Fields and
Miss Alice E. Hardy, both of Winterport,
were united in marriage April 14th by
Rev. C. W. Collier at the home of the
bride’s uncle, H. C. Hicks, 828 Hammond
street, Bangor. The room was prettily
decorated with Easter lilies and the bride
was
gowned in Nile green silk. They
were unattended, Mr. Fields is a farmer
and was formerly a resident of Fort
Fairfield. He has lived in Winterport for
about a year and is very well liked. Mrs.
Fields is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hardy and one of the most popular young ladies of Winterport and the
many friends of the young couple extend
congratulations. They will reside in
Winterport, where Mr. Fields is engaged
in

farming._

auxiliary sailers popular.

AGO.

How sweet to me the memories of happy days of youth,
When my heart was full of gladness and my smile was full of truth;
When everything I gazed upon seemed beautiful and fair,
And all the livelong summer day I never knew a care,
When I could scarcely understand such thintrs as grief and woe—
Ah! those were happy, happy days, those summers long ago!

brighter then,
more fragrant down in the grassy glen,
brighter flash, and bluer was the sky,

The merry birds Bang joyously, the
The flowers grew
The waters had a

And greener
And sweeter

Throughout

sun

shone

the forest trees that waved their branches
the gentle breeze that thrilled music low

were
was

my heart, and made me love those summers

long

high.
ago.

With hammock stretched beneath the forest trees within the shade I lay
And heard the rustling of their leaves throughout the summer day;
The happy carol of the thruBh, the blackbird’s whistle clear,
Like softly whispered melodies fell gently on my ear,
And like Eolian harpings Bweet the pratling brooklets flow.
Gushing and bright, came o’er my heart in summers long ago.
And when the sun with fiery face was sinking fast to rest
And evening’s dim pale glimmering star was twinkling in the west,
Oh how I loved to wander then at twilight’s dreamy hour.
To feel the freshness of the breeze, the fragrance of the flower,
To gaze in transport at the say, and wonder at the glow,
The purpling glow of eventide in summers long ago!
Ah! those indeed were happy days, my heart knew nought of guile,
And all God’s earth then seemed to me one universal smile,
And oft amid this stern world’s strife my memory ponders o’er,
And fondly dwells upon those days, those joyous days of yore;
The silent stars may cease to shine, and all things fade below,
But I never, never can forget the summers long ago.
A Subscriber.
AN AMBITIOUS SCHOOL"*
Of Which Rev. J.
Belfast, Is

W.

Hatch, Formerly of

by

a woman

and held in strict confidence.

that

prohibition is seme,
politics. It seems to be

of the same men a year or two ago
ail sorts of drinks were in evidence, as
were their results after dinner.
“I mentioned it to my host, asking him
why it was. He said he didn’t know. No
temperance workers had been after them,
r.or had there been any rules adopted. It
just came to the men that liquor drimeing
was not good business and they bad cut
it out. There was no opposition worth
mentioning, and one man, who had never
\ left a dinner without a jag, was now and
had
been for a year on the front end of
j
I the water wagon.
“So much for Texas. My next observai tion was at Louisville, Ky., and at a dinI ner at the Pendennis Club, while liquor
was in evidence it was scarcely touched.
I noticed it and said to my host that I
had always understood that a Kentuckian
and a whiskey bottle were inseparable.
He Baid it might have been so once, but
was not so now.
“Then he went on to say that every
year a New Year dinner was given and
its leading feature was the amount of
fluid fare the guests could put away.
That had been the rule until this year of
grace, 1915, and at that dinner very little
stuff was drunk and not a man was. As
in Texas, there was no definite reason
known why this change had taken place,
but somewhere back of the thinking processes of each man something had moved
him to quit liquor drinking.
“Maybe it is the same spirit moving
the people in general, but whatever it is,
State after State is going dry and tem-

People Say To Us

“I cannot eat this or that food, it does
not agree with me.” Our advice to
all of them is to take a

[

j

|

peranceis marching on.”[New York Sun
A

FESSENDEN MEMORIAL.

The Boston Transcript approves utilizing the balance of the Reed statue fund
as the nucleus of a collection to defray
memorial to William Pitt
FeBSenaen, one of the worthiest of
Maine’s many worthies. It points out

the cost of

The Automobile Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn.
650 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents

as a

financier

..

Deduct items not admitted.

$797,526 46
6,085 83

Admitted assets.

$791,440 63

Gross assets.

Liabilities December 31, 1914
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.

Surplus

over

$ 26,716
164.373
7,556

all liabilities.

i300,000
292,793

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

46.314 59

469.886 32

assets.$5,113,250

60

assets.$3,931,608 38

Liabilities December 31, 1914.
unpaid losses.$ 220,974 57
Unearned premiums. 2,791,005 63
67,408 94
All other liabilities....
Deposit capital. 200,(00 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 652.219 24
Surplus as regards policyholders... 852,219 24
Net

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,931,608 38
BENJ. F. COLCORD, Agent,

Searsport,

Maine

December 31, 1915.

Bonds.$359,320

00

bank. 150,836 66
6,558 40
Interest.
Cash in office and

and as an orator, a man of solid abilities,
Gross assets.$516,714 96
distinguished in the Senate and in admin- Deduct
5,472 44
items not admitted.
istration. His opinions were highly valued by Lincoln, who appointed him secreAdmitted assets.$511,242 52
tary of the treasury in succession to
Liabilities December 31, 1914.
Chase. After a brief but very successNet unpaid losses and expense of
of
returned
ful tenure
office Fessenden
settlement.$ 83,360 11
to the Senate. There he voted against Unearned
premiums. 104,710 33
the impeachment of Andrew Johnson. All other liabilities. 17,326 83
100,000 00
Fessenden died in 1869, while Republicans Cash capital.
were still bitter against those who ac•Surplus over all liabilities. 205,845 25
quitted Johnson, and perhaps this cirTotal liabilities and surplus.$511,242 62
cumstance may account for the indiffer3wl5
ence to his fame which has inspired the
promoters of the proposed memorial to
organize for the erection of “the tardy Indiana Lumbermen’s Mutual Insurance Co.,
bust’’ as the due of “buried merit.”
Indianapolis, Indiana.
However that may be, Fessenden is far
Assets December 31, 1914.
more worthy of being commemorated
Gross assets.$2,006,862 97
than many whose statues “adorn” New Real estate.$ 29,500 00
Deduct items not admitted.
33

JobnBbury Vt. Caledonian.

For croup
Eclectic Oil
Snag atoraa.

throat, nae Dr. Thomas
Two alias, 26e and Me. At all

or aoro

63,623

Admitted assets.$1,943,239 64
Liabilities

England

cities.—Portland E''-n

t

-g

Ex-

press.

December 31,1914.

Net unpaid losses.$ 69,567 01
Unearned premiums.
586,770 70
24.548 44
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 262,413 49
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,943,239 64
3wl6

Found Dead In A Dory.

Rockland, Me., April 15. A dory
containing the bodies of David W. and
Sidney E. Lawry, iVinalhaven trawl
fishermen ard brothers, who disappeared
on April 3, when they were caught in
Green Island Channel in the heavy
northeast snowstorm, was picked up
Wednesday by the Rockport sloop Myrtle
off the entrance to Penobscot Bay and
towed into Vinalhaven. Clasped in each
other’s embrace, the bodies were stret-

ched upon a bed made of trawls. Their
coats had been removed and were used
as pillowB.
It was believed they were
carried out to sea and died of starvation
rather than from exposure.

Woman loves a dear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters is splendid for purifying
tbs blood, clssring tbs skin, restoring sound
digestion. All druggists sell it. Pries $1.00

HUMPHREYS9
Free Medical I?ook—in celebration of sixty years we have
published a revised edition of
of all
detail
treatment
of

Humphreys' Manual
diseases, giving in minute
Dr.

and
care
the
the sick with
Remedies.
No.

1
3

3

Humphreys*

Pries
Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.2*
Worms. Worm Fever.25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.2f
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.2a
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia...25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.—25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. .25
Salt Ulicuni, Eruptions. ,...26
FOR

4
7
9
9
lO
13
14
15 Rheumatism. Lumbago..:.25
19 Fever and Ague, Malaria... .25
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 2f
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25

SO Whooping Cough..2t
21 Asthma, oppressed, DIMeult Breathing.25
27 Kidney Disease.25
39 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
50 Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34 8oro Throat. Quinsy.25
77 La Grippe-Crip.25
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of pries.
HUMPHREYS* HOMED. MEDICINE CO., COM
William and Ana Stmts. Mow York.

December 31, 1914

4 iMR.

CONSTANTINE L. WRIGHT. U.
Belfast, Maine

The Aetna Accident ana Liability Company.
650 Main St., Hartford. Conn.
December 31, 1914

Mortgage loans.$

7(7
197

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Bills receivable and suspense acct.
Interest and rents.
All other Assets.

381.266

assets.$3,4: 7.7>4
Deduct items not admitted.
Gross

Admitted assets. $3,392,951’
Liabilities December 31, 1914
i\et unpaid losses.
$

4.

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

Cash capital.
over all liabilities.

i

Surplus

liabilities and surplus.
$7
CARLETON DOAK. Art
3wl5
Belfast, M

Total

Quincy

Mutual Fire

Insurance

U

1

Assets December 31, 1914
estate.$
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Real

cester, Massachusetts.

SS£S& "BSP

of the school. There will be a common
dining room, library and reception room
dormitory
and several parlors. Each
will be only two stories high, the rooms
and the
attractive
and
made homelike
whole as plain and simple aB comfort and
good taste will dictate. These new buildings will occupy the site of the present
dormitories.
This is an ambitious plan for any school
to adopt under present financial conditions as a large amount of money will be
necessary to carry it out. But the school
is prosperous under the management of
its new principal. Dr. J. W. Hatch is
getting it financially grounded so its permanence is no longer questionable and it
needs additional facilities to enable it to
accommodate the large field from which
it can draw students. Principal Hatch
possesses the courage to successfully
undertake this immense improvement
scheme and he has carried the work to
such a Btage that the trustees will aid

Liabilities

Quincy, Massachusetts

The Masonic Protective Association, WorAssets

Admitted assets. $7,284.654 80

Assets

Deduct items not admitted. 1,181,642 22

3wl5

49 ,74 60

Gross assets.$8,059,428 34
Deduct items not admitted.
774,773 54

Liverpool, England.

December 31, 1914.
Real estate.$ 300.000 00
Stocks and bonds. 3,071.070 34
657.521 35
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 567,089 99
Hills receivable.
1,368 01
Assets

Admitted

Interest and rents.

|

London & Lancashire Fire Insurance Com-

Gross

The Germania Fire Insurance Co.,
62 William St., New York City
Assets December 31, 1914
Real estate. $ 7311.000 00
Mortgage loans. 575.250 00
Stocks and bonds. 5.648,403 06
Cash in office and bank.
509.591 50
546.4:918
Agents’ balances.

Net unpaid losses. $ 2^.595 33
Unearned premiums.
71.441.914 34
All other liabilities.
0
34
96
Cash
87 [
capital. l.nuo.oon 'v
J 4>«‘ 14:79
78 | Surplus over all liabilities.
00
Total liabilities and surplus..
.17
02

Total liabilities and surplus.
$791,440 63
CARLETON DOAK, Agent,
3wl5
Belfast, Maine

pany, Ltd., of

1

150 588 62
51,455 10
203 94
6.278 90

Agents’ balances.
Suspense accou its.

a

that Fessenden was famous

I

(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN,MASS.,foradvice!
|PS6’
Your letter will be opened, read and answered

Principal.
Montpelier Seminary, the secondary
school established as Newbury Seminary,
changed to Vermont Methodist Seminary
and now bearing the title given above, is
before and after each meal. 25c a box.
the one private educational institution in
City Drug Store.
of
a
campaign
Vermont that is planning
of
usefield
a
and
greater
development
Fire Insurance Comfulness. At a meeting of its trustees held People’s National
pany of Wilmington, Delaware.
last Friday, R. Clipstcn Sturgis of Boston, one of the most widely known archiAssets December 31,1914.
tects of the country, presented plans for
Real estate.$
93,296 84
new dormitories and a new dining hall
490,950 00
Mortgage loans.
and central heating plant for the whole Collateral loans.
7,000 00
set of buildings. The plans for the dormi- Stocks and bonds. 1,125,085 51
office
and
latest
Cash
in
bank.
style
the
of
137,807 37
tories are
approved
129,259 04
with the students arranged in groups of Agents’ balances.
and rents.
23,465 21
twenty under the supervision of an officer Interest

The satisfactory results obtained by
installing auxiliary power in sailing vessels in the home trade of Great Britain is
evidenced by the new vessels of this
type that are being ordered, while it is
believed that auxiliary power in the
shape of internal combustion machinery
will be found to be even more profitable
in the ocean going sailer as in long voyages the sails can be hoisted and kept up
for days on end, with a favorable wind,
where it is not always worth while to
take advantage of a wind for a few hours
in the coasting trade. A good example
of an auxiliary motor schooner is the
Hjalmar Sorensen, which recently completed her trials. This vessel is 165 by him in formulating an appeal for finance.
33 by 12 feet. Her fuel capacity is sixty They have become enthused over the
tons, giving a navigating radiuB of from prospect and are confident that it can be
8,000 to 10,000 knots at full speed. The successfully carried out.
Such a pleasing prospect for this grand
auxiliary engine consists of a four cyli ider 240 horse-power Bolinder hot-bulb old college preparatory school will bring
engine, giving a speed of 8 1-2 knots un- encouragement and stimulate to splendid
der power alone. The Sorensen was de- efforc the host of graduates and friends
signed to run between Denmark and scattered throughout the country.—St.

If your hair is not fluffy, soft and lustrous,
is falling out, streaked, faded, brittle, or full
of dandruff, and if the scalp itches, do not
think it must always be that way, for pretty
hair is only a matter of care and the use of
Prrisian Sage, a delightful toilet necessity.
This helpful tonic supplies just the elements
needed to invigorate the hair roots and stimulate your hair to grow long, thick, fluffy, soft
and lustrous. It removes all dandruff with one
application and quickly stops itching head and
falling ;hair. Parisian Ssge is the ideal hair Brasil. Quite a number of other large
tonic and scalp treatment, sold by A. A. Howes auxiliaries are building in British yards
4 Co., it contains nothing injurious, is deli- to engage in long distance trade to be
cately perfumed, inexpensive and surely gives equipped with paraffin, hot-bulb motors,
jour hair the beauty and charm of youth.
or engines of the Diesel type..

LONG

any relief.

vertised and I tried it and found relief before I had
finished the first bottle. I continued
taking it all
through middle life and am now a strong, healthy
woman and earn
my own living.”—Mrs. Jane I).

in the South which

ner

Points.

Richmond, Providence, R. I.

Providence,

“I attended a business men’s dinner in
Assets December 81, 1914
Houston and much to my surprise not so Mortgage Loans... $ 69,000 00
much as a cocktail was in evidence. I Collateral loans.
20,000 00
600 000 00
was surprised, because at a previous din- Stocks and bonds.

speed ahead!”

Eczema spreads rapidly, itching almost
drives you mad; For quick relief, Doan’B Oint60c at all stores.
ment is well recommended.

From Mrs. 5. T.

PanKy*»Write to LYDIA L. PINK HAM MEDICINE CO.

in the air.

’board the tugs—hard down yer heliums
—keep the meetin’housee two p’ints on
your weather bow—stand by—now! full

The hawser tautened with a snap,
there was a tremor over the old craft.
She started a bit and stuck, started
again, when Cap’n Lon, hurrying to another point of observation along the
capsill, with his eyes on the pinkey,
stepped on a flounder which Borne boy
had left. One leg went into the air.
After a half-twist, in a brave effort to
save himself, he toppled and went backward into the dock, striking with a
smash and sdash like a heavy yawl let
go on the run from the stern davits.
Just at that moment it seemed to some
of the spectators just as the swash from
Cap’n Lon’s plunge reached her garboards, the old Dolphin slid off and with
so much way on that the power boats
had to crowd on gasolene to get out from
under her stern.
Cap’n Avery came up sputtering and
righted himself. The water was hardly
up to his shoulders, so that,he was able
to make his way to the landing steps.
As he reached the wharf people stood by
almost holding their breath awaiting a
terrible explosion. But the old seadog
said nothing. His face turned red and
blue and he made some sounds, but it
was evident that even in the extensive
vocabulary gathered by the men of the
sea he was not able at that moment to
give utterance to his innermost feelings.
No one dared to offer their sympathy
and he tramped up the hill to his home,
leaving a trail of sea water. He came
down to the store that night after his
mail, but there was a glare in his eyes
that warned against broaching the subject of tbe Dolphin.
Capt. Anderson sticks to it that at the
moment Capt. Lon went overboard the
May and Lillie wasn’t pulling a pound
and that he looked astern and saw a big
wave roll from Capt. Lon to the pinkey
and at that instant she started and slid
off. He says that if he hadn’t gone
overboard they wouldn’t have started
the Dolphin.
Others said that the churning of the
boats started a swell, that there was a
little sea rolling in from a puff of wind
and it didn’t stand to reason that one
man falling in could make a wave to set
afloat a six-ton pinkey.
Capt. Anderson has some supporters
who say that when Cap’n Lon went in
he made a wave most two feet high or
perhaps a bit less, and it just lifted the
The
old schooner when it reached her.
disputants tried to draw in the schoolhe
said
that
would
have
but
he
master,
to be provided with data before he could
decide and no one seemed to know exactly what kind of stuff that was, and
whether fresh or salted.

Is it possible there is a woman in this
country who continues to suffer without giving
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, which proves beyond contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved more
suffering among women than any other one medicine in the world ?
We have published in the
newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever
been published in the interest of
any other medicine for women_
and every year we publish
many new testimonials, all genuine and true.
Here are three never before publishedf

Duncan, Forest Avenue, West Quincy, Mass.

SOUTH.

"I’m just back from a trip to Texas,”
said a New York business man, “and I

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Then

Prohibit ion

(How terribly awful!—Ed.)

sea.

skipper.

“Heave ahead as you are,” Cap’n Lon
ordered the power boats. They tugged
and churned, but the Dolphin wouldn’t
budge. Sam Tarbox tailed on with his
boat, the Dickey Bird, and there was
more sputtering and churning and plutting, with a reckless disregard for gasoline, but the old pinkey hung to the mud.
Then Capt. John Anderson, with the
May and Lillie, the most powerful boat
’round here, came along and joined the
fleet. The old master mariner was on
his mettle now and, after considerable
backing and filling, he got his flotilla in

NOT YET.

It mart be ■ wonder to the laymen who
is interested in the crate for more lawa
to govern the operation of navigators
how the sailing shipmaster of the clipper
and packet shipmasters of from thirty to

Mortgage loans. 269.350 00
Bonds.y. 150,000 00
Cash in office and bank.. 32,276 28
Agents’ balances. 19,156 71
6,668 22
Interest and rents, accrued.
Gross as ets.$506,951 21
Book value of bonds over market
55 00
value...

Admitted assets.$506,896 21
Liabilities December 31, 1914.
Net unpaid losses.$ 11.172 40
Unearned premiums. 203,105 83
6,088 89
All other liabilities, accrued taxes...
Surplus over all liabilities. 286,529 50
Total liabilities and surplus.$506,896 21
3wl6

Cash in office and bank.

Agents’ balances..
Interest and rents
Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 1914
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities....
over all liabilities.

Surplus

liabilities and surplus.
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents.
Belfast, Mav
3wl4

Total

ComUnited States Fidelity & Guaranty
pany, Baltimore. Md
Assets

December 31, li'14

Real estate.

*

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
...

Agents’

balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents..
All other assets.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31,1914
Net unpaid losses. *
Unearned premiums.
Voluntary reserve for contingen-

cies.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital...

Surplus

over

all liabilities.

*

$•"
Total liabilities and surplus.
JAMES PATTEE & SON 4
Belfast, Ms»3wl5
*

«

■
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Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection
surance Company-

Coming. Apply to

MJOWESACO.
for

ncwgcatalogues.

1
Abstract of Statement, January
Cash capital.f!
Total assets..
Reserve re-insurance.
'-7360
For losses unadjusted..
1 ^
Surplus as regards policy holder*...
L. B. Brainerd, President and Treasurer
C. S. Blake, Secretary.
rti,
B" b
Boston Office, 101 Milk Street; l t»
16
Agent.
Resident
and
Manager

'[,73

^^nga New Industry.
Potatoes Could Get
NoW Raising

f*rTilt','

profitable Crops—Hundreds
if Right Seed
,liars to fAcre
irms Can L’e Made to Pay.

jfl

Cu^n

I
i

governor end council as officers of this
commission. They should be men wellversed in the fishing business and have
the interest of the fishermen at heart. A
bill is now before
eongress to solicit tbe
cooperation of States.
The smelt fishing laws have not been
changed. The seiners are prohibited
from taking smelts above a line from
Small Point to Owls Head. This seems
rather unfair, but is looked upon as
being

is

itor of The Boothbay
[ suppose you, like most edJEC1'1
,,nly too glad to help int.roindustry into the locality
*
W k, your paper, so I would like,
to call the atten&'■'
,i;r columns,
|i!"
nailers to a business oppor'.. ; lying at their door, await1"'
niopinent.
aks of a new industry the
its:
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picture is of alarge amount
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the Plain Cabinet
Glenwood.
Just the
natural black iron finish.
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GLENWOOD

JAMES
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, P. Hazeltine,
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per

j. 1000 pounds at 60c a pound..
rt uts. 3000 quarts at 10 cents...
ushels at 5 cents a bushel.
901" heads at 3 cents.
ushels at 75 cents.
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\
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v

win

400
300
300
270
225
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rase tne trouoie

cuiture of these various
and fruits they will find that
re nne of them require for their
i
lion a cool, moist climate,
a.me as we have here on the
Furthermore it is a well
I
■t ,.at it is a very good indicafruit and vegetables will do
rtain locality if they grow where along our coast where the extremes
any extent. This being so, of heat and cold are tempered by the
,t'' he one of the greatest nearness of the ocean.
:
1 Oeiieve any person setting out an
ry growing sections of the
d I would venture to say that acre or two of fruit trees, and while ttiey
latches of soil between the are growing, cultivating between them
ich we call our farms were in the smaller fruits or some of tne hi/h
atthat they priced vegetables, will find ;n the course
: state but Maine
hi
mill ; 5-,ling for hundreds of dollars of a few years that they have a good
paying piece of property on their hands.
e,-.r : r fruit raising.
-1 should have named this new It is the easiest thing in the world to
Pe
get instruction in this work.
A postal
it.;,-1 : ru: t raising instead of,farming.
Jpyi'.ure of any kind to be profitable written to the Agricultural Department
at
L)
our
ill fields must be of the intenWasnington,
5.
C.,
Agricultural
It must be the raising of Commissioner at Augusta or the Commissioner of Agriculture of any other
.; from which a large amount
ile from a comparatively State, will bring quantities of valuable
S'
e„ acreage.
reading matter on this subject. Our
led potatoes in the above Commissioner has very recently issued
1 "irible example
People in a very interesting and instructive bulletin on strawberry culture which ought to
!ii
jst now are potato
crazy. Be-look with her broad fields have a wide circulation.
I do not wish to convey the impression
stance from markets finds it
"
raise them, is no reason j that this “new industry” is a get-richt.
affiord to grow them on our quick scheme. Success at this or in most
I
"ie
of soil. With an unsup- I everything else, means a lot of hard,
If a man is contented to
at our doors for small careful work.
th potatoes selling in the be a hu.i an machine, wanting a pay en?
usual low price, I claim that velope every week anti the “movies”
'i d to raise our own
pota- every night, this is no job for him. hut
if anyone values independence enough to
time spent in raising them
me of the small
fruits, make him nut his whole energies into
!
enough cash so that we the work, I believe natural conditions
are such as will lead him
i' i otatoes from somewhere
to success alnnething left over. You most anywhere alongour beauiiful coast.
One word in closing about our weather.
it the returns for potatoes
table, low as it is in com- Of course it is unnecessary to say anyhe others, is based on a thing on this subject, to the people who
high price per bushel and live here the y^ar round, hut in ease this
not often reached in our should fall into the hands of interested
parties living at a distance, I want to
he most of your readers correct a very popular misconception of
what we have here in that line. Most of
so familiar with fish and
,'le that they have thought the summer people seem to think that
could be produced in this the Maine coast freezes up the day after
'tiey will but blow the odor Labor Day and does not thsw out until
eir noses I will point out a the 17th of June or possibly the 30th of
!
Most of these peo'hem which it seems to me May at the earliest.
intention that this is a ple would be greatly surprised to see the
I 1.
many
delightful days we have during
region. I will do this any
y can keep the fishy odor that part of the year when they are in
other parts of the country.
We cannot
i: seem most home-like,
ever seen any part of the claim such long stretches of cloudless
here nearly all berries grow weather or such an equitable temperature
bundance and high quality as can southern California, hut for varieties of pleasant weather and delightful
rius coast. Blackberries,
rasp-irawberries, blueberries and days the year round for work out of
h"
"-berries, are everywhere in doors, I would be willing to match this
urd high qjality. I have seen region against any, 1 don’t care where it
Ll;
'I
H. A. Swanton.
ac.i.Derrv and rasnherrv hushes is.
';i'r: -e«t tall and I can
Westport, April 5, 1915.
from
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quality of the fruit almost, if not
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qual
the cultivated varieties. I
(Editorial Boothbay Register.)
wild strawberries growing in
No communication could have come to
ir such
profusion and size that our desk that would have
*
given us more
*<• believe that it was not an
4|j
pleasure to publish than the one which
bed
iivterry
allowed
to
(• r
grow up we print elsewhere. For,
although the
1 have never seen
any place editor is not a
farmer, and may never
*1:
apple trees were so numerous be,
yet he began his days on a farm and
ti’;. ; roadside and in the old fields has kepi up his interest in farming ever
,i mures. It seems as if one had but since. He
has had many opportunities
*
!‘t- core of an
apple down to to see how intensive fanning worked
a tew
With apples out and that it
years.
1
paid. He has had an op‘'rrifts. all they need is care and
portunity to witness several transforma'll to secure
the highest quality, tions of
l^nd which will seem to him
whom I sold a barrel of apples
miracles almost as great as any related
wrote me: “I have opened them
in the Bible, and he has been well satisthem very nice. They look fied that
farming on the large scale or
apples sent to this market in on the small
scale is one of the most
he west. I did not know
ana profitable occupations in
W produce such choice pleasant
the word.
From a distance of several
her Boston man spoke hundred miles and
from the viewpoint of
■■0'S I sold him as the
a Stale considered more
especially fitted
ei0Us he ever ate. A little ferfor manufacturing than for farming he
"i! the
tree each spring and a has wondered
bjt, p
why Maine with its greatspraying was all that was er natural advantages to the farmer
has
tenure this result. I have had
not advanced farther in agriculture than
wormy apple on my trees since it has.
Living in Greenwich, Connecticut, for
I suppose most of your twelve
Net-Vm
i.
years he has had opportunities to
think
I mean the city variety know
h n
people who have made immense
es uere
for the summers, but I fortunes
tj
in Wall Street, the money
the kind that grows in market of the world. He
has come in
h>ch are popularly supposed contact with
'*pOtt
the owners of some of the
°* Massachusetts or
and
other
stores
business
houses
“i*necticur “ i0 too
greatest
soon tor me to in the world.
•*vverv,
He has been amazed by
a^out
this
fruit
but
from
homli u‘*
many things he learned until the
**re
bearing trees I have seen of such things wore off. But nonovelty
w
8tP°rt and the condition of business deal of the banker and great
|
broker
't'ict Bn‘ 8et out three years ago and and no great career of the merchant has
89ful|y came through the been more amazing than has the utilizbefore this last, I do
I,..,w,nter
of some of the hills and valleys of
to Bay that I believe the ing
•■tiisr
Greenwich, in the rocky State of Con“hi beb®8 of recent introduction
necticut, for the most productive farms
cesBfully grown almost any- he has ever seen. Here are thirty acre
plots, woodland and all, producing large
Take a
and valuable crops.
Htjre are farms of
^
only a few hundred acres, more costly
than all our two or three towns hereabouts and yet laid down in farms and
producing fortunes for their owners.
There it takes great capital to acquire
act as a laxative in the
the farm alone and more capital to put
it in productive shape, but with scarceCity Drug Stars.
ly better market and far fewer natural

Js

i,.

1

iinj"

farms, little or big,
And right
paying investments.
emong th Se productive farms are or.tier
f rmlands, tie.ng worked in the old-fashluned wav by farmers not yet in the progressive farmer class, and bringing only
! bare livings.
't he differences in the farms
depends
upon the differe ce in the farmers. Hillsides and brush lots on one tarin become
apple and peach orchards, blackberrv
and raspberry plots. Hillsides and brush
lots on the other farm remain rocky and
waste lands.
The rich land, especially
suited for cabbages or celery or some
other crop, on one land becomes almoit
as productive as the
glass-covered greenhouse and on tne other farm a moderate
Men who are seeing
crop of hay is cut.
the difference accept the theory advanced that every strip of land* on a
farm has its special Usefulness.
Men
whose eyes were willing to open and
who had the heart to try other’s ideas
have profited. Men who have seemed to
lack all ambition as farmers have awakened, put their seed in the soil and seen
it burst forth as successfully into marketable product as has the seed sown by
their progressive neighbors.
Some of the brighw-st boys of Greenwich, and some of them sooner or iater
to inherit fortunes, have in the last few
years turned their minds from Wall
street and their fathers’ business houses
and with the full consent and approval
of their parents, have entered the
agricultural colleges to learn all they might
about 1 arming and to enter that occupation when their school days are over.
This perhaps as much as anything illustrates a trend of the times toward building up the business of agriculture or

*«,**»»

8Iout^

vl
vJ

ItT°night
morning

The

are

|

farming.

It would be needless to go into detail
of what the farm life of Greenwich unfolds, for the communication of Mr.
Swanton on another page fits fairly well
the conditions there. It is simply a determination on the part of aftrmer to
learn all he may about his farm and plant
crops which he finds by a study of the
subject will pay best. Such a farmer
accepts the knowledge presented to him
freely by the departments of agriculture
of State and nation and by neighboring
and far brother farmers.
We recommend that our farmers, especially those not over middle age, read
carefully the communication of Mr.
Swanton and that they give to it a great
deal of thought.
There are markets
enough for all and these will open quickly enough when the products are to be
had. The granges and other organizations will help to forward your work.
The fact that someone else is doing the
same thing that you do will help rather
than hurt.
Watterson’s Opinion.
The Sun is

What

developments.
nal,

—
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.Rheumatism Yields Quickly to Sloan’s.
You can’t prevent an attack of Rheumatism
from coming on, but you can stop it almost
immediately. Sloan’s Liniment gently applied
to the sore joint or muscle penetrates in a
few minuteB to the inflamed spot that causes
the pain. It soothes the hot, tender, swollen
feeling, ana in a very short time brings a relief that is almost unbelievable until you experience it. Get a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment
for 26c. of any Druggist and have it in the
house—against Colds, Sore and Swollen Joints,
Lumbago, Sciatica and like ailments. Your
money back if not satisfied, but it does give almost instant relief.
Be con

o-liaui

sell

drop

mb

posta card and you will receive a prompt call,
WALTER H. v/OOMBH,
Corner Cross and Federal 8tr ts. Belfast,

s

ROBERT
in
Belfast,

the decent Session of

[

Much depends

on wno are

chosen by the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in

ance.

[

Unlimited Raw Material

that ail persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the llt,h
day of May next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.

AND

Good

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Acting Register.

I

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

SS.—lu Court ot Probate, held at Belfast,on the 13th day of April, 1 916. Krai, k
A. Cushman, executor on the estate of Geneva
A, V rney, iate of Belfast, in said Countv, deceased. having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO

|

on

the

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal ol all antiseptics is

estate of

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican .Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, m said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court,to be held at Belfast,oil the Util day
of May next, and snow cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not be allowJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ed.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

a

A

allowed.

LIBBY, Judge.

Hazeltine, Acting Register.

8S.— it) court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 13th day of April. 1916. Amos
F. Carleton, administrator on the estate of David
V. Porter, late of Winter port, in said County,
deceased, having presented Ills first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County.
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day j
of May next, and show cause, if any they i
have, why the said account should not be allowed. !
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine,
cting Register.

WALDO

|

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

weeks

|

CENTRAL

Stephenson, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
fiual account of administration of said estate for
allowance,

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
11 til day of May next, and show cause if any
they have, why the said account should’ not be
A true copy.
Chas, P.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

on

administrator

regarding locations

will

when

SS—In Court of Probate, held at BelWALDO
the 13th day of April, 1916. diaries
fast,
F.

Thompson,

invited and

receive attentions
addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be hela at Belfast, on the 1 ltli day
of May next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
CH.\s. P. Hazeltine, Acting Register.

Chester b.

Farming Land

Communications

ance.

IT7ALDO 58.—in court ol Probate, held at Belf f fast, on the 13th day of April, 1915. Volocia E. Coombs, administratrix ou the estate ol
Edgar A. Bunker, late of lslusboro, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first and
tiuai account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

JAMES
Attest:

life.

Undeveloped "]Water Power

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
The Republican Journal,
in Belfast, in said County

weeks successively, in
a newspaper published

j

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelTf fast,
the 13th day of April, 191{,
Silas
E. Bowler, administrator on the estate of Emma
S. Bailey, late of Palermo, in said Count>, deceased, having presented his first and final ac
count of administration of said estate for allow-

the will annexed, having presented a petition
praying that the actual market value of the
property of said deceased, and the persons interested in the succession thereto and the
amount of the inheritance tax thereon may be
determined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively In
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of May, A. D. 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have,why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Acting Register,

true copy. Attest:
On vs. P, Haze lt ink,

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have, been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
drugg'sts. E9c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

Acting Register.

SS—111 Court of Probate, held at Belfast,on the 13th day of April. 1915. George
\v. Patterson, administrator on the estate of
Andrew M. Patterson, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his fir-1
and final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County,
that al! persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the llth
day of May next, .'and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Acting Register.

WALDO

II7ALD0 SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belli
fast, on tlie 13th day of April, 1915.
Samuel <4. Norton guardian of Alfred \V, Pul
len of Freedom, in said county,having presented
his fifth and filial account of guardianship Reallowance, together with liis resignation as

U7ALDO 88.—In Court of Probate, held at BelTT fast, on the 13th day of April, 1916, Alice
A. Warren, executrix on the estate of Charles A.
Warren, late of Monroe, in said County, deceased, having presented her first and final account
of administration of said estate for allowance.

|

For fitted stove wood, building sand and

gravel, and

a

small quantity of hard wood
GILES G.

lumber.

ABBOTT,

Lincolnville Avenue

Tel,137-2

26tf

guardian.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be helu at Belfast, or the lltli day
of
May next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Acting Register.

that all persons interested may atteud at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the llth day
of May next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed and resignation accepted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Acting Register.

Caution

Notice

Whereas my wife, FLORENCE E. JAMES,
has left me without just cause, this is to notify
that I shall pay no bills contracted by her after
this date.
Belfast, Maine, April 14, 1915.
3wl5
JAMES H. JAMES.

h,

'.n

The rivermen in the Sheepscot river
and tributaries are protected to the extent of 2,000 feet from their weirs. This
seems to be an equitable solution of the
question on the Sheepscot river. All
other parts of the river are open to the

purse and drag seiners.
The cod net fishermen are allowed to
fish in the Sheepscot up as far as a line
drawn from Hendrick’s Head to the
north line of the larger of the Five Islands. This wili be a great advantage
to fishermen in the spring of the year,
when large fish visit our coast, at a time
when bait is so scarce and high as to be
almost prohibitive for the fishermen to
get bait for hooks and lines. All above
this line is set apart for trawl-fishing.
Last but not least is the much-abused
dog-fish. This species of fish seems to
be the greatest enemy to all food fish,
both great and small, and unless some
radical measure is taken to drive these
fish out of business, fishing will be practically destroyed, as these “wolves of
the sea” during the summer months
make it almost impossible for fishermen
to catch along our coast. The act passed
looking towards the destruction of dogfish, is for the government and congress
to appoint a dog-fish commission of three
practical men to solicit cooperation of
other seaboard States and take some action in relation to asking Congress to
make an appropriation to finance the destruction of the dog-fish by the creating
of rendering plants along our coast from
Hatteras to Eastport, and further south
if necessary. They should have a million of money and 10,000 fishermen to
work during the summer months.
With proper facilities dog-fish can be
made to pay the expenses of handling
them, but proper plants for the purpose
will cost $25,000 each and private individuals can hardly afford to take the
chances. The fertilizer made would be
a great advantage to the farmers of the
country and should be sold at cost. The
oil has many advantages and uses. It is
equal, if not better, than other fish oils.

and

ou

F DUNTON, administrator de bonis
the estate of Mary A. White, late of
said County of Waldo, deceased, with !

Sites, Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

non on

[

Louisville Courier-Jour-

goods of every de
scription. Furniture. bedding, car
pets, stoves, et<
Antique furnltur*
a specialty. Ifyoi
have anything t<

Done in

During praciica ly the whole of the
session of the Maine Legislature Hon.
Luther Maddocks of Boothbay was in
touch with the legislative doings and
most interested in the various fisheries
biils.
He appeared at many hearings,
and did much with the members of the
committee and other legislators.
He
was perhaps most interested in the
dogfish bill, and the bill proposed by him
was enacted, while other bills were turned down.
Mr. Maddocks has had much
legislative experience, having gone before the legislature first in 1864 in the interests of fisheries. He has attended
some part of nearly every session since.
He has served both is Representative
and Senator. In a recent talk with Mr.
Maddocks the editor of the Boothbay
Register had him summarize for the
readers of his paper the fishing Iegisla; tion as passed, as follows:
The lobster law passed through stormy
| .jeas. A new law, providing double guage
measurements, was before the legislaiure and created great controversy, but
failed of passage at. the end. A new law
for licensing the lobster fishermen was
passed. It will probably not ever prove
a
popular law. it is only another attempt to pass laws to make men honest.
If the lobster men break the old law
their licenses are forfeited for a year.
If they do business without a license
they ate subject to fines and imprisonment.
Another lobster law passed forbids the
wardens or others from breaking any
packages after they are shipped. This
is designed to save the fish packed in ice
from exposure and possible damage.
But the shipper is tied hand and foot by
the law, for he cannot ship unless the
lobsters have first been inspected by
wardens.
Here the shipper will have to
hold goods ready for shipment until the
warden can get around, inspect and seal
goods for shipment. There will have to
be a warden on every wharf to carry out
these provisions to benefit the shipper,
i But the most important part, to my
mind, was the act authorizing the appointment of a lobster commission to
asK the co-operation of other States and
Congress to unite upon a uniform law
and possibly a federal law for catching
lobsters.
This
matter, if properly
handled, would be a solution of all the
troubles now existing in the lobster busi-

wholly

mistaken as to what
Col. Roosevelt would do if he were now
President. In- the first place, Mr. Root
would njt be Secretary of State. Teddy
would be his own Secretary of State. He
would then fly to the rescue of Belgium,
Patagonia and the Cannibal islands. He
would sail a fleet under command of Perkins through Buzzards bay and around
by Cape Horn. He would send an army
under' the command of Gifford Pinchot
across Canada and over the mountains of
the moon. Then, in the White House, he
would wrap the flag around him, fire off
two hoss-pistols and wait confidently for

was

Fishing Laws.

Locations
Mill

\I7 ALDO

At a Probate Court;held at Belfast, within and
for the ^County of Waido, on the 13thday|of
April, A. I) 191f

the Legislature.

\

■

i,;"

|

Trussell, Belfast

adv ntages, these

LIBBY, Judge.

Acting Register.

A

you’ll
have one

(Quarries,
Factory

L. TRUWORTFIY of Unity, in said
guardian of Daisy M
Berry, a
minor, having presented a petition praying for a
license to sell and convey certain real estate belonging to said minor described in said petition
and for the purpose therein set forth.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 11th day of May, A. D.
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas .P. Hazeltine, Acting Register.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Mary A. Coombs,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
interested bv causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of May next, at teu of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if anv they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Acting Register.

Later

Belfast, within and
ou the 13th day of

HARRY
County,

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April. A. D. 1916,

Sooner

J

At a Probate Court bel<l at
for the County of Waldo,
April, A. D. 1916.

and allowed.

or

shipping cards.

L

certain instrument;, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Clara P. Parsons,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,_deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

400

J.P,.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. D. 1916.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if any they have,
why tiie same should not be proved, approved

acre.$200 to $600
r.pr acre .$200 to $400
c f.$200 to $500
tT acre.$100 to $500
!Lnn;.,. 8i'0 bushels at 20 cents.$600
,v •. 5"» to 300 barrels at $1.50, say.. 450
labels at 75 cents per bushel.. 450
v,
f'.

tioii
-,r.

Ask for

essen-

improved

quarts at 7 cents .$70J
quarts at 7 cents. 630
250 bushels at $2 a bushel. 500
\*)0O quarters at 5

,,

JAMES LIB BY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Acting Register.

a

of

eggs, and he feels sure all his many friendly
egg shippers in and about Belfast wil! ship
him their eggs.

and allowed.

tial refined and

10 >0

!i.

to

heavy receivers

fancy hennery eggs. Mr. Stockwell has a
large following among people who buy fancy

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on theisecond
Tuesday of May next, at tea of the cloca
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved

on

■

[ir-'

many years have been

terested

No Filigree

h out if they will look over the
a.de perhaps they would not
far out of the way if I should
re never had been any real
in this locality.
...res the amount of money
< Long Island farmers from
different fruits and vegeed in the list.
It is said
.creative estimate. I have
m "Three Acres and LiberHall, which, while some
to be taken with a gram
vertheless, well repay for
: it by anyone interested in
culture.
produce in fruit or vege-

ri

interest in the old firm of Goldsmith
Wall Go., Boston, Mass., who for

A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
-'l will and testament of Chandler Swift,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

1

of

Chapin
Co., has disposed of his
interest in that firm and has purchased an

At a Probate Court neia at Keitast. within and
for the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of April, A. D. 1915

Giants;” in fact, I can allaugh at the absurdity
..ina. but after they have had

STOGKWELL, formerly

& Adams

PROBATE NOTICES.
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r

MR .E. S.
ARTHUR E. COLSON,
Seareport, Maine.

„

A large number of men,
for that matter, can enhnman machine elethe
j and
be very small.
1 sav that this new industry is
! suppose the most of your readthink I am giving them some
worse than the
s pipe-dream

P

f
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Read This!

FIVE-PASSENGER CHALMER DEauto, all in good running order. New

tires all around.
Telephone 14-11

p, iter,
fPi too,

1

,f;

require

apitai, although the

dangerous legislation.

FOR SALE

,age the industry, and a lot of
machines to work it. The indusII mind is quite the opposite
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Egg Shippers
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ESTABLISHED 1829.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
The Journal

for

1915

Will continue the

policy it has followed in the past. It has
been and will be a home paper in the fullest acceptance of
the term. It is the work of home people and devoted

~

to home interests.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS,
The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The publications included in

our

clubbing

$2.00
2.10
2.25
offer

may be sent to different addresses.

Subscription
three

Terms: One year,
months, 50 cents.
Send in your

$2.00; six months, $1.00;

subscription

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.
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NORTH MONTVILLB.

SANDYPOIHT.

1

3rd Anniversary Sale

s

_

Friday and Saturday, April 23-24

9

At the close of our third year of successful business we are
encouraged to make a sweeping reduction on all lines we
carry, as an appreciation of your patronage, COATS, SUITS,

%

2
•

DRESSES, SKIRTS

1

|

Z

{

^

MILLINERY

|

At 20% Off

^

a

2

2
§

I

else at 10 % off.

Z

This anniversary event offers you a splendid opportunity to
select your outfit at an unusual saving. Our stock is complete in every line and you are assured of a wide range of
These reductions for Friday and Saturday only.
choice.

5
Z

Everything

prices.

low

regular

on

Z
Z

and

ji

§
t

York

New

Bargain

Wanted to Purchase

Store,

Street, Belfast

Main

£

§
£

Congregational Church Notes. At a rebusiness meeting of the Christian Endeavor society it was voted to make some

been doing such
satisfactory work in wiring
various buildings, with so little inconvenience
to the occupants that there is
a boom in

change in the seating arrangement of the vestry. The old settees,which are neither comfortable nor ornamental.will be replaced by modern, folding chairs. The following committees

that line

cent

quite
throughout the village.
Oil Paintings of Old
Mrs. W. B. Perry, wife of Capt. Perry of the
steamer Millinocket, and
daughter. Miss Doris,
Clipper Ships.
left April 14th for their home in Bath after
Write names of ships to
was appointed to have charge of the matter;
spending the winter in town, occupying Mrs.
V. B. M., Boston Transcript.
Mr. Duncan, Miss Cleaves, Miss Erskine, Miss
Charles C. Park’s house, West Main
street,
4wl4
Shute, Mrs. Colcord. Already much enthusiasm this being more convenient
for Capt. Perry
is shown among members of the Parish and
cold
weather
during
than their home city. His
I Endeavor in making more attractive this, the steamer is at
Cape Jellison each week.
most
used
room of tthe Church plant, and variJ
From Cape Jellison piers the
following ship! ous clever ways of securing the necessary
All roads lead to Swan Lake Sunday.
ping report was telephoned Monday afternoon:
have
been
devised.
The
will
money
campaign
Mrs. George B. Delano had an ill turn MonApril 13th, steamer Millinocket sailed with
open next Saturday afternoon at the Cleaves
day morning.
paper cargo for New York, and sch. Edward
Store on Main street, when hot chocolate, sanda
from
Stewart sailed, light, for Semes Sound.
Capt. Isaac Carver returned Friday
wiches and home-made ,'candy will be for sale
April
business trip to Boston.
14th, sch. Livelihood sailed with edgings for
by young ladies of the Endeavor Society....
called
Belfast
of
Lincoln
Stonington.
Mrs.
April 17th, steamer Millinocket
Mr. and
Berry
A very interesting, illustrated lecture on Turarrived with a general cargo from New York.
on friends in town Friday.
key was given at the church Sunday evening
B. H. Merithew returned Saturday from a
by Mr. Otto Baghdsarian, a student of the April 19tb, tug Gettysburg arrived for water
and sailed seme day for
Philadelphia.
business trip to Lowell, Mass.
Bangor Theological Seminary. Mr. Baghdsarian
is a native of Turkey and after completing his
Robert Staples of Fitchburg, Mass., arrived
Capt. Scott Closson of Waterville is the
in town last Saturday, having
studies will return to take up his ministerial
recently attendguest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B. Delano.
work in that field... .Omitted from the notes ed the funeral of his father, Mr. Charles Stawill
please
The finder of a bunch of keys
of last week: On Sunday, April 11th, Virginia
ples, at Sailors Snug Harbor, Staten Island, N
leave them at Clement & Adams store.
Elizabeth, daughter of4Mr. and Mrs. A. S.Trun- Y.; and expressed the remains to Stockton for
the
is
of
H.
Bucksport
Mrs. J.
Montgomery
dy, and Elizabeth Lillian, daughter of Mr. and interment beside his wife. The burial took
guest of Mrs. J. W. Black on Main street.
Mrs. Lester Berry,were cnristened at the close
place Monday. Although a native of Cape
Jellison the deceased had spent his life
of Augusta is visiting of the morning service.
large; Mrs. Gould, Flinton
ly upo the ocean or in foreign iandB.Since the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George P- Carter.

searsport!

and Mrs, Benj, Howe of Derby, Ct., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb on Main
street.

Mrs. Alvab C. Treat, Church street, went to
Bangor, early Monday mornirg for a brief
visit with her sister, Mrs. J. F. Gerrity.
The Morrison Co. began their extensive fishing operations April 14th, having ten or a
dozen weirs located all about this vicinity.

Rev. O. G. Barnard returned Saturday from
Dover, where he attended the East Maine Conference.

Sumner Socea returned Saturday from Old
Town, where he accompanied the remains of
wife.

Mayflowers are.being brought home by the

day after visiting relatives in Brewer.
Ralph Moriland and James Nickels

are

Mrs. L. S, Titcomb, sylvan street, returned
i4th from a brief visit with her aged and
infirm parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Dearborn,
Pittsfield, Me.

April

at-

tending the S. J. Court in Belfast as traverse
jurors and William D. Smart is attending as a

Mrs. Ralph Morse, West Main street, went
Sandypoint last Saturday to remain until
Tuesday, the guest of Mrs, Merilda B. Pierce
to

grand juror,
weir is being built from the Colcord shore in a westerly direction for the
at
catching of herring for the sardine factory

of that

fish

of.Concord,

village.

Willie Clark

came from Milo last Saturday
s^end Sunday with his grandmother, Mrs.
Ellen G. Clark, Maple street, returning Monday afternoon.

to

Stockton Springs.
Miss Bertha Thomas

system easily succumbed to an attack of the
prevalent influenza. Hib wife passed away
several years ago. He is survived
by three
daughters, Mattie. Addie and Helen, (Miss
Mattie, the only unmarried one, having tenderly ministered to his needs, since her mother’s

day?

Hamilton.

N. H., who

visiting relatives in Bangor, was the
guest last week of her sister, Mrs. Shepard
Shute, on Water street.
Harold E. Biather, assistant paymaster of
the Great Northern Paper Co. of Miliinocket,
who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
has been

ed

j
1

Sears’

Island,

This

is

Mr. Dorr’s

UroEB ana

Mr. and

who

u

A.

street,

xoungoi Bangor

house

route from Buenos

The
last

now en

Ayres to New York with

a

cargo of linseed, Las been chartered to load
coal at Noriolk at $8 50 per ton for Buenos

j

illumination.
sardine factory at Lowder brook opened

Thursday

with

of opera-

a

true

woman

Pendleton, Cape Jellison, was in Bangor last week for surgical treatment for the
kidney and biadder troubles which have caused

Barnard, pastor of the M, E'
church has been ppointed to the M. E. church
at Orrii gton Center and South Orrington and
will be succeeded here by Rev. James Ainslee

0. G.

Unity.
Capt. James

thmian of the

Friday

from

steamer

B. Parse of the

steamship

him much
turned

friend,

by

all

kind neighbor and estimable
Stockton acquaintances.

cargo of nitrate from

Bueno.

ate and

a

load of cotton

at

a

and

lias

re-

Expansion. Spring buying favored by betWeather. Retail buying enlarged. Jobbing
more active. Extreme pessimism
disappearing.
A rampant stock market. Higher
prices for
ter

us

dull

weatner

and consid-

Elden H. Shute arrived last Friday from
Alton, where he is station agent, lor a brief
visit with his mother, Mrs. Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, and other home friends.
He left
Tuesday morning on his return to his position.
Holidays are appreciated by old and younar,

Wheat Growers And Meat Packers
Enriched By The War.

Mr.

Mrs. Charles C. Park, accompanied by her
Dr, Isaac P. Park, arrived Friday from
Revere, Mass., and immediately began packng her household furnishings, preparatory to
^selling her residence to Mr. and Mrs. M. J
Goodere.
She is to board in our village
through the summer, old -friends are glad to
know.

Steamer Ogeechee, Capt. Amos A. Dow,
sailed from Bremen April 4th with a full cargo
for New York. Capt, Dow sailed from Savan
nah with

weeks,

State Of Trade.

stocks, wheat and cotton. War orders continue
heavy. Building reportB better. Lumber slightly more active. Good crop reports. Winter
a mild temperature.
The
wheat above average. Large increase
expected
frost is coming out in our roads, rendering | in
spring wheat. Clearings, swelled by speculatraveling very bad in certain localities. Mr. tion, larger than year ago. Collections better.
L. Albert Gardner injured his automobile Fri- Commercial paperselling better.—Bradstreets
April 17th.
day in coming home from Belfast.

America-Hawaiian line arrived
S. C., where the
a

for

apparently much benefitted. May his
be rapid and recovery complete.

Last week gave
erable rain, with

Is-

Charleston,

discharged

suffering

convalescence

C. E. Monroe has put in a gasolene tank
painted a brilliant red with an electric light on
the top. Parties in running their Eastern
down can stop now and have their tanks filled
at two gasolene tanks on Main street. The
other one is at C. u. Sawyer & Co’s, opposite
the post office.

r

now-

marriage, when she moved with her husband
Scmerville, Mass. After bis retirement
from active lusinees they returned to their
native town, bought a large house and lived
among old associates, respected and enjoyed,
until, following the decease of Mr. Overlock,
the widow accompanied the
only daughter,
Miss Emily, to Somerville, Mass., where she
had established a
millinery business. There
the heme has been sli ce
Great sympathy
is extended to the bereaveo
daughter and sons
in this
irreparable loss of a devoted mother,

to

Elden

Rev.

Caleta

having their house wireu
lights. To be in fashion

Fisheries Co. of Gloucester, Mass.

Ayres.

of

Maple
through-

complement
tives, which will le increased when the supof
little
fishes
becomes
more plentiful,
ply
j
This business is owned by the Gorton, Pew

trout.

Ship Timranda, Capt. N. F, Giikey,

a

beloved mother and esteemed friend was
looked upon and a prayer offered
by Rev. C. H.
McElhiney of Searsjort before the interment
beside the cherished husband. Mrs.
Overlock
was Miss
Josephine Staples, a daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
Staples of this
village and lived here for some years after her

Charles H. Emery,

a-days one must introduce this modern method
of conveniently furnishing
the necessary

Bpent two days at the Lake View
House, Swan Lake,returned home by Saturday
ana

are

Mrs.

out for electric

who had

noon’s train with fifteen salmon

as

mains of

land.

room.

Manchester, Ct., before returning home.
trunk i,

remembered

business.

spent the winter
in Daytona, Fla., will visit her brother, J, W.
Ford, in haddonsfield, N. J., and her sister in

Georgia L. Ford,

field is

Monday morning’s train brought the reMrs. Henry Overlook,
accompanied
special
by her daughter. Miss Emily S. Overlock, and
Mr. Alvah C, Treat, Church street, was quite her two sons, Messrs. Edward and
Hartley
sick last week from the prevailing influenza Overlock of Scmerville, Mass.
Friends met
but is again upon our streets, apparently him- the sorrowing party at the station, following
them to the cemetery, where the face of the
self from Dr. Stevens’ treatment, promptly
at

Miss Sarah Griffin,daughter of the lateCapt.
Samuel and Mary B. (Pendleton) Griffin died administered.
in Medfield, Mass., April 19th. Her remains |
George F. Hichborn, accompanied by Mrs.
will be brought to Searsport for burial.
Mary Y. Phoenix, arrived Saturday to remain
over Sunday and Patriot’s day with his sisters,
There will be a tale of cake, chocolate and
sandwiches at Miss Cleaves millinery store the MisspB Hichborn, Church street. These
Saturday afternoon and evening, the proceeds guests took Monday’sal ternoon train for Port-

Mi66

death); by two sons, John, living in Seareport,
and Simon, Jr., a resident of
Marblehead, Mass.
Both are married. Sympathy is extended to
the mourning childten. grandchildren
and other sorrowing relatives and friends.
Mr. Littlefaithful member of
Uncle Sam’s Navy during the
long years of
our Civil War.
Honor to every brave defender
of the glorious Flag.

Rupert Dorr, marine diver, has been engagby the Morrison Weir Co. to work on its

weirs

Rogers, returned home Friday.

to go for chairs lor the conference

Thursday

his late home in the upper part of the
town, Pownal Lodge, F. and A. iV„ attending
in a body. The d» ceased had been
in frail
health through the winter, but while his
friends confidently locked forward to a
recuperation as the summer opened his debilitated
from

eager searchers among the echool children.
Will these sweet blessoms be plentiful by May

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement, who spent the
winter in Daytona, Fla., returned home Mon-

long

oimon umeneia, one of Stockton’s oldest
citizens- for many years a member of the
board of selectmen—was buried

Simon Littlefield, Jr., of Marblehead, Mass.,
was in town last week to attend the luneral
Thursday of his father, Mr. Simon Littlefield.

The North Searsport minstrel troop gave an
excellent show last Saturday evening to a large
audience at Union Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kneeland arrived Friday from Minneapolis and are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. L.

decease of hiB wife many years ago he had
seldom visited his native town. He is survived by two sons, Robert of
Fitchburg, Mass.,
and Charles of Worcester, Mass. The
sympathy of old acquaintances is offered to the
sons and their families.

STOCKTON SFR1NCS.

Mr.

A

^Miss Jennie Black is

in Rocklsnd for

s

visit.

Asa Styles is confined to the house With the

Several from this section attended the movin Freedom last Saturday evening

grip.

ing pictures

John Brewer has moved his family to Cape

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Soule from Palermo
have been visiting at E. F. Banton’s for a few

Jellison.
Mrs.

Josephine

is having her house

Stowers

days.

painted.
F. S. Harriman
Belfast Saturday.

was

Miss Fostina Griffin

a

Mr. and Mrs Eugene Perry are stopping
with Mr. and Mrs. ThomiiB Thompson for a
few weeks.

business visitor in

was

at home

over

Sun-

day from Brewer,where she is teaching school,
Mrs. Sarah Morse of Stockton village is the

THE

son,

fancy freight"

made the passage to Kirkwall in the

Orkney Islands ill 19 days, remaining there
three days. The passage from Kirkwall to
Bremen was made through snow storms and
around floating mines in the North Sea. The
Mr. Levi G. Griffin, Maple street, has added
steamer anchored by night and followed the to the
conveniences of his pleasant home by
route laid down by the German government
the ^recent introduction of electric lights
and arrived safely at Bremen with everything I
throughout. Mr. Wilbur Magune, assisted by
shipshape and her cargo in line condition.
| his father-in-law, M i. .»111 i i»»1«j, fc
1

NE^TREATMENT

The Meadow brook in this town is closed to
fishing. See chapter 52 of the public laws of
1915.
Mrs. Rose Whitehouse of Bucksport has
with her sister, Mrs. Kate Staples for
visit.

soda mints and chalk so
extensively used in the old-time
They are too
"dyspepsia tablets.”
harsh for even strong stomachs, and
often do harm if continuously taken.
Dys-pep-lets are made by experts
who understand these things and
have combined the best stomach
remedies known to physicians—pepsin, bismuth, mint, rhubarb and other
and correctives—into
carminatives
delicious tablets that not only look
good but taste good and do good.
They quickly relieve sour stomach,
nausea, indigestion, heartburn.

Cuts

been

here

a

Mr. and Mrs. George Mansur of Bangor
spent Saturday and Sunday at their cottage on
the Point.

of

Mrs. Herman Leach and daughter Elizabeth
Orland visited her sister, Mrs. L. K. Perkins

recently.

Useful

PRODUCE

MARKET.

PAID

HOUSECLEANING

Eggs,

20
16
18

Fowl,
Geese,
RETAIL PRICE.

Beef,

10

Wool, unwashed,
Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

13

76
THE

RETAIL MARKET.

modern di covery
brush required.
Applied with soft
cheese cloth as easily as if one were
washing or dusting his furniture. A child
can do it.
No expensive brush, no expert

help, just

■

a

quick drying

!

Adelaide

spanker

the
furled at

save

and foreti psail, which were
the time the craft was abandoned. The schooner
has about half a cargo of lumber, and Captains
Stanley and Sprague will have a good salvage
for their day’s work. The Herald was built m
the Cottrell yard, Belfast in 1883 for R P Buck
& Co of New Yt rk and was commanded by
Capt Mark Gray of Bucksport, She was 439
tons net,

MI-O-NA QUICKLY
ENDS INDIGESTION
Eat Your Favorite hood and Never
After-Distress.

Fear

There is a way for you to eat whatever j our
Chicago, April 18. Europe’s war has en
riched Middle West farmers approximately \ stomach craves. Many will say “How I wish I
could
but I have tried and every time it nearly
$200,000,000. This money has gone chiefly to
growers of grains. What speculators have 'icills me.”
The
real trouble is that people who suffer
made because of the war perhaps never will be
known. Fifty million dollars, it is conserva- the untold agony of indigestion do not realize
tively estimated, that would not have been that the stomach has a lot of work to perform
forthcoming as increased prices had it not been in digesting the food and if crowded with extra
for the war, have been poured into the coffers labor it rebels and kicks up a fearful disturbance.
of the meat packers.
Mi-o-na, a simple and inexpensive prescripDeath of Hon. Nelson W. Aldrich.
tion, easily obtained from A. A. Howes & Co.,
or any drug store, will quickly and
effectively
New Tore., April 16. Nelson W. Aldrich, stop this disturbance or money refunded. It
for 30 years United States senator from Rhode not only Increases the flow of digestive juices,
Island and a Republican leader whose name but surely and safely builds up and strengthens
the stomach walls so that what you eat is cared
was stamped upon tariff and
currency legislation of his party, died of an apoplectic stroke for as nature intended.
It's needless for you to suffer with indigesat bis home on Fifth avenue here today. He
had been ill of indigestion since yesterday af- tion, heartburn, biliousness, sour, gassy or upset
stomach, for Mi-o-na tablets surely give
ternoon. Until then he had been in excellent
and lasting relief and perfectly harmhealth. He was In his 74th year.;

result is desired.

Water does not spot it white.
Heat
does not affect it—and it dries hard,
ready to use, in 6 to 8 hours—giving a
hard, mirror like surf ace that will last

A

new

1915 Model

I
i

and

|
\

Curtain Stretchers
With Easel Hack, Adjustable M
Without Easel Hack,

$1,98
Bissell’s Vacuum

to

j

$3.00

I

Sweepers

and Cleaners,
$8.50 to $10.00
Electric Cleaners,
Let ua demonstrate at your hon>.

FOR OIL CLOTH

The Wop that “Gets-in^the-C orners”
Reaches everywhere—to nearby corners,
under beds and tables, to top of
doors and high moldings. Reaches and
beautifies all in one short, easy sweep.
corners

Fine for polished floors
cloth and linolenms.

Medium Size Polish

as

well

as

Mop,

for oil-

$1 00

Large Size Polish Mop,
Medium Size Dry Mop,

1.50

FOR LINOLEUM

1.00

The Home

Furnishing Company

BELFAST, MAINE.
Visit Our

Carpet Department, Second Floor, Largest

in Belfast

1^—....
——l-

Everything £

..

Kitchen

WIRE GOODS, TIN AND ENAMEL

WARE

A T J€~

L. J.

POTTLE’S

Successor to H.

5,

I

10 AND

Church Street,

Davis’

25 CENT STORE,
Hay ford Block,

Belfast, Maim

NOTICE
I wish to notify my patients that my of- AN OAK dining
table, Ml
French legs, parlor sofa,
Ice will be closed for the next two weeks,
and gold, Havilanii
set,
while I am in Boston taking special lessons etc. green
Inquire at
1 in plate work.
36 Church Street. Hi If.
E. S. WEBBER.

1

<

2w16_DR.
Returned

To

The

TO

Fold.

Spokane, Wash.. April 18.

The sole Prothe United States

LE I

ressive party member ot
FLA 1', 6 roor
Miles Poindexrer of Washington, anond floor, set tubs, bet
ounced here last night that he would seek re- minutes’ waik from posti ffice,
lection on the Republican ticket. He look his salt water. Suitable f.*r sumn
g eat in the senate as a
M RS. E L. M
Progressive April 17, of
911, and his term will expire March 3, 1917.
16tf
11 Bay View St., I

j enate.

:

Fj'URNISHED

_

j
)

FOR A COLD
Take Quick Relief Cold Tablets
THE

YELLOW TABLET IN THE YELLOW BOX.

prompt

FOR A COUGH

1

Electric starter, Electric lights, Etc.
Will be sold at a

bargain

to close up a

partnership.

F. L.

WHITTEN, Belfast.

LODGERS WANTED
And Meals Furnished.
MISS MARGARET JEFFORDS would like
to take lodgers and also to furnish meals. For
particulars aj>ply at the home, Charles street,
near

Main street.

2w‘16

I

BISSELL’S

e

BUICK AUTO

j

Carpet Sweepers

1

For Sale

the problem at minimum
labor. Dirt, dust, fly gpn

1

Solves

Triangle Polish Mop

months

years.
Shuman. In North Waldoboro, April 12, Mrs.
Eleanor Shuman.
Snow. In Nortn Brooksville, April 14, Capt.
Alonzo Snow.

|

? 1'

!

Abbott. I
Allston, Mass., April 10, Miss
Abbott of Castine.
Allen. In Machias, April 14, George H.
Allen, a veteran of the Civil War. aged 72
years, 11 months and 18 days.
Butler. In Union, April 9, Mathias U. Butler, aged 90 years, 8 months and 2 days.
Blake In Lagrange, April 10, George W\
Blake, a veteran of the Civil War, aged 79
years.

and 13 days.
Rich, In Belfast, April 20, Moses W. Rich,
aged 85 years, 2 months and 29 days.
Smalley. In St. George, April 7, Aaron H,
Smalley, aged 82 yearB, 11 months and 19 days.
Stinson. In Rockland, April 4, Mrs. Naomi
G. Stinson, formerly of Swan’s Island, aged 77

Especially

WIZARD

Barbour, Philadelphia.
Dublin, April 14, Sld, ship Edward Sewall,
j
Newport News.
Pernambuco, April 7. Ar, sch Edward E
Briry, Norfi lk; 12, ar, sch Magnus Manson, do.
Rio Janeiro, April 11. Sld, sch Fairfield,
Philadelphia; 13, ar, sch Fannie Palmer, NorBonsey. In Ellsworth, April 13, Edmund
folk.
Bonsey, aged 77 years, 6 months and 14 days.
Bonsey. In Ellsworth, April 14. Hannah, I
MARINE MISCELLANY.
wife of Edmund Bonsey, aged 69 years, 8
;
Portland, Me., April 16. Anxiety for the months and 13 days.
of
the
schooner Clara Donnell, which
safety
Conner. In Penobscot, April 9, Mrs. Mary
left Gulfport, Miss., March 16 for Portland
Conner, aged 87 years, 6 months and 2 days.
with railroad ties, was relieved when it was
Durgin. In Bangor, April 8, Joanna E., wife
learned she had arrived at Vineyard Haven of Curtis
Durgin, formerly of North Brooks-

shreds

^

smoky appearance
renoved, restoring and leaving a
polished, dust-free surface- hd
liant and FREE FROM THAI
STICKY FEELING. Brighter
|
a Varnish, but a Beautifier <ji,
of Varnished Surfaces.
Acting
v..
nish food, it will benefit and r.
j
life of the finest finish.
Parkag-g f
various sizes, to suit your C( r,v.
i

indefinitely.

Margaret

today.
ville.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., April 16, Schr [ Evans. In Belfast, April 19, Mrs. Ella O.
F
from
Cove
for
New
George
Klinck,
Long
I Evans, aged 58 years, 10 months and 2 days.
York, before reported in a dangerous position
Gray. In Hancock, Me., March 28, Celia A.
on
Hawes Shoal, has been floated by cutter |! Magee, wife of Rev. D. M.
Gray, aged 62 years.
Acusbnet and is being towed to New Bedford.
Gross. In Oceanville. Stonington, April 10,
Portland. April 16, A recent addition Mrs. Lelia J. Gross,
aged 51 years, 5 months
to
the fleet
of packet schooners plying and 22
days.
between Portland and eastern ports is the 70
Green. In West Brooksville, April 10, Maria
years old fishing schooner Maine, hailing from
Dodge, widow of Leonard Green, aged 76 years,
BrooKiin, which arrived here yesterday from 9 moi ths and 12 days.
Jonesport and will tat- e on freight at Widgery’s
Hilt. In East Union, April 13, William E.
wharf. She is believed to the only “pinky”
Hilt, aged 68 years and 7 months.
shaped vessel now doing business on the Maine
Hyde. In Rockland, April 15, William H.
coast, although at the time she was built her Hyde, aged 87 years, 3 months and l
day.
type was very common in these waters, espeKnight. In Searsmont, April 16, Timothy F.
cially among the fishing fleet.
aged 81 years, 7 months and 19 days.
Knignt,
A Derelict.
The three-masted schooner
Lawry. Lawry.
At sea, subsequent to
Herald of New York was towed into Swan’s
April 3, David W. Lawry, aged 45 years, and
Island by fishermen April.
She was picked Sidney E. i_.awry, aged 37 years, both of Vinalup at sea. abandoned and waterlogged
The haven.
crew of the Herald were taken off by a GlouManson
In Cape Rosier, April 9, Ira Hugh
cester fishing schooner, and landed at LiverManson, aged 10 years, 6 months and 19 days.
pool, N S, April 10th. Capt Austin Stanley
Nash. In Liberty, April 4, Mary J. Nash,
and Capt W F Sprague were the lucky men.
aged 78 years.
They left Swan’s Island that forenoon in the
Overlook. In Somerville, Mass., April 15,
When they reached Josephine, widow of
power boat Dorothy H.
Henry Overlock of Stockthe grounds they were surprised to see a large ton
Springs, aged 78 years.
schooner a few miles distant, behaving in a
Page. In Belfast, April 21, Eben S. Page,
manner that plainly
told the absence of a
aged 84 years and 10 days.
helmsman. They boarded the derelict and towPatterson. In Lincolnville, April 14, Walter
ed her in. Capt Sprague went to Rockland the Patterson of
Northport, aged 48 years.
next morning and after reporting to Deputy
Patters»on. In Bangor, April 16, Mrs. Louisa
Collector Herbert W Thorndike telegraphed Foss Patterson of
Belfast, aged 82 years
co the managing owners, J F
Whitney & Co,
Patterson. In South Brewer, April 14, Fred
8-10 Bridge street. New York. The Herald W.
Patterson, aged 56 years, 8 months and 29
was abandoned off (’ape Sable.
Her deck is
days.
more than half gone and the
upper work badly
Pease. In Belfast, April 15, Mrs. RoBina
but
the
are
still standing. All Pease,
smashed,
spars
formerly of Hope, aged tO years, 2
of the sails were torn to

w

marks and that

think of it

|

and soap us»d
jn

BRIGHTEiN-Al.L

of

liant varnish surface restored.

water

,,

adapted for 'AUTOS. CARRIAGES,
SLEIGHS, RESTAURANTS, etc where

PORTS.

sch

—

Uncle Hiram’s Varnish,
a piece of soft cheese cloth, and the surface is transformed and the original brila can

!

varnished

inK. And to' the average person lt
problem how to restore the former
and brilliancy.

no

MARRIED.
Progresso.
New Haven, April 16. Sld, sch N E Ayer,
Perth Amboy.
Billings-Hendrick. In Little Deer Isle,
Key West, April 16. Sld, sch Edward ri I April 5, by Rt v. George Smith, Sheridan B.
Blake, Brunswick.
Billings and Miss Rita G. Hendrick, both of
Port Reading, April 16, Cld, sch Wm E Deer isle.
Hamlin-Gushee. In Farmington, April 6,
Litchfield, Charleston.
Bangor, April 15. Ar, sch Fannie F Hall, by Rev. R. H. Clapp, Joseph Wilbur Hamlin of
Boston; 17, ar, sch Inez, Brooksville; sld, schs Sebago ana Golda Gay, daughter of Mr. and
Tarratine, Bridgewater, N S, to load lumber Mrs. Ulysses S. Gushee, former residents of
for New York; iiO, ar, sch Mineola, Boston.
Appleton, of Farmington.
West Sullivan, Me, April 15. Sld, sch LaLlGHTFOOT-BlRD. In Brookline, Mass, April !
14, Alexander Lightfoot and Abbie S. Bird.
volta, Newport.
|
19.
Mills-Avery. In Bucksport, April 17, by
Stockton, April
Sld, stm Millinocket,
Rev. Henry W. Webb, Percy Mills and Miss
Philadelphia and New York.
Searsport, April 16. Sld, barge Greenwood, Evelyn R, Avery, both of Prospect Perry.
]
Elizabethport; 17, sld, barge R & R L Co No 4,
DIEEL
Rockland; 20, sld, barge Exeter, coal port.

Sld,

to your

The New Method—>a

SURFACES

PIANO AND

AUTO
P0JsK
surfaces in time
cloudy, blue, and dull, AUTOS. ;
AGES, etc., become grayy an a1
?
spotty
a
All

from mud,

j

14.

ALL VARNISHED

applying

cust.rre. I
PRESERVE
^

POLISHES

THE PERFECT

UNCLE HIRAM’S VARNISH

(

18 Lime,
1 If
orned,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22! Oat Meal,
6
89 Onions,
3
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
84 Oil, kerosene,
12al3
Corn Meal.
7
84'Pollock,
24 Pork,
14
Cheese,
180 Plaster,
1.13
Cottonseed,
10 Rye Meal,
4
Codfish, dry,
8 Shorts,
1 60
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
7
20a22 Sugar,
8 25a 9 25 Salt, T. I.,
40
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
4 00 Sweet Potatoes,
I Lard
»4 Wheat Meal,
—

CLEANS

MODERN WAY

money can be saved by
furniture or wood work

(

Stone, Boston.
BORN.
Baltimore, April 14 Cld, sch Robert H McPuerto
Cabello.
Curdy,
Billings
In Penol'scot, April 6, to Mr. and
Newport News, April 16. Sld, sch Melbourn Mrs.
Raymond D. Billings, a son.
P Smith, Rio Janeiro.
Colby. In Stonington, April 6, to Mr. and
Norfolk, April 13. Ar, sch Melbourn P Mrs.
frioyd H. Colby, a daugnter.
Smith, New York; cld, Ech Dorothy B Barrett,
Cushman. In
April 16, to Mr.
Searsport; 14, ar, sch Josephine, Philadelphia; and Mrs. Albert EDswortt.,
N. Cushman, a daughter,
15, ar, schs Mark Pendleton, New York; Gen Alice
Day.
E S Greeley, Savannah for western port; cld,
Johnson. In Belfast, at the Waldo County
stm ltaska, St Georges, Bermuda; 16, sld. sch j
!
16, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
Dorothy B Barrett, Searsport; cld, sch Jose- Hospital, aApril
sen.
Johnson,
phine, Pernambuco; 17, cld, sch Mark Pendle- j
Lord. In Ellsworth, April 10, to Mr. and
ton, Horta, Azores; 19, ar, sch Pendletoa Sis; Mrs. Pearl H. Lord, a son
ters, Cheverie, N S.
Luce. In Belfa^, April 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
Pensacola, April 13, Ar, schs William E Frank B.
Luce, a daughter. Barb: ra Therese.
Downes, San Juan; Henry Crosby, Mobile.
Lufkin. In Sandypoint, April 16, to Mr. and
San Francisco, April 13.
Ar, stm Georgian, Mrs. Winifred Lufkin, a
daughter, nilda Jennie.
New York.
Messer. In Appleton, April 1, to Mr. and
Providence, April 15. Sld, sch Helvetia, Mrs. Merle Messer,
a son, Colby Edson.
Jacksonville.
Shute. In Rockport, April 11, to Mr. and
Jacksonville, April 15. Sld, sch Methebesec. Mrs.
George H. Shute, a son, 13 pounds.
Providence.
Fpear. In Rockport, April 8, to Mr. and
Apalachicola, Fla, April 14. Ar, sch Samuel Mrs. Laforest True
Spear, a daughter.
W Hathaway, Humacoa (loads for Boston.)
Williams. In Vinalhaven, April 8, to Mr.
Gulfport, Miss, April 14. Sld, sch Brina P and William Williams,
a daughter.
Pendleton, Bath, Me.
Mobile. April 18. Ar, sch James W Paul, Jr,

CLOTH

A

Where the varnish surface has been
scratched, marred, or destroyed, time and

7.00
26a3G
2
12a 13
22
5.00
3.60

^

SANITARY
VARNISH

8
42
35a 40
10

ar, ech Horace A

Cienfuegos. April

I

TIME

001a400

20'Veal,

Duck.

Philadelphia, April 13. Ar, stm Texan,
Honolulu, ttc; 14, ar, sch Charles H Klinck, i
Long Cove; 15, ar, stm Penobscot, Bangor; 16,

FOREIGN

■

PRODUCER.

60 Round Hog,
24 Straw,
18 Turkey,
18 Tallow,

Chicken,
Ar, stm Ohioan, Tacoma; Calf Skins,

Cheverie, N S, April 9. Cld, schs Mary E
Morse, Norfolk; 13, sld, sch M V B Chase, do.

Articles for

PRICE CURRNET.

Apples,per Dbl.l.OO: &90 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 25a3 50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
3 75 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
Butter,
28a30 Mutton,
Beef, sides,
8£ai0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8> Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,

AMERICAN PORTS.

Norfolk; Gov Powers, do.

I

be^

Corrected W eekly for The Journal.

Barley, bu,
Cheese,

Greeley, Savannah.
Boston, April 16. Ar, sch Georgietta, Sullivan; 17, sld, sch Mary Ann McCann, Gloucester and Bucksporl; 19, ar, sch Annie & Reuben,
Stonington via Portland; sld, schs Theoline,

to

out

BELFAST

News has been received here of the death in
Columbia of Ethel Maxfield White after three
days' illness of pneumonia. She leaves a husband and eight children and a mother, to whom
all extend their sympathy.

New York, April 13.
sch Cora F Cressey, Bath, for Norfolk and Rio
Janeiro; 14, ar, sch John Bossert, Georgetown,
S C; 15, ar, sch Susie P Oliver, Stockton; 16,
ar, sch Donna T Briggs, Vinalhaven; 17, ar,
schs Ida B Gibson, Bridgeport; N E Ayer, New
Haven for Perth Amboy; William Booth, Roberts Harbor for Philadelphia; 18, ar, sch W D
Hilton, Long Cove; sld, sch Izetta, Elizabethport for Frederickton, N B; 19, ar, sch George
E Klinck, Long Cove; 20, sld, sch Lizzie Lane.
South Amboy for Belfast; ar, sch Gen
E; S

Let Us Furnish the Home

FOR SOUR STOMACH

guest of Mrs. Meralda Pierce at this writing

SHIP NEWS.

|

his

Hr. E. F. Banton, who haa bean sick so long,
is slowly gaining and sits up a very little.
Hr. and Mrs. Nathan Vose have moved to
Halldaie, in the rent owned by Natter Bros.

The fishermen ere building their weirs.
lest week.

Traveling is much better then

I

Take

Syrup

White Pine and Tar

FOR YOUR KIDNEYS
Take DeWitt’s Kidney and Bladder Pills.

^FOR

YOUR LIVER

Take Our Wonder Midgets.

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE
Tiiiiiunoeime,* mif-

■- .1

-r<nrat
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